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in autumn 1980 and a summary appeared in "The
Agricultural situation in the community - t9B0 Report', published in
This report was drafted

conjunction with the Fourteenth General Report on the Activities of the
European Communities. Despite the retrospective nature of the report, the
departments concerned have as far as possible updated the key figures relating
to the Nine and added a short description of the situation in the Community of
Ten.
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I
Summary

Markets

for agricultural

products

Introduction

6000
The purpose of the first part of this summary is to give
highlights of the markeL situation in those sectors of importance in
Community agriculture during 1979/80. This review includes reference to
the pattern of production and consumption, price developments, particular
measures taken, as well as the development of Community trade in world
markeLs. Att.ention is focussed on six sectors which represent around 2/3 of
I
agricultural output and where more than 75% of the budget is spent:
cereals, sugar, fruit and vegetables, milk products, beef and pigmeat.
6001
The second part looks at Lhe short-term outlook for
agricultural markets examining in particular those sectors where
problems exist or where they are likely to arise.

e

,f

6002 As the draft of Lhis report was prepared in Autumn 1980
- a synthesis has already been published in the document "The
Agricultural Situation in the Comrnunity 1980 Report" - no
account has been taken in this sunmary of the impact of the
accession of Greece to the Community. However, the individual
market reports indicate that the greatest impact wilI most
likely be felt in the sectors of olive oil and tabacco.
6003

The references to statistical tables relate to those
included in the document mentioned above.
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a
Situation on the principal agricultural

markets

Crop products

Cereals (Tables
Comnruni

ty

ma

M.

I. -)

rket

The total atea of cereals under cultivationi in the Comnlunity
6100
in I9j9 was 26.7 Mio ha or 28.7% of the utilised agriculturaL area (UAA).
Their importance in the land-use of individual Member States varj-ed
consideribly, being of the greatest significance in f'rance, Germany and
Denmark and of least importance in Ireland and the NerLherlands where fodderr
crops and permanent grassland are more prevalent'

Production and consumption
Although cereals production in 1979 was hantpered by a !;evere
6101
winter,. final production rui 113.6 Mio t, only 2.2%less than the record
1978 crop. Despite unfavourable climatic conditions during this year'
either from initial fears of a drought in the spring or heavy ra1ns in June
and July, preliminary estimates indicate a new production record in 1980 of
around 118 Mio L (4% more than in 1979). Idithin this overall total there
has been a significant shift away from rye, oats and maize towards winter
wheat and winter barley (production of winter wheat r;hould be up by 10 %) '

Total consumption of cereals in the comrnun:Lty in 1978/'79
6I% of all cereals being utilised in irnimal feed
amounted to 115.9 Mio 1.,
while 34.3% r,qent for human consumption and industria,L use (roughly the sarne
as in 1977/7s). Within these two divisions, the proportions va:ry
substantially from cereal to cereal, from one Member State to anrrther and
from year to year. The final balance sheets for 7978/ 79 show that selfsupply did not exceed 100%
6103

a

I
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6704
The use of cereals for feeding to livestock has been
significantly affected in recent years by the growth of cereal substitutes
used in animal feed such as manioc, oilcakes and a varieLy of food industry
by-products (see article on cereal substitutes) (1). For example, there is
a sign that animal feed use of cereals on farms where they were grown is
declining (under 45% in 7978/79 compared to around 50% in 7975/76), which
is most probably due to the fact that farmers are tending to sell their
cereals (or produce less, as in the case of oats) and to purchase compound
feeding stuffs. This trend has been slowed down to some extent by the
operation of the Silo system (2) in order to develop the use of more EC
wheat and barley in animal feed.

Main market features

6105
The 7919/80 marketing year opened with a slightly higher stock than
normal as a result of the large 1979 crop (total stocks about 14.7 Mio t).
With a record crop anticipated in 1980, the Commission has oriented its
policy towards encouraging a large export progratnme.
Among the decisions made by the Council when fixing the prices in
the 1980/81 marketing year was the agreement in principle to integrate rye
into the silo system of grain prices in three stages. This will align the
rye intervention price with the level of the common intervention price for
coarse grains by 7982/83. Another important element was the decision to
introduce full public intervention purchasing for breadmaking wheat to be
put into effect for the first 3 months of the 1980/81 marketing year.
b lUt)

J

6707
As a result of the quantities produced particularly of wheat and
barley in 7979/80, markel prices in the Community have been depressed to
around the intervention price level (in the case of common wheat the
reference price level which is 12 .7% above the intervention price leveI).
There was, however, no progress in the level of intra-Community trade.
\dorld markets

6108
World production of cereals (excluding rice) in 7919 amounted to
7 173 Mio t (3) of which the quantity produced in the Community was 9.7o/,
The proporLions produced by other major exporters of cereals were: US 25%,
Canada 3o/o, AustraLia 2o/", and ArgenLina 2%.
(1) "Policy for animal feeding stuffs : the case of the cereal I'substitutes't
(2) The aim of the silo system is to reduce EAGGF expenditure in the cereals sector
by introducing a natural hierarchy, between a common intervention price and a
common target price, in the prices of the major cereals (common wheatr ry€,
barley and maiza) on the Community market in feed grains.
(3) FAO Statistics.

a
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6109
At the beginning of the 1978/79 marketing y,3ar' world stocks of
cereals were very high as was the level of production in the USA, the worl,C's
Iargest grain exporter. Owing Lo the strong import dremand from the USSR
and Eastern Europe, however, and lower production lev,els in other exportin,g
countries, market prices remained generally higher than in 1978/79
throughout the marketing year. In the beginning of J,anuary 1980 the US
announced its intention to limit sales of grain to thre USSR (a measure
supported by aII the other major exporting countries rexcept Argentina).
Owing to the reasons set out above, however, this action only had a
temporary effect on world price levels.

6110

In

7978/79

the

Community imported 18.5 Mio L

of cereals

(3% less

than 1977/78). Of this total,12.3 Mio t were maize, (more than B0% of
which was imported from the US) and 3.5 million tons,of common wheat
(around 95% from North America). Total quantities im:ported in 1979 /80 are
expected to be down to 76-77 million tons, with a marked drop in maize
(about 10 Mio t).

Total exports of cereals and cereal products in 7978179 were up
34%to 14.4 Mio t. Within Lhis total, common wheat a:nd flour accounted for
7.7 Mio t. This latter amount rose to about 10 Mio L in I979/8A (9 Mio t
of commercial sales, of which almost 3.5 Mio L were of flour, and the rest
as food aid). In both these years, the Community's major clients for wheat
exports have been in West and North Africa as well as to several European
countries, including Poland and Portugal. Flour exports continued to go to
a wide variety of destinaLions. (Egypt, Sri Lanka, Syria and Saudi Arabia
being among the most important). Barley and barley product exports
amounted to 5.1 Mio t in 1978179 of which 1.5 Mio t was in the form of

6111

products.

a

Sugar (Tables M.3.-)
Community market
620A
The trends observed .''n the past decade in terms of production
structures indicate Lhat smaller beet-growing enterprises have tended to
diminish in favour of units larger than 10 ha and that Lhere has been a marked
decrease in the number of farms producing sugar beet. At the same time,
rationalisation has also occurred among the sugar beet processing factories,
their number declining by 13'1i between 1912/73 and I979/80 whilst total
processing capacity has increased by 21%. The quota system, now in force
for over 5 years, does not appear to have impeded this rationalisation

process.

Production and consumption

6207
Tota1 sugar production in the Community in 1978179 was 11.8 Mio t
rising to the record level of I2.3 Mio t in 1979/80 with scarcely any
change in the total acreage planted. For the latter year, about 9 million
tons was produced within the basic quota ('A' sugar); an amounl of 1.8 Mio
t was reached outside the basic quota but within the maximum

a
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a

(tBr quota) while the remainder of the production ('C'sugar)
attained 1.45 Mio t, the highest ever known. Production of isoglucose in

amount

1917/80 was 164 000 tons.

6202
Levels of sugar for human consumption for 7979/80 remained
roughly at last year's level (9.5 Mio t) while total consumpLion of
isoglucose rose by 18% Lo 764 000 t dry matter. Aboul I% of total
production was channelled for indusLrial purposes. As a result of rising
producLion and stagnant consumption, self supply in the Community rose from
725% in 7978/79 to 130"/. No sugar was offered for public intervention during
r979/80.

llain market features
No agreement was reached in the Council during the early part of
6203
1980 on a new sugar policy for 1980-1985. In consequence, an extension of
Lhe status quo was decided upon for the 1980/81 year along with an increase
in the intervention price for white sugar of 5.3% overall differentiated
according to its different components.

6204
However, there was a wide measure of agreemenl in the Council to
continue a quota system for a limited period based on the principle that
disposal of the entire quantity of, sugar produced in excess of Community
consumption should be the responsibility of the producers. It is on this
basis that the Commission has presented its proposals for a new sugar
regime in September 1980

a

6205
Market prices for 7979/80 remained close to the intervention
price in surplus areas in the Community; they rvere higher in the UK. Intra
Lrade once more declined as a result of production increases in deficit
Member States'such as ltalv and the tK.
I{orld market
62A6

As

a result of record production levels in 1979/80, the

Community developed an export programme amounting to 4 Mio t. This total
includes ACP sugar (I.25 Mio t), Community produced while sugar (2 Mio t)
and sugar contained in processed products. For 1980181 the expected export
programme is 4.0 Mio L.
6207
This has coincided with favourable trends on world market prices
I{hile the price level has fluctuated considerably over the past year, it
has remained above the intervention price }evel for 79BO/81 since the
beginning of May. At Lhe end of Seplember 1980, the world price level
reached about 770% of the EC intervention price. As a result, instead
of refunds Lhe Community has been charging export levies which are
counted as receipts for the Community budget. Thus no disposal cosls are
being incurred qrhile a steady revenue is being obtained with stable
internal prices.

a

-96208

In the

a
meanwhile, the commitment

to import 1.3 Mio t of ACP sugar
II Conventionl this sugar is

has been renewed in the context of the Lom6
primarily disposed of on Lhe lIK market.

Fruit and vegeLables (Tables M.11.-)
6300
In 7979, the secLor of fresh fruit and vegetables represenLed
lI.9% of the total final agricultural production in thr: Community, similar
to previous years. Pear and apple production was slightly down r,rhile
peaches remained at the same level as 19781 vegetable production also
decreased by about 71" to 24.4 YIio t. Fruit consumption rose by B.g/" to
24.3 ITio t while the lever ferr for vegetabres by r.5% in comparison to
1978.

Market prices flucLuated considerably over the year an<l were supported in
several instances by temporary measures like counterva:Lling chaiges (f) on
imports and occasionally by safeguard measures(2). Quantities withdrawn of
appres (6.8% total producrion), peaches (3.7%), pears 1i2.6%) and tomaroes
(2.+71 withdrawn were greater in 1g7g/80 than 1978 /79 ttut wit.hdrawals were
down

for the other products e.g. cauliflowers.

6301

Turning to Erade, Lhe total imports of fresh fruits in 7978/79
remained at about the same level as the previous year - about 4.5 l{io t or
more than 7 times the total expor:t volume. No voluntar:y restraint was
requested from Southern Hemisphere suppliers owing to their anticipated
export levels, as well as the situaLion on the Comrnunity market. IntraCommunity trade remained slable at about 3.5 Mio c.

6302
Total imports of vegetables were 3.1 Mio t in 1978f79, nearly three
times the volume of exports. Intra-Comrnunity trade was significanl- reaching a
1evel of.4.6 llio t (an increase of.7% over 1977/lSy.

a

6303
The trading pattern was a little
different fo,r processed fruit
and vegetables. rmports of tomato concentrate declinedi by 46"1" whil_e
exports increased by 33'/; irrtra trade increased by 25o1,. A similar:
development was observed for peeled tomatoes. Apart from these features,
the most significant element in lgTg in the proclssed fruit and vegetables
sector was the spectacular rise by nearry 10 times in budgetary cost
anticipated owing to the level of aids decided upon in the council.
(1) A counLervailing charge - is levied to make up the difference:
betrveen the reference price for a given product
and a lower entry price for that product from
a non-member country.

(2)

A protective (or
safeguard) measure

is taken when, by reason of a high level of
imports of a particular product from a non-member
country, the Community market is subjected
to or threatened with a serious disturbance.

a
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Iivestock products
MiIk and milk products (Tables N.13.-)
Community market

6400
Over Lhe past few years dairy cow numbers have been remarkably
stable in the Community with only slight vari-ations around a total of 25
milllon head in spite of significant changes in the structure of dairy
farming. lliIk production, however, has risen remorselessly as the average
yield per cow has improved from year to year (4 040 kg in 1979). The main
impetus for growth appears to be coming frorn those Member SLates wlth lower
yielding dairy cows while those }lember States rn'ith high yielding cor{s seem
to have stabilised for the time being.
Production and consumption

J

6407
Turning to the utilisaLion of milk produced, an increasing
proportion of milk production (nearly 97.1%) continues to be sold by
farmers to dairies for processing into milk and milk products. Deliveries
of milk by farmers to dairies in 1979 increased by 2.8'/" and are expected to
rise by 2.5% in 1980. Exceptionally, however, the increase was not converted
into the intervention products of butter and skimmed milk powder but channelled
instead into such products as cheese (up 5%) whole milk powder (up 7O%), casein
and condensed milk in order to satisfy the expanding demand on Lhe world market.
It is anticipated that this trend will be confirmed in 1980 with a 2.1% decrease
in the production of butter (-40 000 t) and skimmed milk powder (-40 000 t).

Consumption in the Community of fresh milk continued to rise by 1.5%
in 1979 (except in the United Kingdom where consumption is declining) as did
cheese consumption (up by 3%). Butter consumption increased by 50 000 t but
only through costly special disposal programmes enabling butter to be sold
at greatly reduced prices within the Community. This masks a persistent
trend of decline in butter consumption over the last few years. The same
situation arises for skimmed mil-k powder where only abouL 10% of the powder
manufactured in 1979 could be sold in the Community at the fixed price, Lhe
rest being sold for feed to calves (65%) and pigs and poultry (25%).
6402

a
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I
Main market features

6403
The principal effort in the milk sector has been to find outlets
for the increasing volume of milk products at the che,apest unj"t cost,
either internally or exterrrally. During 1979/80 and 1980/81 the disposal
programmes have been sufficient to continue the reducEion of intervention
stock levels for buLter and skimmed milk powder even Lhough the unit rate
of aid for a considerable number of them (e.g. aid for casein, for skimmed
milk powder and skimmed mitk for use in animal feed) .has been reduced. At
the end of September 1980, public intervention stock levels for butter and
A
skimmed milk powder were at some 180 000 t and 239 000 t respectively.
for
to
the
internal
markets
restored
more conmercial element has thus been
these products.

Within the 1980/81 marketing year the Council decided on a 4"/,
increase for the target price of milk; intervention prices for butter and
skimmed milk powder were altered accordingly. At the same Lime, however,
Lhe Council also agreed to apply a flat rate levy of 2% on milk production
and sLated that an addiLional levy would be applicable in the 7987/82
marketing year should the increase of milk delivered to dairies in 1980
6404

exceed 7.5%.

World markets

t{orld milk production in 1979 increased less than 1o/o compared
6405
with 1978. This is only half the increase in 1978 and is notably due to
the reductions in USSR milk production (more a function of declining yietd
per cow - 3% less in 1979 than in 1978) - than with falling cow numbers.

o

The world market continued to expand in 1979 for all milk
6406
products. The total butter/butteroil market, including food aid, increased
by 38% in 1979 compared with 1978 (reflecting a large increase in. imports
by the USSR). Increases in other markets were less spectacular but
nevertheless substantial. World markets rose by 9% for cheese (increased
imports by Iran, Saudi Arabia and Japan); by 13% for whole rnilk powder
(increased demand r+orld wide); by 7% for condensed milk (increased imports
from Greece, Libya and some Gulf states) and by 7% for skimmed milk powder
6407
Community exporters took full advantage of this expanding world
market for milk products, export continuing to be the cheapest method of
disposal of surpluses in this section. Only in the case of condensed milk
was there a slight. deterioration in the Community share of the market share
(see Table M.13.11). Thus noL only did export quantities increase for most
milk products but also the unit rate of refund was considerably reduced in the

I
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a
first half of 1980 owing to rising world prices. Food aid also continued
at a }evel of 150 000 tonnes skimmed milk powder and 45 000 tonnes
butteroil. At the same Lime imports of dairy products continued in 1t79,
the Community importing about 12% of the total world cheese market (78 000
tonnes) and 15% of the total butter market 118 000 tonnes almost all from
New Zealand.

Beef and veal (Tables M.14.-)
Community market

Beef production takes place on about 2/3rds of the total number
of farms in the Comnunity, being mostly concentrated in member states with
large areas of agricultural land available. Although animal numbers have
remained relatively stable in 7979 (about 78 Mio head of which 31 IIio
cows), a noticeable trend towards larger size units has been observed over
the past several years, the number of producers decreasing at a rate of
4.5/" per annu.m.

6500

Production and consumption

a

65 01
There are three main forms of enterprise in the beef sector:
young calves (from the milk herd), adult beef animals raised on pasture and
young male fattening animals fed on cereal feeds. Production continued to
increase in 1979 after having slipped for a short period during 7976 and
7977. Tot.al beef production was up by 6.2% in 1979 compared to 1978 to 6.8

llio t

6502

In spite of persistent problems in the general economy, consumption
by 1.5'/" in 7979 to 6.8 Mio t; estimated figures for 1980
indicate that a downturn is likely owing to the unfavourable price

once more rose

relationship between beef and other meats . Price comparisons provided in
- provide a useful guideline.

table

Main market features

During 1979 and the first half of 1980, producer prices for beef
did not rise above the guide price. On average in 1979 the producer price
was 85.25"$ of. the guide price while during 1980 it was down to B0% of the
guide price. In these circumstances, with a high level of stocks at 310
000 t on 1 January 1980, the Commission's major policy objective has been
to ease the market to some degree through higher exports. This has only
been partially successful (see para. 6506) .
6503

)

_13_
In addition to maintai.ning a high level of export refunds and tht:
possibility of advance fixing (l ), the Commission hasi laken a series of
rneasures supporting the internal. beef market including measures Lo stimulate
sales fr:om intervention Lo social welfare categories)
consumption-1".g.
"ft"up
of a suckler premium decicled in the Council for:
as well as the introduction
the 1980/81 marketing year. AL the same Lime, the Council deciderl to raist:
the guide price by 4% but market prices have nol mr:vecl upwards in parallel,,
In consequence purchases into irrtervention have risen and stocks are expecl-ed
to be about 360 000 t at 31 December 1980.
During Lhe summer of 1980, there was considerable consiumer disquiel in Lhe
Community about Lhe use of hormones in veal production leading Lo significant
upheaval in the market. In response to this, the Comnnission: will come
forward with proposals banning l-he use of hormones in vear p'roduction'
Intra-Comrnunity trade has stabilised at about 1.3 Mio t over the
6505
past three years.
6504

a

World markets
The Community is the 1-hird largest beef producer i-n the world,
6506
producing about 15% of the tota1 world production (we"LI behjnd the US and
the USSR). As a result, the Comrnunity cannoL play the dominant role in the
world market as a price leader ils it is possible to dr: for clairy products.
The Community's share of the r^ro:cld market during the past dercade did not
exceed 15%.

Nevertheless, beef exports in 1'979 more tharr doubled the
quantities exported in 1978 (168 000 t) and are expec'Led to reach a record
Ievel of 550 000 t in 1980. Principal destinaLions ira 1979 were Mediterrarnean
countries (:0"7"; and EasLern countries (30%). Thus an active export
progranme has been pursued but at a considerable cost through a high unit
rate of export refund and the lrrss on sale of intervention beef.
b5u

/

O

6508
Imports from non-member countries continued through 7979 aL a lelrel
400
of around
000 t, roughly equivalent to the amount;s imported each year
Most
since 1973.
imports benefit from special import regimes either
(the latter in the context ,cf the results
or
multilateral
bilateral
negotiated under the auspices of GATT).
Pigmeat (Iables M.15. -)
Community market
6600
Although the number of pig places in L979 has only increased by
0.2% since 1978, pigmeat production rose by 5/" during 1979 to 9.8 |Iio t.
Consumption in 1979 rose only by 3% to 9.5 Mio t, mea:ning that the level of
self sufficiency reached 101%.
1
Price leve1s on representative markets duri.ng 7919/8A have
remained consistently belor+ the basic price. The situation has continued
in this manner during 1980. As a result, a seri.es of measures have been
introduced to support producer prices. These have included aj-ds on a
temporary basis for private storage as weII as a closer application of
supplementary amounts on imports when the sluicegate prices (2) have not
been respected.

bbu

(1) Advance fixing provides a trader with the possibility of knowing the
level of an export refund a few months in advance, the amount varying from
product to product.
(2) Sluicegate Price is the. offer price to be respected by third countries
exporting to the Comrnunity

a
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Wor1d market

The Community is a traditional exporter of processed pigmeat
66A2
producLs of (e.g. sausages). In 7979, however, fresh producLs have gained
in importance through the application of export refunds to them.
Conclusions and outlook

for

Community

agriculture

6700
From the preceding analysis of the principal agricultural sectors
of cereals, sugar, fruit and vegetables, milk products, beef and pigmeat
there are several conclusions to be drawn which will have a significanL
effect on market management in the short to medium term. Some of these are
of a general nature, others more particular to the relevant sector.

The first general observation is that structural adjustments accompanied
6707
by technicaJ progress have been rapidly taking place in the agricultural
sector, leading to larger farming units and a smaller number of producers.
As a result of improved produclivity, production has been rising steadily
in a1l the sectors examined.
Consumption has not always risen to the same extent. In some casest
consumption is roughly keeping pace with production increases (".g.
pigmeat)1 sonetimes only at significant budgetary cost (e.g. milk products).

In others, there is an evolving situation of oversupply which has so far
only been resolved by encouraging an aclive export programme e.g. beef and
sugar and also milk products (alongside expensive internal disposal

programmes).

e

fn a climate of increased a!/areness of budgetary limitaLion, export has
been the predominant means of disposal as it is the cheapest method
currently available in most sectors. In consequence, stock levels of some
major commodities are at present at their lowest levels for the past three
years. At the end of September 1980 stock leveIs were at 180 000 t for
butter: and 239 000 t for skimmed milk powder.
It should be noted however that the phenomenon of surplus production is
restricted to the agricultural sector alone.

noL

A second general observation is that intra trade has tended Lo
stagnate in most sectors between 1978 and 1980 in marked contrast to the
consiclerable increases in the period 7973-7978 afLer accession to the Community
for the United Kingdom, Denmark and Ireland. This is particularly
noticeable in the cereals and beef sectors. This may only be natural in a
climate of economic recession when purchasing power has fallen and where
there is little population growth (fewer extra mouths to feed). It is also
indicative that the Community will increasingly depend on exports for
surplus disposal should production in certain surplus sectors not be
brought under control.

6702

t

_15_
This is a danger signal for the future as Lhe present policy
orientation has depended not only on availability of budgetary funds (ove:r
half the expendiLure in the milk sector of 4.9 billion EUA in 1980 is
expected to go on export refunds) but also on availability of export
markeLs. Exports of sugar and milk producLs in parL:lcular have been
facilitated in both respecLs by production shortages in the major producing
countries - either through climatic Iimitation or dornestic policy
objectives - which has led to high world market prices and a scarcity of
6703

I

supplies.

Thirdly, in Lhe short term, it is expected that world price
Ievels for sugar and cereals will remain at refative-ly high l-eve.s during
most of 1981. In the medium term, on the basis of most rel.iable forecasts,
demand for cereals particularlv from developing counllries is very likely to
continue. In addition, for dairy products and beef, it is hoped that the
new internaLional arrangements negotiated in the frarnework of the GATT wi.[1
bring some price stability as well as continued deve-Lopment. in the world
markets. Current indications are, however, that whi.Le the world market for
dairy products should remain buoyant during 1981 the rate of growth is
likely to slow and competition to increase over the rnedium term.
6704

6705
Lastly, enlargement of the Community to include Greece on 1
January 1981 and then Spain an<l Portugal in a few yeilrs time could well
Iead to imbalance in the Mediterranean product secto:cs like fruit and
vegetables, olive oil and wine unless some important changes are is made lio
the existing regulations.

6706

Turning to specific comments, there are thrree par:ticular areas
liable to increase rather than der:line in the next two

6707

in the milk sector p::oduction is continuing to increase at a
rate above 2"[ per annum. Unless a proper balance can be restored
to the markeL through production control, i_his increase is like_Lv
to continue for the next few years as there is wi.thout doubt
still a considerablr: potential for yield increases throughout the
Community based on existing technology

6708

in the meat sector competition is likely to become increasingly
sharp in the internal market between the d:lfferent meats of bee:E,
sheep, pigs and poultry. Encouragement of production for beef
and sheep provided through market support systems will ensure a
continued fl-ow of these meats onto the marl<et (the same guarantee
not. being provided for pigs and poultry)

where problems are
to three years:

o

I

-76-

a
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finally, the sectors of milk, beef and poultry wiII be assisted
by the proliferation of use of cereal substitutes in animal feeds
stretching out from traditional sources of manioc and soya to
products such as maize gluten feed and industrial by-products
(e.g. breweries).

Conclus ion

6800
The main problem facing the Conmunity over the short to medium
term in the agricultural markets is to determine how the increasing
production volume avajlable can be disposed of, either internally or
externally, at reasonable prices, while safeguarding farmer's incomes and
at the same time remaining within the budgetary limits provided. If
restraint on production in certain sectors is not exercised, thus providing
a limit to budgetary expenditure and bringing the markets in question back
into balance, the financial and political consequences wiII be very serious
indeed.

a

a

B.

I7

1.

CEREALS

(1)

I

1. Introduction
(a)

The economic

situation

:

The 1979/80 cereals marketing year opened with larqe stocks,
particularly of wheat, and to this were added substantial, though not
record, new crops. As a result, market management was difficult and,
despite record exports, tl're intervention stocks of common wheat doubled
to more than 2 million tonnes. Internal market difficulties were
exacerbated by high interest rates, making stock-holding more
expensive, though on the world market there was good initial demand,
mainly from Eastern Europe and the USSR. Finally this demand was not
fully exploited because of the Community's decision to limit export
sales to the USSR. At the start of the 1980/81 marketing year, world
market prices are once again very firm, mainly as a result of crop
reductions following the drought in North America. The Community
cereals crop on the other hand is expected to reach a r''rew record.

(b) Cereals in

Community

agricrulture

:

The total area of cereals in 1979 was 26.7 Mio hra or 28.7% of the
utilized agricultural- area (UAA). Their importance in the land-use o'f

individual Member States varied considerably, be,ing least important in
Ireland and the Netherlands (7% and 12% of UAA respectively) where
fodder crops and permanent grasslands are more important. They are of
greatest significance in Germany and Denmark (43;% and 63% of UAA
respectively) where cereals account for about 7Ct% of the arable land,
they also account for a high proportion of the arable land in
Luxembourg (7O%). In the remaining Member Staters cereals occupy 50 to
6O% of the arable land and 20 Lo 70% of the UAA.

I

The cereals share in the final production of agriculture is a less
useful measure of their economic importance sinc,e in many cases a larqe
proportion of the production is used for livesto'ck 1's.6ing on the farm
where it is produced. This means that the final production of such
cereals is in the form of livestock products. Thus in Germany, where
cereals account for 43% of the UAA, they only represented 9.196 of the
value of final production in 1979 because over AO% of the total
quantity produced was used for animal feedinq onr the farm where it was
grown. In the UK, by way of contrast, cereals accounted for only 20%
of the UAA but 14% of the value of final agricultural production
because only 16% of the crop was fed to livestock on the farm where it
was grown. In the Community as a whole, where about 27% of the crop
was fed to livestock on the farm where qrown, the direct contribution
of cereals to the final production of aqriculture was 11 .2% in 1979.

(1)

See Tables M.1.1

to

M.1.10

t
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(c)

a

in world cereals production :
World production of cereals (excluding rice) in 1979 amounted io
I I73 million t (according to FAO statistics) of which the quantity
produced in the Community was 9.7% (9.6?6 in 1978). The proportions
produced by the other major exporters of cereals were: United States
The Community

25%; Canada 3%;

2.

Australia 2%; Argentina 2% (see table

M

1.7).

Production
Community cereal-s production in 1979 was adversely affected hry the severe
1979 winter. This necessitated substantial resowing of damaoed areas of
winter urheat especially in France where they were replaced by sprino wheat,
barley or maize. Subsequent growinq conditions were very good and the
final production of 11f.6 million t was only 2.2% down from the record 1978
crop. The total area sown to cereals for 1980 harvest was almost identical
to the 1979 area but with a higher proportion of wheat and less maize than

in the previous year. After initial fears of drought in the sprinq, the
heavy rains in June and July had a generally favourable effect on cereal
yields. The preliminary estimates indicate a new production record in
1980, at around 118 million t or 4% nore than in 1979.
(a)

Common

wheat

:

The common wheat crop was sown in qood conditions in the autumn of 1979
and the area increased by about 5% as compared to the I97B and 1979
crops. The subsequent mild winter and generally wet summer have led to
yields which are expected to equal or exceed the level achieved in 1978
G Lo 4% higher than in 1979). Froduction is forecast at more than 47
million t (+10%), a new record. The quality of the crop is not thouqht
to be particularly good and although this can be partly explained by
the wet weather, there is also believed to be a growinq tendancy amonq
producers to switch from high quality varieties to higher yielding but
mediocre quality varieties of bread-making wheat. 0n the other hand
the production of varieties which are only suitable for animal feeding
seems to have stabilised.

a

(b)

Durum wheat :

of durum wheat increased in both France and Ita1y in 1980 to
reach 1.8 million ha (+a%). Most of the Community's durum wheat
production is in lta1y where the area has been quite stable for a
number of years. This contrasts with the declining area of common
wheat in Italy where durum wheat now occupies over 5O% of the total
wheat area. Yields are also expected to be higher in 1980 and
Community production is consequently expected to rise to over 4 million
The area

t

(c)

Ge%).

Rye

:

of rye decreased by almost 4% in 1980, though yields are
to be slightly higher than in 1979. As a result production
should decline by around 2% to 2.9 million t.
The area
expected

a

(2't

I9
(d) Barley

:

for the 1980 crop decljned from the
total area sown to barley
'.Level (-2%)
to 9.5 mil.Lion her. Within this
exceptionally high 1979
total, the switch to winter barley continued in all l,'lember States,
though it is especially pronounced in France arrd Germany:
Area of winter barlev in % of total barley area
The

.1976

Germany

France

1GZ
_il%

:

:
:

I

1977 z 1978 : I9t79 : 1eB0 (P):
EE:-''
)z'
/l
59%
49% : E7 0/
ha

v_

q'l

o./^

?Ct

JLI

o/
A

54

o/o

This change has had the effect of improving averaqe y'ields because of
the higher yields of winler barley but it has :;ometimes had an adve::se
effect on quality since :;ome of the winter var:Leties are of 6 - row
barley which has a l-ower specific weight and generally lower vafue l'or
animal feeding as well as for malting.

Yields in I9B0 are expected to have -increased tty 5 - 5%, partly because
of the higher proportion of winter barley. There is reoorted to be a
lower supply of barley suitable for malting, followirrg the wet weather
in June and July. Total Community production of barley is forecast at
more than 40 million t, some 4% more than in 1979.
(e)

0ats

:

The area of oats continues to decline (-3 in 1.980 ancl -5.3% per yeal: on
average between "1974" arrd "1978"). Production in 1980 is expected to
decrease by 5% to about ,/.f million t.

I

(f) Maize :
The area of maize in the Community was particu-Lar1y hriqh in 1979
because it replaced part of the French winter qrain area affected by
frost damage. Community production was a recoi:d 17.1; milllon t. Irt
1980, the area sown retu::ned to a more normal -Level , at 2.8 million ha
(-B%). Production is consequently expected to be lou,'er than in I97S) at
around 15.1 million t (-8%),

f.

Consumption

In I97B/19 the total volume of cereals used in the Commurrity amounted to
115.9 million t, i.e., 4.0% nrore than in I9l7/78. About f5% consisted of
wheat and 65% of coarse qrains, of which 30% was accounted for by barley
and 24% by maize. The utilization of al} cereals was made up zrs follow:; in
I97B/79 :
consumption and indust::ial use, 34.3% (34.7% in 1977/78); animal
feed 51 .O% (60.79(, in 1977/78".1; seed and losses, 4,,7% (4.5% in 1977/78),
The proportions vary substantially from cereal to cereal, from one Member
State to another and from year to year; the following table g.Lves the
breakdown bv cereals for 1978/79
Human

z

I
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a

Cereal consumption

in 1978179 -

breakdown bv cereal

: Human : Anima] :
: consumption : consumption :

Seed and

: Total :

0.8
1.8
15.9

AA
5.7

6.I

100.0
100.0
100.0

4.5
1.2

100.0
100.0

Industrial
use
w
m

losses :
:
-: -------:

:l,,lheat (Durum :

:and common)

:

64.3

:Rye and meslin:

:Barley

4I.2

:

o.3

28.9
5L.3
77.7

:Maize

7.8
3.5

9I.7

0.0

:

78.1

17.2

:Oats and sum- :
:mer mixed corn:

(a) Human consumption

:

Net human consumption increased by Cr.9% between 1977/78 and I97B/7g.
The part of this increase accounted for by population growth was only
vgry small and per capita consumption increased by o.7%. The most
significant part of this increase related to consumption of wheat in
France and Italy, though at the Community level there has also been a
trend to increasing consumption of common wheat over recent vears (O.6%

over r'1977/74n to ,,1977/78"). Durum rvheat consumotion has
tended to decline (-2,2% per annum over 'r1973/74n to rI977/78")r thouqh
in 1978/79 there was an increase in consumption in rtaly (+a.B%i
per

a

annum

tion of cereals in

1978/79

Net overall
human consumption

('000 t)

l,,/heat

-

16 876

common

2

durum

I

Rye

Barley
0ats

176
674

Maize

(b) Animal feed use

t

722
048
70

:
:

-

breakdown

Net per capita consumption
Kg per

:

z % chanqe :
1977/78 to :
z I97B/79 :

capita :

64.9
10.5
4.0

0.1
o.7
2.6

0.8
3,8
2.3
6.9
4.5
9.1

:

The importance of cereaLs in animal feeding reached a peak in I97Z/73
and 1973/74 when they accounted for more than 26% of total enerqv
requirements (expressed in Fodder units). This represented over- 6fl of

the.energy supplied by concentrate feeds (i.e., excludinq bulky fodder,
root crops and grazing, etc.). This proportion had fallen to 55.9% by

2I
1977/78 whilst the part taken by manioc had increarsed from I.6oA to 3.77,i
and that for oilcakes from 72.3% to I4.4%. The total ouantity of
cereals fed to livestock fell from a peak of 72.3 million t in 1973/74
Lo 67.1 mi-llion t in 1976/77, since when it has orrly partly recovered,
to reach 70.7 million t in 7978/79. This decline is principally due to
the substitution of cereals by products such as manioc, oil-cakes and a
variety of food industry by-products which may be imported into.the
Community with little or no import charge. The most important direct
substitute for cereals is manioc, the imports of u'hich rose from 2-f
million t in 1974 to 6 million t in 1978. Supply difficulties in 1979
and l9B0 have temporarily stabilised imports of marnioc at around 5-5
million t and whilst it is possible that further expansion can be
controlled, there is likely to be strono growth irr the irnports of other
products. A good example is maize gluten feed, inrports of which have
risen from 0.7 million t in 1974 to 2 million t irt 1979 and are
exDected to rise in line wit.h maize alcohol ("qascrhol-") production in
the United States, since it is a by-product of this process.

I

following table compares the consumption of different cereals on
the farms where they are glown with the animal feed use of cereals
which pass through the market (usually purchased ers compound
The

feedingstuffs

).

Anima} feed use

: Cereals :
:
Wheat
Rye

Barley
Oats etc.
Maize

0ther

of cereals in

Used on

I000

farms

1978179, on

:

f.

a

Marketed

1000t

q

11

558
T2 589
692
17 332
657

I

I

31 547

39

44.8%

..

JJ.

O42

C,tr, ao/
L/O

B

2.2
38.3
t1 .1

7 876
2tI 611

to.6
1.0

737

-----'---------- ----------' :
100.0 :
:
z 1O 689
: ---------------:
----------' :
:
1.00.0% :
:
:

:

16.

841
567
2t7 057

214

627
I 009
I4 468
6 184
4 279
80

Tolal

the farm where qrown and

:

Upto 1975/76, the animal feed use of cereals on thre farms where they
were grown accounted for around 5trA of the total f'eed use. Since
1976/17, however, this proportion has fallen to under 45%. In part,
this shift is due to a re-assessment of maize usecl directly on the farnt
in Italy but it may also be due to a qreater tenderncy for farmers to
selI cereals and to purchase compound feedstuffs. A qreater proportiorl
of rye production, for example, is being sold by f'armers and less is
being used on the farm. Production of oats, a cereal which is larqely
fed on the farm where grown, is also declining rapidly.

I
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(c) Industrial use :

J

The use of cereals for processinq and industrial purposes increased
considerably in I97B/79 (+7.2%). This increase, which represents a
strengthening of the previous trend, has affected maize, barley and
heat. In fact the industrial use of wheat has increased by 52% thouqh
it still only accounts for 3% of the total industrial use of cereals.
Most of the remainder is accounted for by barley O2"4) and maize
(45%). The use of barley in brewing, which accounts for 9|o/o of the
industrial use of barley, went up by 7.5%, this increase being mainly
in Germany and the United Kingdom. The only other industrial outlet
for barley, distilling (mainly in Ireland and the United Kingdom),
declined by I3.1%. The processing and industrial use of maize has
increased by 7.49( due to higher utilisation in Germany, the Benelux
countries and the United Kingdom, which more than offset the decrease

'

in Italy.

(d) Setf-suppty

:

Ihe final balance sheets for I97B/79 showed that, contrary to
expeclations, the self-supply did not exceed 100%. This was despite a
record leve1 of production (1I5.4 million t) and it is explained by an
increase of 4.4 million t in the level of domestic use (115.9 million
t). Whilst human consumption and industrial use together increased hry
I million tonnes the major part was due to the increased animal feed

s:l*i,i!r'li,ii
::Fli*:'i;!:i:*lli#::.?t3'l'il':.:ir"i"j!:"'u
residual item in the balance and so is affected by errors of

a

estimation

in other,items.

Summarv

ofl the cereal balance sheet
:

Common

Durum

wheat

wheat

:

:Net external
:balance (2)
:

--------

:Domestic use
:less production :

:

: Rye

:

-0.I

-4.2

.nz

-6.7 : +0.3

z-O.4

in

1978,/79

t)

: 0ats :
: Other :
: etc. : Maize :cereals:
nR.
-0.4 : -O.2 -v.)

Barley

Total

.

-4.0

+11.

B

+O.3

-4.4

+11.i

+O.3

112.6 : 99.9 :

(1)+= stock reduction; -= stock increase
(2)+= net imports;
-= net exports

J

(Mio

59.O

--li:1+0.4

: 59.8 : 99.6 :

>_3

Tn 1979/80 the domestic use of cereals appears to have hreen sliohtly
lower, at around 114 million t, so the self-supply rate is estimated at
almost IOO%, despite the reduced level of production. In fact it is
probable that total exports slightly exceeded total imports with the
result that stocks declined. A feature of this marketing year was the
low level of maize imports, at around l0 million t, fo.llowing the larqe
Community

(e) Stocks

I

crop in L979.

:

of stocks in the different Member States is undoubtedly
accuracy as between both Member States and stock
variable
very
of
positions. According to the best available estimates, the total stocks
of cereals in the Comnrunity at the beginning of the 1979/8O marketing
year amounted to 14.7 million t of which 1.6 million t were held on
?arms. Of the t3.1 million t of stocks in other positions (including
intervention stocks), common wheat accounted for 6.9 million t, durum
wheat for 0.5 million t, barley for l.B million t and maize for 2.7
The estimation

million t.

By 1 August 1980 the off-farm stocks are expected to have fallen to
a6out tt-.S miffion t, including around 6 million t of common wheat (13%
of normal production), 0.3 million t of durum wheat (7% of normal
production),2.2 million t of barley $% of normal production) and
bOout Z.t miffi.on t of maize Q3% of normaL production but only 8% of
consumption).

4.

Trade

(a)

a

Between Member States :

of the Community falls into two distinct
categories, trade in cereals of Community oriqirr and trade in or
tranihipment of cereals of third country origin. Briefly, the latter
consists of import into one Member State via anc,ther Member
State,generally for sound economic reasons such as vessel size and port
charges, but occasionally in order to benefit from anomalies arisinq_
from-the mechanisms of the common agricultural prolicy and in particular
its monetary compensatory system. The majority of this trade consists
of imports of grain ultimately destined for Germany and the United
Kingdbm via th6 large Benelux- ports. The cereal. most commonly involved
is maize, the exports of which from the Benelux countries to other
Member States amounted to 1.9 million t in I97B/'79. There has also
been a significant trade of this kind in common wheat (I.1 million t
from the Benel-ux countries in I97B/79).
The major Community supplier of cereals to other Member States is
France. French deliveries in 1978/79 toLalled 1.0.4 million t
(including cereal products) as compared with 10.8 million t in
L977/78. Deliveries of French wheat in I97B/79 were 4.3 million t and
Trade between Member States

I
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e

in 1979/80 declined to f.B miltion t, mainly because ofl reduced
deliveries to Beloium, Italy and the United Kingdom. Deliveries of
barley increased sliqhtry in r979/Bo, from 2.1 to 2.j million t, the
main customers being Belgium, Germany and Ita1y. However a siqnificant
part of the shipments to Belgium, which in 1979/80 totallecj 0.t million
t of barley and 0.5 million t of wheat, are believed to have been for
subsequent export to third countries via Belgian ports. French
deliveries of maize to other Member States went up from 2.7 million t
in 1978/79 to 3.f million t in I979/BO, the principal customers heinq
the Benelux countries, Germany, the United Kingdom and rreland.
rntra-community trade in cereal products is arso 6f increasing
importance, including such products as wheat fl-our and semolina, barley

malt and maize grits.

(b) With third countries

:

Imports of cereals from third countries (reduced by the estimated leve1
of transhipments) amounted to 18.5 million t in I97B/79 (l% less than
in 1977/78) of which 12.1 million t were maize (z% more than in
1977/78). In 1979/Bo the preliminary estimates indicate imports of
about 15 to 17 million t of cereaLs, includinq only about l0 million t
of maize. In r97B/79 over B0% of the maize imoorts came from the
United States with the remainder coming mainly from Arqentina.
rmports of barley and malt in r97B/79 amounted to l.l mirlion t. The
barley came mainly from Canada (74%) and Australia (I5%). Imports of
barley in 1979/80 are estimated at around 700 000 t and aqain consisted
mainly of imports of Canadian barley into Italy.

a

a

Imports,of

common

wheat remained unchanged between 1977/78 and I97B/79

at 3.5 mirlion t and are expected to be similar in r979/Bo, 0f this
total it is believed that some 0.1 million t were temporary imports
under inward processing arrangements for subsequent re-export in the
form of flour. Durum wheat imports have decreased from 1.5 million t
tn 1977/78 to 0.9 million t in I97B/79 because of the improved Italian
crop. Around 95% of the I97B/79 imports came from North America and
most of the remainder from Arqentina. It is expected that imports of
durum wheat in 1979/80 will be at about the same level.
Total exports ofl cereals and cereal products Ln L97B/79 rose by 34% to
14.4 million t. Within this total, common wheat and flour accounted
fot 7.7 million t. The exports of wheat and wheat flour in 1979/80 are
estimated at about l0 million t which were broken down as follows: 9
million t of commercial sales, of which almost i.5 million t in the
form of flour, and I million t as food aid, of which 0.5 million t in
the form of flour. The estimated total of commercial flour exports
includes around 0.1 million t exported under inward orocessino
arrangements, a practice of considerable significance among millers who
are favourably located (i.e. in ports) because of the substantial
economies resulting either from the purchase of cheap third country
wheat or from the saving of import levy on imported wheat when the
operation is done on an equivalence basis (i.e. export of flour of
community origin set against import of wheat of third country orioin).
Commercial exports of wheat in 7978/79 went to the Communityts reoular
clients in Viest and North Africa as well as to countries in the
European area, including Poland and Portugal. rn 1979/80 the pattern
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was similar, though there were also exports to East l3ermany,
Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union. Flour exports r:ontinued

a wide variety of destinations, with Egypt, Sri Lanka, Syria,
Arabia and Vietnam among the most important.

o
to go to
Saudi

There were again large exports of barley in I97B/79 and in I979/BO.
Total exports of barley and barley products (mainly rnalt) amounted to
5.1 million t in 1978/79, of which 1.5 million t was in the form of
products. The quantities exported tn I979l80 are believed to have been
slightly lower, though the principal destinations of the barley were
once again other European countries, the Soviet Uniorr, the
Mediterranean area and the Middle East. In both years France was the
dominant supplier (including French barley exported 'throuqh the Belqian
ports) though the United Kingdom and Denmark were alrso important.

5.

Prices

(a)

Common

prices :

The most important featr-lre of the prices fixed for tfre I9BO/BI
marketing year was the agreement in principle to redrrce the rye

intervention price to the level of the common intervention price for
coarse grains and thereby to integrate rye in the so-called "si1o"
system of grain prices. This will take place in three staqes, the
first in I9B0/81, with complete aliqnment in 1982/83. In 1980/Bl the
rye intervention price was increased by only 2.5% whereas the common
intervention price for barley and maize went urp by 4.5%. The reference
price for common wheat, at which level j.ntervention takes place in
practice, was increased by 4.25%, a token improvement in the price
relationship between wheat and feed-grains. In view of the fact thrat
this price relates to wheat of the lowest breadmaking qual.ity, the
price support for common wheat remains excessively hioh (1"2.7% above
the common intervention price for barley and nraize). Ther:e was also a
slight improvement in the competitive positior^r of common wheat in
animal feeding, as a result of feed grain targret price increases of'
6.25% (2% points more than the increase in the common wheat referenee
price). As reqards durerm wheat, the direct ajd was only increased by
2.5% buL the intervention price went up by 4.5;%, so slightly widening
the gap between the price of durum and the price of common wheat. The
durum wheat interventiorr price is now at a level equivalent to I48.6%
of the common wheat reference price, a factor of orowinq j.mportance in
the composition of pasta products.

(b) Internal

market

prices

I

:

1979/8O, like the previcrus marketing year was characterized by
surpluses of both barley and wheat. These surpluses depressed prices
to around the intervention price leve1 or, in the case of common whreat,
the reference price level (the reference pricer was 12.7% above the
intervention price). Thris situation continuecl throuqhout the markertinq
year despite large exports. The most notable exception to these
general observations was the situation in Italy where the prices of'
common wheat and feed grains were around or abrove their respective
threshold prices; the prrice of durum wheat however remained nearer to
the intervention Drice.

l
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a

Averaoe

difference between market price and interve
("A)

Common wheat

Breadmakino

quality

Germany

T'.I

France

T2.T

Netherlands
Belqium

26.7
13.3
11.8
12.2

Italy

United

Kingdom

Denmark

X

:

Durum

Other

10.9
13.2

wheat

Barley

---i.;-X
X

3.9

Rye

4.0

Maize

X

X

11. 4

x

18. 5

X

7.O

X

X

X

AA

X

X

8.7
3.3

9.6

X

3.O

X

X

X

X

"R

X

n'l

X

X
X

Consideralion of the common wheat market is complicated by the
existence of two support price levels, the intervention price and the
reference price (which only applies to wheat of "breadmaking

quality").

o

The criteria used to define "breadmaking quality" and which
are applied to the reference price are such that the price of most
kinds of wheat in the Community, even those which are not of
"breadmaking qualityr', tend towards the reference price. This is
because the difflerence between the intervention price and the reference
price is greater than is justified by the normal price "spread" found
on the market. This means that support buyinq at the referenee prices
stops the lower quality wheats being sufficiently competitive on the
animal f,eed market. However the absence of support buyinq after
0ctober 1979 allowed market prices to fall to levels as much as 5%
below the reference price for breadmaking wheat and thereby encouraged
the use of wheat in animal feedinq.

(c) fVorld prices

:

At the beginning of the 1979/BO marketing year world stocks of cereals
were very high, as was qrain production in the United States, the
world's largest grain exporter. 0n the other hand, production was
lower in the other exporting countries and there was strong import
demand from the USSR and Eastern Europe. As a result, market prices
throughout the marketing year were generally hiqher than in I97B/79.
At the beginning of January I9B0 the United States announced its
intention to limit sales of grain to the USSR and lhis measure was
supported by the other major exporting countries except Argentina. In
practice this had two effects on the world market: the first was to
depress prices temporarily, especially as regards maize; the second was
to give Argentine grains a price premium over grains from other oriqins
because the quantity available for export from Argentina was not
sufficient to satisfy the remaining needs of the USSR.Towards the end
of the marketing year prices remained very firm because of the
uncertain production outlook in many countries.

I
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Lowest

Hlghest
Type

Common

ECU/I

wheat :
w-inter

ffi-eo

Dark Northern

II

Spring II/I4%

Month

:

:

ECU/,I

Month

:

I:r3.54

May 1980

I35.2t3

April

T:iT.32

July

IAL.9t6

June 1980

1980

:

L22.38
Maize :
lffiow
Corn rrl

I

rices in 1978/79 -

and lowest monthl

: October 1979

100.

i'f

1980

May 1980

I08.52

July

1980

92.='4

January 1980

2L2.24

July

1980

162.38

nv\.{vJL

:

Durum wheat :

liffiEffiber
Durum III
(d)

Consumer

prices

:
Ar rnr

rcf

I Q?Q
/ / r'

f

:

prices inereased b'y an average of under .10% between 1978 and
1979, rather less than in previous years. The greatest increases
(12-17%) occurred in France, the United Kingdorn and Ireland. The
degree to which those increases were due to whr:at prices is probabl'1
very smaIl though it remains difficult to determine since bread prir:es
are principally determined by distribution and manufacturing costs and
by governmenl price controls and/or consumer subsidies. Moreover these
increases are very much smaller or even negati'ye when expressed in
relation to the general index of consumer prices.
Bread

o

6. Short-term outlook
Community

cereals production

in

1980

is

expected

tr: establish a

new record

at around 118 million t. This should mean an overiall net surolus of
cereals, particularly as imports of some cereal substitutes (notably manioc
and maize gluten feed) are expected to be higher tl"ran in I979/8O. Cereal
imports which consist mainly of maize and quality r,'rheat are unlikely to
diminish significantly, so the exportable surplus should increase. The
cereaL most affected

is

common wheat

and, assuming no chanqe

in

stock

levels, exports are likely to total 12 million t of which around 7.5
million t in the form of commercial exports as qra.in. Barley exports a:re
expected to be higher than in 1979/BO leading to l:wer stock levels by
31 JuIy 1981.

Fortunately these exports will take place against ia backqround of hiqhe.r
world prices especially for feed qrains. Prices hiave risen as a result of
the reduced maize crop in the United States as well as continuing logistic
problems in Canada and an expected reduction in Aurstralian cereal croos.
At the same time import demand continues at a high level u particularly .in
the centrally-planned economies.

a
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7. Economic aspects

of the measures taken

(a) Levies and refunds

(1) Import levies:
Import levies have moved
L979/BO marketing year

- common wheat
- barley
- maize

70
50
70

within quite narrow ranges during the

to 100 ECU/I
to 90 ECU/I
to 100 ECU/L

These levies represented around 60 to 7O% of the cif price (without
levy) of imported wheat and barley but 80 to 9o% of the cif price

of imported maize.
(2) Export levies:

Export levies have not been applied

end

(l)

a

of

in the cereals sector since the

1975.

Export refunds:
Export refunds were fixed in the normal way throughout the
marketing year for wheat flour, rye flour and rye and, towards lhe
end of the marketing year, for durum wheat semolina. They were
also fixed in respect of exports of common wheat, barley and oats
to nearby destinations (e.9. Switzerland, Austria, Spain and
Portugal). Refunds on common wheat and barley exports to other
destinations were mostly fixed by means of tenders. Initia1ly
there was one tender for barley for export to all zones except Zone
VII (Far East Asia), a tender for common wheat for export to Zone
IV (Latin America), one for China and a third one for all the
remaining export zones. As a result of the Council's decision to
support the US limitation on grain sales to the USSR, the tenders
were amended in January 1980 to remove from them the USSR and
Eastern Europe. At the same time separate tenders were opened for
Eastern Europe (excluding the USSR) in order to have a better
quantitative control of exoorts to these destinations. In
addition, the fixed refunds for some other products were
differentiated in order to fix dissuasive or zero refund levels for
exoorts to the USSR.
The tenders ran from September 7979 to June 1980,

with the
following results:
- common wheat, 5.3 million t accepted at export refunds of
45

to 75 ECU/L,

75

ECU/L.

- barley, 2.2 million t

I

accepted

at export refunds of 50 to

Refunds for malt continued to be fixed according to the special
system which involves a weekly calculation based on the import levy
for barley. This system was adhered to throughout the marketing
year, though the conditions relating to the export Licences were
eased slightly. .The period ofl validity for the normal export

29

licences for cereals remained at the month of issue olus the two
following months except when licences were issued under the export
refund tender where it was increased to three months after the

month

I

of issue.

(b) International

agreements and food

aid

:

The International Wheat Agreement of I97I was extended from JuIy 1979
June 1981 while awaiting the negotiation of a new irgreement. The
only operational provisions of the 1971 Agreement were in the
accompanying Food Aid convention under which the community was
committed to the supply of I 287 O0O t of cereals. ln Llig/}O, 72O 5OO
t of this total quantity (or 56%) was to be given as direct Community
aid. The proportion of this direct. Community aid commitment which had
been effected by 31 July 1980 was 5i.7% in respect of the r979/Bo
programme and 99.5% in respect of previous programmes" As regards aid
by Member states, the corresponding proportions were :57.9% for the
1979/BO programme and 94.2% for previous programmes.

to

A new Food Aid Convention was negotiated in 19813, independently of the
negotiations for a new Agreement (covering commr3rcial trade). The
Community's commitment under the new Convention, to apply from 19BO/r31,
is for the supply of 165t1 000 t of cereals.

(c) Intervention :
of common wheat doubled during I979/BO as a result of
intervention purchases of vrheat at the reference price. These
purchases were carried out under two separate series of special
intervention measures. The first of these were durinq the months
August to October 1979 and covered 1 048 000 t of wheat. The second
series took place in May and June 1979 and was J'or linriterj quantitie:;,
allocated to each Member state. This second round of purchases
amounted Lo 544 000t. Sal-es of common wheat from intervention stock:;
amounted to 539 000 t of which more than B0% was; exported. Barrey
stocks also increased but,, like durum wheat stocks, remained at a
fairly low level (under 200 000 t). Purchases of rye into interventjon
were not as high as in r97B/79 but they were again significant at
301 000t (10% of total production). After substantial sa1es, of which
ovet 70% were for export, stocks of rye fell somewhat.
Stocks

o

I
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Details of changes in intervention stocks during I979/8O were as follows
Intervention stock changes

I
I

Stocks on 1.8.1979
Purchases

Sales

:
:
.

---.
.---:
Stocks on 1.8.1980 :
hlo{- nhrnno

in

I

1979180

(provisional estimates)

(r

bI

008

000

t)

:42I:

59

101

r53

592
539

23

365

30

O53

-2I

-64

+ I23

2 06I

130

c

J)l

.

:

I82

Besides the types of intervention involving outright purchase of
cereals there were additional support measures taken for common wheat
in the form of aids for private storage (Intervention "8"). Private
storage contracts were concluded in respecL of 72O 000 t of common
wheat to be stored from I June 1980 until its staged rel-ease, to be
spread over the last three months of 1980.

)

(d)

End

of

season carry-over payments

:

In view ofl the expected pressure of supplies on the market at the end
of the 1979/BO marketing year, payments \{ere granted on commercial
stocks of common wheat to compensate for any reduction in prices,
expressed in national currency, at the beginning of the new marketing
year. Such payments were also made in respect of trade stocks of maize
in surplus producing regions and milling industry stocks of rye, in
order to reduce the risks of intervention at the end of the I979/BO
marketino vear.

(e) Uniformity of prices - Monetary compensatory

amounts

:

with other sectors, cereals still suffer from some disunity
caused by monetary differences, though these have been considerably

In

common

reduced.

(f)

I

Production refunds

:

Production refunds are Daid to cereal and potato starch manufacturers
in order to enable them to compete with starch manufactured from other
raw materials. The refunds fixed for the 1980/81 marketing year were
reduced as compared with the previous year, being 17.23 ECU/| for maize
starch, 24.67 ECU/I for wheat,2I.22 ECU/I for broken rice and 27.74
ECU/I for ootato starch.

3l

(g)

Durum wheat

aid

I

:

This direct income aid to certain producers o'F durum wheat is aimed at
those areas of the Community where yields are Low yet where producers
are dependent on this cereal for a significanlt ps1; of their income.

The aid fixed for 1980/81 is 79.24 ECU/ha (77 .3I ECLJ/ha tn 1979/80) and
covers the same adminis'urative regions (including the less favoured
areas indicated in Council Directive 75/268IEEC) as it did in the
previous year.

B. Budgetary expenditure

of the EAGGF Guarantee Section on cereals was I 563.7
in 1979; it is estimated at 1 615.4 nnilliorr EUA in 1980 and al
2
in 198I, representing 15.0%, I4.O% and 117.5% r'espectively of
total Guarantee Section expenditure. The I 616.4 million EUA estimated for
1980 breaks down into I 122"4 million EUA for exoort ref'unds and 494.0
The expenditure

million

EUA
25O EUA

million

EUA

for intervention

measures.

9. Greek accession
The Community's self-supply situation will be little changed by Greek
However the Gieek surpl-us of durum wheat will result in the
Community becoming a net exporter of this cereal. Greek exports of wheat
flour and durum wheat semolina will significantly reinforce the Communi.ty's
dominant position in the world market for these products.

accession.

t

I
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2.

-

RICE

1. Introduction
In 1979 the area under rice in the Community represented about O.2% of its
total UAA and O.I3% of world UAA under rice.

is

grown only in France and Italy. Some 97.3% of Community production
from Italyi in 1979 this represented only O.27% of world rice
production (373 million t) (1).

Rice

eomes

2.

Production

In 1979 the area sown with rice in the Community was I87 926 ha, a
reduction of 5.9% compared with the previous year. In France the area
represents only 7 IO7 ha compared with 13 954 ha in nl974n, or a reduction
of 10.6% per year.
In Italy the area under rice in
5.16% compared

1979 totalled 180 2I9 ha, or a reduction of
with 1978, and a reduction of 7.5% per year as compared with

nI974" (I97 76J ha).

In

rice production was 3.7% nore than in 1978 and totalled
million t (1). This increase, which occurred despite a reduction in
area, was mainly due to a higher yeild per ha than in the previous year
(54.28 q/ha (1) as compared with 48.7I q/ha (1) in 1978).
1979 Community

1.020

a

In 1979 French production totalled 28 622 t (1), or a reduction of 22.2%,
whilst ltalian production increased by 4.8% to 992 OOO t (1). As compared
with "1974rr, harvests have therefore shovrn an annual decrease of 11.94% in
France, O.45%

3. Internal

in Italy

and 0.93%

in the EEC.

consumption

In I97B/79, 984 AOO t of rice were used within the Community, 12.96 less
than in the previous year (1.110 million t). There was no appreciable
difference ln industrial uses or the use of seed (-5.7%), but the use made
of rice in feedingstuffs was well down (-25%) and human consumption was
appreciably lower (-I3.9oA), falling from 1.015 million t in 1977/78 to
0.875 million t in 1978/79. The rate of self-supply, which had
deteriorated between 1976/77 and 1977/78 because of a poor harvest and
increased uses, improved considerably between 1977/78 and I97B/79 for
diametrically opposite reasons (high production figures and reduced
utilization), rising from 52.7% to 80.5%.

o

(1) Quantities expressed in terms of
In this document the word t'rice"
stated.

paddy rice.
means "husked

ricett unless otherwise
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4.

o

Trade

In I97B/79, imports from non-member countries incLuding the quantities
imported under inward processinq arranoements amounted to 0.572 million t
as compared with 0.845 million t in 1977/78, or a decrease of 2O.6%. In
I97B/79, the quantities imported under inrvard processinq arranoements may
be estimated at some 50 000 t. This decrease is clue to a good rice harvest
in ltaly and the existence of considerable stocks at the beqinning of the
rice year.
In 1978/79, riee exports amounted to O.477 milliorr t, includinq the
quantities exported under inward processing arrangements, as compared with
0.358 million t in 1977/78, which represents an increase of 33.5%, This
increase in the volume of exports is attributable to the same reasons as
the reduction in imports.
The Community's share of wor:Id trade in L977/78 wets 7.4% of imports and
3.6% of exports. The princi.ple sources of imports remain the United
Stales, Thailand, South America and Surinam for whole rice and South
America, Burma and Thailand for broken rice.

Exports traditionally go to Italy's immediate neicJhbours such as
Switzerland, Austria, Portuqal and to the Mediterranean countries, witl'r,
however, some special sa.les to more remote destinaLtions.
Intra-Community trade increased by 8.7% in 1978/79,, totalling 0.585 million
t, of which some 50% was qrown in the Community arrd supplied by ltaly to
the other Member States. Italian exports to the rest of the EEC reached
the record figure of some 299 OOO t during the marketing year.

e

5. Prices
a) Common prices
A number of measures were adopted in respect of' the 1980/Bl marketinq
year, some relating to the fixing of prices ancl others to complete the
level1ing of prices for round-grain and long-grain rice (measures

initiated in

1979180);

1. The intervention price for paddy rice was increased by 6.92% over the
previous year, thus rising to 233.7I ECU/I. The taroet price for husked
rice (round-grain and long-grain) was fixed at 408.15 ECU/I, or 6.77%
higher than in the previous year.

C

t4

t

2.

-

The corrective amounts which are added to the intervention oriee and
the remainlng difference (I2.O9 ECU/I) between the threshold prices
for the two varieties of rice (round-grain and lonq-grain) were
abolished with effect from 1980/81.

-

corrective amounts for the determination of c.i.f. prices
also adjusted to reflect the levelling of prices.

-

price for husked rice (401.07 ECU) is now the only
price applicable, follovrinq the removal of the difference between
round-grain and long-grain rice. The new price is thus 6.5UA higher
than the previous threshold price for round-grain husked rice but
only 3.19% higher than that for long-grain rice.

The

were

The threshold

b) Market prices

During the 1979/80 marketing year, the market prices
rice-producing region (Vercelli region) averaqed:

.
.

in the main

for round-grain rice, 14% above the intervention price;
for long-grain rice, 15% above the intervention price.

In 1978/79 the market prices for round-grain rice and for long-grain
rice had been 35% and 2I% above the intervention price, respectively.
The imorovement in the intervention orice is also attributable to the
increase in prices expressed in Itatian lire followinq the devaluation
of the green lira by 9% in I979/BO.
Despite the alignment of intervention prices (the first staqe took place
tn 1979/BO), market prices for long-grain rice are still hiqher than
those for round-qrain rice.

)

In 1979/80, prices in lire for round-grain rice were 1.8% hiqher than in
the previous year and those for long-grain rice 8.5% higher.
c) World prices
In I979/BO, world prices increased by 25.8% in the case of round-grain
rice and by 27.5% in the case of long-grain rice, as compared with the

previous marketing year.

Prices for round-grain rice were often higher than those for lonq-qrain
rice, since supplies of the former were much less plentiful on the world
market than supplies of the latter.
Since world trade in rice accounts for only a small percentaqe of world
production (about 3% in L979/BA), the slightest variation in harvests,
supply or demand may result in abrupt and substantial changes in prices.

t

(3)
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d)

Consumer

prices

prices are not available for
following were recorded in 19792

Consumer

to

the

l'4ember

Sitates. The

l.I2/kg, or + 1.8% compared with 1978
BfR 52.175/kg, or - O.2oA conpa::ed with 1978
FF 5. B3/kq, or - 4.6% canpared with 1978
LIT 1 I',>-4/kg, or + 9.3% conpa::ed with 1978
HFL 2.40/kg, or - 0.8% comparr:d with 1978.

. Germany
. Belgium
. France
. Italy
. Netherlands
From 1975

all

I

DM

1979 movemenLs

. Germany
. Belgium
. France
. Italy
. Netherlands

+

-

2.4%
2.4%

-

9.8%

of orices

have been as follows:

+ I5,4%
+ 14O.296

The sharp increases in France and especially in ltaly bring prices in
these two producing countries to levels close to thoser in the other
Member States.

6. Short-and medium-term outlool<
In the 1980/81 marketing year, the areas sown with rice clecreased yet
aqain. In France only 5 700 ha are now under rice, whicl-r is 5.8% less 1-han
in the previous year. In lta1y the reduction was on a smaLLerscale (2%'.1:
the area under rice fell to -177 145 ha.
The tendency to give up rice-growing in France is due to the difficulties
caused by environmental and r:limatic factors (wind and salinity of the
soil) and economic factors (higher irrigation costs and lower yields).

I

Thus, the volume of production fell in I9B0 and, ill no aprpropriate measures
are taken, it will falI stil.L further or, at best, remairr at its presenl:
low leve1.

In ltaly, the reduction in a:rea was once more offset by the very hiqh
yields per hectare, which should result in a produr:tion figure close to
l million tonnes (915 000 t of paddy). Interest irr maizer-qrowinq, however,
seems to be increasing at the expense of rice-grow:Lng, now that the maize
price has risen to a more attractive level than that of lice.
In 1979/80, partly as a resu-Lt of the levelling of interv'ention prices,
qood prices were obtained fo:r round-grain rice, sornetimes even hiqher than
those obtained for long-grain rice. This led to arr increase in the areas
under round-grain rice in lta1y. Production of th:Ls typer of rice accounted
for some 30-35% of total Ita-Lian production in 1980/Bl (as aqainst a mere

Demand on the internal market anrl, to ar lesser extent, on
Community market is now covered by internal producticrn rather than
imports. Production should not, however, exceed p::esent levels since, l'rom
January l9B1 onwards, Greek production (some 95 000 t) whrich includes a
high proportion of round-gra.Ln rice, will be com-i-nq on to the market.
20%

the

tn 1977/78).

e
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The surpluses of long-grain rice were disposed of either as food aid or as
commercial exports to non-member countries. In all, some lB0 000 t were
exported, much of it to the Mediterranean countries. In view of the sliqht
drop in production in 1980, exports will probably decrease accordingly
(some 75 000 t in the 1980/81 marketing year)

latest information available concerning supplies of rice by Italy to
Member States in 1979/80 points to a record figure of
299 AOO t (1). These supplies may well remain at the same level in 1980/81
because of the good quality of the rice of this marketing year and the
availabilities of round-grain and long-grain rice.
The

the other

Since the 1978/79 marketing year, therefore, the situation with regard to
round-grain and long-grain rice has been reversed. Intra-Community trade
in round-grain rice has expanded. Further production guidance measures
were adopted in connection with the common prices for l980l81.
These factors taken together could well entail a considerable chanqe not
only in production but also in trade and consumption of rice in the
Community.

7. Economic aspects

of the measures taken

a) Levies and refunds

3

0n account of rising world market prices and the very sliqht increase in
the threshold price in 1979/BO, import levies decreased sharoly as
compared with the previous marketing year. For the last three marketinq
years, Ievies have been as follows:

in ECU/t
Ig77/B
tgtetg
1979/BO
Round-grain husked rice
79 .57
92.8I
115.88
I28.22
Long-grain husked rice
126.92
174.59
Round-grain milled rice
169.19
I97 .O9
I98.45
285.46
267.98
336.05
Long-grain milled rice
41.94
Broken rice
60.00
66.38
Since there was no surplus of round-grain rice, no refund was fixed for
such rice in I979/BO,
Traditional exports of long-grain husked rice to Austria, Liechtenstein
and Switzerland were subject to refunds of 109 ECU/I, B0 ECU/I and
68 ECU/I at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the marketing
year, respectively. The corresponding refunds on mi1led rice were lf6
ECU/|, 110 ECU/I and 85 ECU/I.

a

t7
For long-grain milled rice, refunds were lower thran in the previous
marketing year and were fixed at levels varying f'rom 58 ECU/I to
r27 Ecu/t for the oeriod from mid-October 1979 La mid-April 1989 in
respect of exports to Zone I only. No refunds werre fixed for other
non-member countries during the marketinq year. Thus, Community exports
went exclusively to the t',tediterranean countries aLnd not to any remote
destinations, although the latter did receive some re-exports under
inward processing arrangements.

I

b) Food aid

In 1979/80, 89 665 t of rice were exported as food aid, includinq
39 O22 t as national aid. This represents a considerable increase
(+ IB5%) compared with 1978/79, when 31 500 t wer:e supplied, 8 000
which was national aid.
c) Quantities submitted

rice.

in respect of

Monetary compensatory amounts

So

8.

of

for intervention

Since 1972/73 no intervention measures have been taken

d)

t

far

no monetary compensatory amounts have been

fixed for rice.

Budqetary expenditure

Expenditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Section in resper:t of rice amounted to
42.9 nillion EUA in 1979; the provisional figure fo:: l9B0 is 50.0 million
EUA and the estimate for 19Bl is 6l.8 million EUA, jl.e. 0.4%, O.4.o4 and
O.5%, respectively, of the Guarantee Sectionrs tota-L expenditure. The
total of 50.0 million EUA breaks down into 45.0 millLion EUA for refunds and

5.0 million

EUA

9. Accession of

I

for intervention.

Greece

The degree of self-supply in lhe Ten after the accession of Greece will not
change very much. However, Greece may increase its production further.

I
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3.

SUGAR AND ISOGTUCOSE

(1)

INTRODUCTION

The 1979/80 marketing year was the last year covered by Regulation (EEC)
No 3330/74, since the Community system governing sugar production and
quot.as was due to end on 30 June 1980, after a period of five years.

This was also the first marketing year for which a quota system
applied in the isoglucose sector.

was

It was therefore time to define the Conrnunity's sugar policy for the
fuLure and, in December 1979, the Commission proposed to the Council
a system covering both sugar and isoglucose and providing for a
system of quotas in both sectors for a new 5-year period and
increased financial contributions by producers to cover losses
incurred in the disposal of surpluses of Community production.
This proposal was discussed between January and April 1980 without
the Council reaching any overall agreement, with the result that
it was decided to extend the validity of the existing rules for a
single marketing year, namely 1980/81.

)

During these discussions, however, broad agreement was reached
on Lhe continuation of the quota system for a limited period
and on t.he principle that producers should be fully responsible
for the disposal of any sugar produced which was surplus to
Community consumption.

ft was on this basis, therefore, that the Commission submitted
to the Council in late September 1980 a new proposal on the
common organization of the market in sugar and isoglucose.
Sugar and Community agriculture

In 1980 the area under sugar-beet increased only slightly,
despite the fact that world market prices for sugar had come
much closer Lo Community prices in winter 1979/80, aL the
Lime when beet-growers decide on

the sowing of their crops.

the 1975 structures survey showed that
in all the Member States the number of farms with small-scale
sugar-beet crops had decreased as compared with the previous
1970/71 survey and that the number of farms with relatively
large areas under sugar beet had increased. In Belgium and,
more especially, in France, even the number of farms with two
to ten hectares under sugar-beet decreased, which means that
there \,ras a considerable increase in the number of farms
belonging to the category with over ten hectares under beet.
The data supplied by

)
(2)

See Tables M.3.1

to

M.3.7

-39An appreciable number of farms ceased growing sugar-beet altogether.
The 1970/71 survey showed thaL there were still 425 000 farms of
this type, but the figure had fallen to 365 000 in.L975 and has
continued t.o fall since then.

I

0n the whole, these far-reaching changes in Lhe structures of
sugar-beet farms signify an improvement in production conditions
and seem to indicate that the current system of pro<luctionL quotas
has not really hampered the restructuring process.

Restructuring of the pro.gefqirrg industry

In 1972/73 there were 127 sugar manufacLurers in the Community
of the Nine, mostly concentrated in France, Germany and lt.aly.
The number of factories processing beet in 1972/73 was 246,.
available far 1979/80 indicate subsLantial changes
in the structure of this sector. The number of suga:: manufacturers
has fallen to 104 (- 1B%) and the number of processing pla.nts in
The laLest data

operation has fallen t.o 213 (-

L3%).

It should be stressed that this trend has been accornpaniedl by
improvements in the equipmenL of the factories stil-L operating
and the daily input of sugar-beet in the Community as a whole
rose from 868 000 t in 1972/73 to 1 052 000 t in 79"19/80, an
increase of some 21%.
2.

I

PRODUCTION

In 1977/78 and 7978179, thanks to excellent yields, sugar production
totalled 11.5 and 11.8 million t respectively. In I!r79/80, with little
or no change in the area under sugar-beet, Community sugar production
exceeded even Lhese high levels and totalled a record 72 289 000 t,
following an excepLional increase in yields, which were 14.5o/ higher

than the ttnormaltt leveI.

These good results were partly attributable to Lhe weather conditions
in autumn 1979, which were particularly favourable to the growing of
sugar-beeL.

to the record production achieverd in l979lBO,
9 million t of sugar were produced within the trasic quotas.
The quantities in excess of tlre basic quota but lessr than the
maximum quota amounLed to some 1.8 million t, whilst. production
of ,'Crr sugar totalled some 1.45 million t, the great.est quantity
ever recorded.
Account being taken
some

o
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Given the Lrend in world market prices, the "C" sugar produced
during the marketing year brought. mos! Community producers better
prices than the "8" sugar. The commitment to export ?rBrr sugar
covered the whole peri.od from August 1979 to June 1980, whilst
the "C" sugar, which cannot be committed for export until after
it is produced, did not become available untll December 7979 and
thus benefitted more from the rise in world market prices, which
became even more pronounced subsequently.

3.

CONSUMPTION

Human consumption

In

the use of sugar for human consumption was maintained
at the level of the preceding year, aL 9.5 million t. Per
capita consumption amounted to 35.7 kg of sugar. There was a
further rise, however, in total consumption of sweeLeners, because
of increased use of isoglucose.
1979/80

almost

Production/consumption

of isoglucose in the Communitv

('000 t dry matter)

)

7976/7

r977

/8

1978/9

1979 / 80

82.6

102.

B

139.1

164.7

Non-food sector and degree

of self-supply

In 7979/80r 11 400 t of white sugar was sold under the denaturing
for feeding bees. Some 110 000 t rdas used by the
chemical industry, compared with 106 000 t in Lhe previous year.

premium sysLem

The production refund was 4.11 ECU/100 kg.

Following the increase in production (12.3 million t) and the
levelling-off of consumption in 1979/80, the Community's degree
of self-supply again increased, reaching 730y,. The surplus thus
created was further aggravated by the importation of preferential
sugar from the ACP countries, amounting to 1.25 million t white
sugar equivalent.
The quantit.ies of sugar available for exporL during the marketing
year thus totalled 4.0 million t, including some 1.4 million t of
'rC" sugar, the full cost of exporting this being borne by Community

producers.

also bore a substantial part of the cost of the
refunds granted on the export of the remaining sugar.

Community producers

a
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4. TRADE
Between Member States

The UniLed Kingdom and Italy buy relatively large qruantitjles of
sugar as such from the other Member States.

Sugar in dhe form of processed products finds its main oul-let in
the lederal Republic of Germany, which imports it from the other
Member States.

In 7979/80 Lhe total volume of intra-CommuniLy trade decrr:ased
still further as a result of increased producLion by the
countries with a sugar deficit.
I{ith non-member countries
As usual, imporLs of preferential sugar went mainly to thre United
Kingdom in Lhis marketing year. small quantities of such sugar
were also imported by France and Ireland.

In 7979/80 Comnunity refunds were awarded by Lender. Tenders were
awarded for 1 781 000 t of white sugar and 110 000 t of raw
sugar. Refunds under the ttperiodictt system were also awarded in
respect of 251 000 t of white sugar and 50 000 t of raw sugar.
Including exports of sugar in the form of processed products,
the total volume of exports in 1979/80 amounted to some 4.0
million t of white sugar equivalent.
5.

a

COMMIJNITY PRICES
1919 / Bo

Since the Community area under sugar-beet was still the same,
the Commission proposed for 1979/BO a total freeze on prices
together with a further reduction in the coefficierLt used for
the determination of the maximurn quota. The Council., however,
taking into consideration the measures which had beren adopted
in the monetary sector and had resulted in the value of the
national currencies of several Member States decreasing in
relation to the Community uni.t of agricultural currency'
dediced that prices should be increased by 7.5%, thus
preventing any drop in pricesl as expressed in national
currency. The coefficient used for the determination of
the maximum quota was kept at. the same leve1 (127.5).
19Bo/B

1

For the 1980/81 marketing year the Council decided to increase the
intervention price for white sugar by 5.3o/o overall,, but differentiated
between the various components of this price.

t
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a
Since Community sugar production is in surplus, the increase in
sugar-beet prices was restricted to 4'/o, whilst the increase in
Lhe industrial processing margin was more substantial, at 11.6%,
to take account of the steep rise in oil prices, which seriously
affects processing costs, and the repercussions on this margin
of the increase in the Lhreshold price for molasses. ft was also
decided to increase by 24% x}'e monthly reimbursement of storage
expenses.

Prices on the internal market
In I979/80 ex-refinery market prices net of tax applied by the
sugar industry were again very close to the intervention price
in the Community areas with surpluses. In the United Kingdom,
market prices were higher. The trend in prices expressed in
national currencies was largely determined by the various
adjustments to agricultural parities.
Prices on the world market
In November 7974 world market prices reached their highest leve},
well above Community prices, but 12 months later they had fallen
to some 30 to 4O% of the latter.
C

Until August 1979 the prices actually paid remained at a very low
level (varying between 7 and 9 US cents per lb), well below the
lower price limit set by the International Sugar Agreement (limits
agreed Ln 1917 = 11 to 21 US cents per Ib).
In 1979/80' for the first time after four consecutive surplus years,
world consumption exceeded production by almost 6 million t, Iargely
because of the very poor harvests in several of the main producer
countries. This resulted in a verv substantial increase in world
market prices.

In 7979/80, the annual average price of white sugar on the Paris
market was 32.3 EUA per 100 kg for short-term deliveries, which
was 109% higher than in the previous year.
Since llay 1980, world prices have risen still further in anticipation
of a new sugar shortage in 1980/81 and have remained at a level weII
above the Community price.

It it highly probable that world market prices will remain at their
present high level in the 1980/81 marketing year.

J
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6. Short-term outlook
In view of the slight increase in the total area under sug,ar-beet,
which in 1980 covered some 1.78 miltion ha in the Communit'y, and
in view of climatic trends, production in 1980/81 is curre:nt.Ly
esti-mated at 12 million L of white sugar. Since the general
situation wiLh regard to sweet.eners (see Chapter on "Consufiiption")
does not point to any substant.ial increase in sugar consumpt:ion,
Community surpluses are again fairly large, parLicularly if the
end-of-year stocks are reduced in relaLion to initial stocks on
1 October 1980, as is necessary. Account being takenL to imports
of preferential sugar and traditional external Lrader in suga.r
in the form of processed products, the quantities of sugar
available for export will probably exceed 4 million t,
including 1 million t of "C" sugar exported by CommuLnity
producers on their own financi.al responsibility and 140.000 t
to be delivered to Greece duri.ng the first half of 1981,
to meet the shortfall in this years exceptional harl'est.
Current forecasts are that wor:ld sugar production irL 1980/81
be between BB and 89 mill ion t (raw sugar equivalent) , as
compared with an estimated wor:ld consurnption of somer 92 million t.
Thus, for the second time since the world sugar shor:tage of 7973
and 1974, world production r*il-l fa11 short of consumption.

will

7.

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF TI{E MEASURES TAKEN

a

levies and refunds
the end of summer 1979 the surpluses exported on Community
responsibility were qualifying for refunds of some 210 ECU/100 kg;
the rise in world market prices then caused the refunds to fall
to between 5 and 10 ECU/100 kg by the beginning of 1.980. Since
then, in view of the trend in world market prices, ;rI1 exporLs
of sugar have been subject to export levies, which, it should
be remembered, are considered as the Community's own resources.
Towards

Intervention and food aid

In 1979/80 no sugar was offered to the intervention agencies.
During the year the customary shiprnents of food aid included
6

8.

068

t of white sugar.

BI]DGETARY EXPENDITURE

In recent years,

expenditure in the sugar sector has considerably
increased on account of the increase in exports and the growth

of the costs incurred under the rules relating to
of storage costs.

LLre

offsetting

I
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a
Expenditure by the

million

EAGGF

Guarantee Section Lhus amounted to

in 1978, 1 005 million EUA in 1979 and are
estimated aL 696 million EUA in 1980. These amounts respresent
70.1%, 9.7% and 6.7% ot the Guarantee Section's total
expenditure in I978, 1979 and 1980 respectively. A considerable
proportion of the expenditure resulting from the organization
of the market in sugar, however, was covered by revenue from
the levies in the sugar sector, namely the production levy
t+hich must be paid on sugar in excess of the basic quota but
within the maximum quota, and the tevy to cover storage costs
which is collected on all sugar produced within the quotas.
The latter levy has yielded enough to cover reimbursements
of storage costs for the relevant years Laken as a whole.
B7B

EUA

After deduction of the revenue from Lhe two levies in the sugar
sector, net Community expenditure totalled 467 million EUA in
7978,545 million EUA in 7979 and some 191 million EUA in 1980.
Lastly, it should be mentioned that the net amount of the
abovementioned expenditure incorporates the considerable
expenditure resulting from the obligation to export a
quantity of Community sugar corresponding t.o the 1.3 million
t of imported preferential sugar.

e

a
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4,

OLIVE OIL (1)

1. Introduction
Of the Community's olive oil production, O.5% comes lrom France and 99.5%
from ltaly, where this product in 1979 accounted fo:r (f.82;) by value of
national agrieultural production and (0. B%) by value of Community
agricultural production.

of the Community's; olive oil
requirementsl according to certain estimates the total number of olive
trees in the Community, both cultivated and not, is about 190 million (185
million in Italy and 5 million in France). However, the prercentaqe of
Community requirements covered by internal production of oil has been
rising steadily for three years.
Since the establishment of the common organization of the market in oils
and fats, the scaLe of olive cultivation in the oriqinal Community has
Up

to

1975 production covered about 7C/'

Olive groves still cover around 2..t millj.on ha (2 2BO OAO
Itaty and fB 000 in France), representinq 2.31T, of tfre Community's

changed

little.

in
total UAA, and form part. of
ha

I 200 000 holdings.
In a normal year Community ol.ive oil production represent:; 30% of world
output. However, because olive trees are subject tro alternate bearing,
olive oi1 production may vary very sharply from one year to the next.
According to the International Olive 0i1 Council, the total world area
devoted to olive oil cultivation amounts to l0 million ha; the Community
area is thus 23% of the world total.
The estimation of fiqures for olive oil in the Commrunity 1"or coming
marketing years presents the same difficulties as in respect of previous
marketing years. Thus the Council has decided to establish a register of
olive cultivation in the Community. This will be an instnument for
eounting the number of olive trees in the Community which should enable
sound statistics in this sector to be obtained.

(I)

See Tables

some

a

M.4.1. to M.4.1.

I
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2.

Production

Since 1978/79 production aid to growers who belong to a producer
organization has been based on the actual quantity of oil produced, uhile
that paid to other grou/ers is calculated at a fixed rate accordino to the
number and production potential of the olive trees they own.
There are at present 4 producer organizations in Italy and 4 in France. In
France nearly all olive growers belong to such organizations, but in Italy
only about 20% ofl the growers belong to an association.
0n the basis of applications for subsidies, production in 1978/79 anounLed
to 40 500 t (including olive residue oil) in ltaly and 1 500 t in France.

For the I979/BO marketing year production in France is estimated at
I 400 t. The number of applications for subsidies in ltaly is not yet
known, but it can already be said that the fiqure will be hiqher than for
the previous year. The ltalian Statistical 0ffice puts it at about
475 000

t.

3. Consumption and marketing
The main

factor influencing consumption - sometimes with a certain time-1ag
between the consumer prices of olive oil and seed oil.

- is the relationship

a

During the 1977/78 marketing year the price ratio of olive oil to seed oil
the previous marketing year. This hioh price ratio
Ied, during the marketing years under consideration,
to a reduction in the consumption of olive oil and consequently a
substantial fall in imports and deliveries to intervention of large
was about 2.5:I, as in
between competing oils

quantities.

In view of this situation the Commission proposed and the CounciJ accepted
a nevl system for the organization of the market in olive oil applicable as

from the I97B/79 marketing year. Its most importance innovation consists
in the introduction of a system of consumption aid. In view of the
technical complexity of the machinery to be established, the new system, as
far as the consumption aid was concerned, has been operated only as from

1 April

1979.

difficulties were encountered when implementing the new system in
Italy, the country primarily concerned. This was because the sectoral
organization which, pursuant to an option provided for in Community
legislation, had been entrusted by the ltalian authorities with the
management of the aid scheme, was dissolved by the Italian Parliament at
the beginning of August 1979, thus compelling the Italian administration to
undertake a difficult task of reorganization. As a result, there were some
delays, at first, in the advance payments of the aid, and inspections for
this purpose did not begin until 1980. The situation now appears to be
improving and if, pursuant to the recent Council Decision amendinq the
rules for consumption aid, Italy decides to entrust, within the limits laid
down, some of the tasks involved to sectoral organizations, this should
help to ensure that the system continues to operate satisfactorally in the
Numerous

e

future.
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The

statistics thus far available show that:

a

I97B/79
- during the period from April to October 1979 (7 months; of thewhich
the
during
year
months
first
seven
were
a]so
the
which
marke[ing
in
r:onsumption
aid
for
operators
applied
system was in operation)
rbspect of 125 000 tonnes, 98% of the applicatirrns bellng in Italy;
of the
- during the period from November 1979 to July 1980 (9 months
with
000
tonnes,
quantity
was
140
concerned
1979/BO marketing year) thre
for
aid.
application:;
Italy again accounting for nearly all the

4.

Trade

The Community is the world's largest net olive oi1 importer. Fron 1974/75,
on account oi tne difficulties described in paragraph 3, imports, which had
reached a peak of 25I 000 t in 1972/73, dropped very substantially.

Imports amounted

to 90 000 t in 1977/78 (a high production year) and

I40 OO0 t in I97B/79. Imports in 1979/80 on the basis of the import
licences issued up to 15 September l9B0 are about 120 50ll t.
Intra-Community trade is very limited and basically concerns the two
producer-consumer countries, France and Italy; other Member

olive-oil

States' trade is negligible.

Exports to non-member countries, which usually follow an established
trading pattern, amount to about 14 000 t per marketing 'year.
Exoorts to non-member countries for 1977/78 were running at 14 045 t - an
exactly average figure. Exports in 1978/79 were about 24 600 t and in
I979/8O, on the basis of the export licences issued up to 15 September
1980, are about 4 000 tonnes, plus the exports uncler the EXIM procedure,
although these are unlikely to be very high in vierw of the difficulties
experi-nced by operators in implementing the procedure during the marketing
year concerned (see "Refunds").

5.

I

Prices

a)

Common

prices

came into force on
1 January 1979.
For the 1979/BO marketing year the mechanism es;tablished was as follows:

me new-oryanization of the market in olive oilProducer target price
Production aid

Intervention price
Market representative price
Threshold price

ECU/100 kg
?>71 |-).tr
z-)) . u+

52.90

L73.I9
l-47.00
l-44.96

The consumption aid is equal to the difference betweern the producer
target price minus the production aid and the nnarket representative
price. For the 1979/80 marketing year the consumption aid was
35.I4 ECU/100 kq.

o
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For the 1980/81 marketino vear the prices fixed by the Council are
follows:
increase comoared
ECUl1OO koZ
+with 1977 /18

o

Producer target price
Production aid

247.97
55.81
180.12

Intervention orice

iq

5.5
5.5
4.0

b) Market nrioo

t"t*t tr*es in

I97B/79

for

lampante

olive oil fluctuated around the
were in fact the subiect of

intervention price, and I 500 t of this oil
intervention.

of edible virgin oil were above the corresoondino
intervention prices durinq the 1978/79 marketing year.

Market prices

in 1979/80 corresponded more or less to the intervention prices;
hovrever, a total of 42 890 tonnes of olive oil were the subject of
Prices

intervention, as follows:
20 32O tonnes of edible virgin oil,

9

12

5.

a

59O tonnes

9BO

tonnes

Economic aspects

of lampante oil,
of olive residue oil.

of the measures taken

a) Import levieq
From June 1976 Lhe levy has been fixed by tender
the world and Communitv markets.

in the light of

both

Application of the system
A cneni fin
n 1979/BOwith regard to edible virgin oil
-" tt*"*t"t*
imported in small containers and exempted from the security requirement
attached to consumption aid. In view of the rise in the vo-Lume of olive
oil imported in small containers and the danger of such imports laking
too much of the consumption aid, the Commission took the necessary

countermeasures

b)

a

.

Refunds

During the 1977/78 and I97B/79 marketing years cash refunds were kept at
such low levels as lo be scarcely operational. Nonetheless, traditional
exports continued since operators used the EXIM procedure or were abl-e
to get olive oil supplies from the intervention agency. From I979/BO
operators encountered some very real problems such as the implementation
of the EXIM procedure, because of the prices ruling in the two main
exporting countries, Spain and Tunisia. The Commission accordingly
decided to jntroduce by stages an operational refund; thus, the refund
was raised from 4.00 to 10.00 ECU/IOA kg in June and to 14.00 ECUI100 kg
in July, and has stood at 20 ECU/100 kg since August.

49

c) 0live oil held by the ltalian intervention agrlg
Since Lhe 1975/76 marketing year and up to ll August. l9B0 the Italian

a

intervention agency has bought-in 23O 7OO t o'f oliver oil. During the
.same neriod 15a 000 t of olive oil were sold and thus there were
76 7OO t of olive oil of all qualities in stock on the abovementioned
vsrilv

Hv-+v!

date.

7.

Budqetarv expenditure

Exoenditure in the olive oil sector consists of .lntervention buyingt
subsidies to olive oil producers, consumption aid granted to olive oil
packaging plants and exporl refunds.
Expenditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Section in re:spect clf olive oil was
388.2 million EUA in Lg7g. The provisional figu.re for l9B0 is 467 million
EUA and the estimate for 1981 is 582.8 million EUA, or 1.7%, 4.I% and 4.5%
of the Guarantee Section's total expenditure.

B. The situation described in this report is likely to alter to some extent
rvith effect from l January 1981, the date of Grer:cers accession, by reason
of the importance of olive oil production in that country.

a

f
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5.
5.a. Colza, rape

OIISEEDS AND PROTEIN SEEDS (1)

and sunflower seeds

1. Introduction
In 1979, the share of oilseeds in the value of final agricultural production

was 0,5 "/o and these crops again accounted for slightly less than 0.7% of Lhe
Community's UM. l{orld production of colza fell from 10.7 million t in the
previous year to 10.4 million L in 19791 Community production also felI,
from 1 232 000 t in 1978 to 1 119 000 t in 1979. The Community's share of
world producLion thus remained relatively stable (11.5%).

I{orld production of sunflower seed rose from 12.8 million t in 1978 to
15.7 nillion t in 1979, mainly because of the remarkable expansion in the
area devoted to cultivation of this crop in the United States; Community
production of sunflower seed is 228 AA0 t, only 1.5% of world production.
The CommuniLyrs own oilseed production provides only a very small part of
iLs needs in oils and oilcakes. The self-supply rate in 1979 was 12% for
oil, excluding olive oiI, and 4% for oilcake.

2.

a

Production

In
in

1979 the Community area under coLza was 506 000 ha compared with 513 000 ha
1978. However, trends in the four main producing countries differed. There
was an increase of 15.4% in area in the United Kingdom (from 64 200 to
74 nA ha), and of 5% in Germany (from 121 100 ha io 127 000 ha), and of
as much as 37 .2% in Denmark (from 47 O0O ha to 64 500 ha). In France on
the other hand the area has dropped from 270 300 ha in 1978 to 232 600 ha
in 1979. The increase in area in Germany, Denmark and the United Kingdom
is due mainly to the fact that these three countries had encouraging
yields in previous years, whereas the reverse r^7as true in France. Total
production in 1979 was about 1 769 000 t compared with 1 234 000 t in
1978. The area under sunflower, produced only in France and Italy, rose
by 74.7% fron 62 700 ha in 1978 to 108 500 ha in 1979. Production rose
by 84.4ol, from 123 400 t in 1978 to 227 500 t in 1979.
Consumption

The demand for colza, rape and sunflower seed depends on the demand for
colza and sunflower oils and oilcakes; the latter demand is in turn
determined by the overall demand for oils and oilcake and by the
relationship between the prices of colza and sunflower oils and oilcake
and the prices of alternative types. This being the case, two sets of
consumption dat.a wiII be given, one for oils and the other for colza
and sunflower cake, while seeds will be dealt with separately.

t
(1)

See Tab1es

M.5.1. to M.5.5
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oit
AfLer a few difficult years, apparent consumption of colzr,a oil rose from
494 0O0 t in 1978 to 515 000 t in 7979, an increase of 4,3% which was due
Lo the availability of oils,with low erucic acid content and a more
favourable price for colza t.han for oi1s.
The figures supplied by Comrnunity crushing miIls show that, compared with
7978, the Comrnunity's consumption of sunflower oil rose by abouL 18% in
7979, although this is not fully reflected in the statisLics annexed to
this Report, some figures relating to the last six monthr; of 1980 being
unavailable.
0i I ca kes

Judging from market informaLion and the information supp-Lied by the
Community's crushing mills, the consumption of colza oilr:akes in the
Community increased from 1.1 to 1.2 million to, a rise of about 9%
compared with 1978 /79, while production in the Community was also up
by about 10"/,.

Similarly, the consumption of sunflower oilcakes went up from 1.1 to
1.3 million t, an increase of about 1Bo/" compared with I91B/19 , while
the Communityrs consumption rose from about 500 million '[ in r91B/19
to about 725 million t in 7979180, an increase of 45'/".
The market situation for both these products is not reflr:cted in the
statistics annexed to this Report, as some of the figures are not

available.

I

Seed

Thanks to the growth of colza oil consumption the 1979 coLza harvest was
sold without any major difficulties,
although about 20 0ll0 t of colza had
to be bought-in in Denmark because of diffi.culties in shipping the small
quantities produced there. The Community's low degree of self-supply in
sunflower seed means that there has never been any diffi,cu-Lty in selling
the crop.

4. Trade
In 7978/79 imports of coLza into the Community rose from 207 000 t to
419 000 t, reflecting the j-ncrease in colza oil consumption. There was
also an increase in the case of sunflower seed, up from 5g8 000 to
997 000 t.0n the other hand, exports of colza remained;at a very
low level (3 000 t) and exports of sunflower seed fe1l from 17 000 t
in 1977/78 to 1 000 t. Trade in colza within the CommuniLv consists
mainly of French and Danish exports to Germany.

o
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5.

Prices

(a)

Common

prices

For the IgTg/BO marketing year the target price fot coLza was 36'41
of
ECU/100 kg and for sunflower seed 39.07 ECU/100 kg. An increase

6.5%hasbeendecidedonforlg8,o/Bl.Thetargetpricefor.colzais
fixed at 39.0g4 ECU/100 kg and for sunflower seed at 42.360 ECU/100 kg'
Market price

(b)

1. \{orld market
During 7g7g/80 Lhe 7979 oilseed crop led to abundant oilseed
supplies on the world market and these in turn meant that the
pti." level was relatively low' Prices fell steadily as a
result of the yields and the record levels of production in
the United States and Brazil.
2. Community market
Prices obtained bY Producers
vention Price and the target
each Year without difficultY
intervention Price and often

o

were generaIIY between the interprice. The sunflower croP is sold
at prices well in excess of the

higher than the target Price.

6. Outlook

for the present marketing year (1980/81) is
estimated'at 1.97 million t, up bt about 65% on last year, becauseofof
substantial increase in areas sown in France and Denmark' Because
the relatively inelastic demand for colza in the community and the
shortage of available crushing capacity in certain areas, there could
be problems in selling the croP.
The sunflower crop for 1980/81 is estimated at about 310 - 360 000 t'
compared witn 227 000 L in I979/BO. In the light of the greater demand
percentage
for sunflower oil in the Community, of which only a smallthere
will be
that
unlikely
is
it
is met by the EEC's own production,
crop'
the
any major difficulties in selling

The community colza crop

7.

Economic aspects

(a)

of the

measures taken

Aid and refunds

in the 7g7g/80 marketing year fluctuated between 72'352
and 20.I2I ECU1100 kg with an averaSe of 16.532 ECU/ 100 kg. The export
ECU/100 kg'

Aid for

a

coLza

refund during the same period varied between 11 and 18
The sunflower seed crop htas sold without difficulty' Aid varied between
11.393 and 23.249 ECU/1OO tg, averaging around 20-2 ECU/100 kg' No
export refund was fixed for this product'
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(b)

Intervention

During the 7979/80 marketing year 27 659 t of colza were offered for
intervention, including 19 967 t in Denmark. Some 5 886 t were sold
from intervention sLocks.

(c)

Change

in rules

In

1980 the Management Committee for 0i1s and Fats adopted Regulation
(EEC) No 1979/80 extending from three monLhs to four rnonths the period
of validity of t.he AP part of the Community subsidy certi.ficate for
sunflower seeds and allowing the Commmission to extencl this period
by an additional month where conditions so permit.

8.

Budget.ary expenditure
EAGGF

Guarantee Section expenditure

on colza and srLrnflower seeds amounted

2Q2 million EUA in 1979. The provisional figure for 1!)80 is 288 million
EUA and the estimate for 1981 330 mi]lion EUA. These figures are I.9lo,

Lo

2.5% and 2.61" respectively

9.

of toLal

Guarantee Sect.ion expenditure.

GRXEK ACCESSION

At present Greece grows neither coLza nor sunflowe:r seed crops.
Production of cotton seed totals about 200 000 t. lior the first
three years after accession Greece is permitted to maintain a
system of import control on oilseeds and vegetable oils.
Nonetheless, during the firsL year it is required Lo permit
the first 25 000 t of oil equivalent of oilseeds to be
imported duLy-free and 18 000 t of vegetable oils at
reduced rates of duty. Over the next two years it has

I

to Iiberalize imports from Community Member States
progressively. At the end of this transitional peri_od
Greece is likely to be a net importer of oils and fat.s,
mainly from the Community.

o
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Soya beans

to 1978 the area under soya in the community, almost alr in
France, varied between 1 000 and 4 000 ha, while in 1979 it was 14 200 ha,
with production reaching about 25 000 t.
From 1974

rn spite of this, the crop still accounts for onry a very small
proportion of community uM, of world production (about 94 milrion t
in 1979) and of community soya cake requirements (about 16 mirlion t
of seed equivalent).
The guide (= norm) price ("prix d'objectif") for the lg}o/sl marketing
year has been set at 42.05 Ecu/100 kg, a 6.5o/o increase compared with
39.48 EcU1100 kg for t979/Bo.

rn 1980, following a proposal by the commission, the council adopLed,
in the shape of Regulation (EEC) No 1724180, generar rules concerning
special measures for soya beans harvested in 19g0. The rules provide
for aid, based on the minimum price paid to the producer to be paid
to soya bean crushers, repracing the former system of aid paid direct
to the producer.
The accession of Greece will have very
degree of self-supply for soya beans.

e

o

little

effect on the Communityr

s

-55c. $ax

o

seed (1)

flax production (2) accounts for only' a very smarl
proportion of Community UAA and of Lhe total worlcl area under flax
seed (6.0 mirlion ha and 3.2 million t in 1979 according, to the FAo)
it does help to cover the community's substantial requirements. The
accession of Greece will have rittre impact on thj-s situation.

Although community

The import figures for 7919 are 317 000 t of seed (incruding 297 000 t
from canada), 64 000 t of oil (57 000 r from Argenrina) and 544 000 r
of cake (:gg OOO t from Argentina and 78 000 t from the UniLed St.ates).

rn

7979 only 5 600 ha of seed flax (7 800 t) were sown in the community
compared with 6 550 ha in 1978 and 19 600 in 1977. The reasons for the
drop (the crop is grown in France, rtary and the United Kingdom) are
uncert.ainty as regards income because of the laLe fixing of the guide
price ("prix d'objectif") and inadequate yields, compounded by the
fact that producers who exceed the average yield receive aid, which

represents a substantial part of totar income, only on a quantity
below the actual yield. This situation arises because aid is granted
on a semi-standardized basis.

rn

1979 the community produced 61 400

53 600 t.

of flax fibre.

t of flax seed, compared with

7979/ B0 the guide price has been fixed
compared with 39.79 ECU/ 100 kg for t979/80
7979/80 was 16.889 ECU/100 kg.

at

Expenditure by the
in the expenditure

for

For

( 1)
(2)

See Table t1.7 .4 .
See also under 7

EAGGF

Guarantee Section

for fibre flax (2).

42.18 ECU/100 kg

(+ 6.0"/",). Aid for

o
seed

flax is included

: Fibre flax and hemp

a
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a

Cotton

seed

Cotton represenLs an infinitesimal percentage of the value of final
agricultural production, of the UAA in the community, and of ,i+orId
production (25.8 million r in 1979 according to the FAO).
Thanks to the communiLy aid system, this crop is stilr a paying
proposition in some of Lhe l-ess-favoured regions of rtaly (3 000 ha
and 1 000 t of seed).

Aid for 1980/81 was fixed at 140.72 ECU/ha, againsr 133.38 ECU/ha in
1e79/80 (+ s.s%).
Although Greece is a relatively large producer of cotton fibres and
seed (about 150 000 ha) the enlarged Community will still be a net

importer of cotLon fibres.

a

a
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e. Castor

seed

smalI proport:ion of the value
production,
of
UAA
in the Cornmunity' and of
of final agricultural
(1.4
and
B90 000 t in .1979, according
million ha
world production
to the FAO). In the Community it is still at an experimenLtal stage,
accounting for only about 180 ha and 400 t in 7979 as aga.inst
inrports, during the same year, of 38 800 t of seed (inch:rding
11 800 L from Paraguay and 10 400 t from China) an<l 88 00t0 t
of oil. The accession of Greece is unlikely to change thi.s
situation in the short term.
Castor represents an infinitesimally

The aid system operational since I97B/79 comprises the fixing
of a guide price ("prix d'objectif"), 54.37 ECU/ 100 kg for 1980,
against 51.54 ECU for 1979/80 (+ S.5%), and the granting of
aid equal to the difference between this price and the world

narket price on condition that the producer has received at
least the mininum price, fixed at 51.78 ECU/ 100 kg,, again.st
49.08 ECU for 7979/80.

Tor 1979/80 the average amount paid in aid was 74.-tt26 ECUI/100 kg.
An additional aid (launching aid) of 72.g0 ECU/100 kg has been
decided for the 7979/80, I98(l/Bl ar.d 7987/82 market-ing years.

o

o
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DRIED FODDER: PEAS AND FIEID BEANS
DRrED FODDER

(1)

INTRODUCTION

The common organization of the market in dried fodder covers the
following products: dehydrated fodder, the main sun-dried legumes,
and protein concenlrates obtained from lucerne and grass juice.
By a Regulation of 5 June 1980 the Council decided that Lhe common
organizaLion of the market would continue to apply to dehydrated
potatoes for the 1980/81 marketing year. By a Regulation of
15 January 1980 the Council also extended the scope of the common
market organizaLio4 to include by-products obtained in the
rnanufacture of protein concentrates from green fodder.
The common organizaton of the market in dried fodder (see below
under 6) has been operating since 1 April 1978. ft replaces and
st,rengLhens the conmon organizaLion of the market which had
operated in respect of dehydrated fodder alone since 1 May 1974.

a

The new products covered by the new organizaluior. are sun-dried
fodders and fodder proLein concentrates. The importance of these
compared to dehydraLed fodders is sti11 very limited at present.
For this reason and since statistical information on these new

products is not available, this chapter deals principally with
dehydrated fodders.

PRODUCTION

Product.ion of dehydraLed fodder, deh'Tdrated potatoes excepted, in
the Community in 1979 was 7 647 671 t,0.4% down on 7978. Thus,
after a sharp fall in the drought year of 7976, Community production
of dehydrated fodder has remained at practically the same level
since 1977. Irance remains the principal producer with 900 000 t
more than half (55%) of Community production.

to conventional dehydrated fodders (mainly lucerne and
grass) dehydrated potatoes are much less important. In 1"919/80
Comrnunity production \.vas 55 168 t, 19% down on the previous year
(68 474 t). The main producer is Germany, at around 44 000 t.
Compared

For sun-dried fodder the common organizaLion of the market has
been in operation since 1 JuIy 7978. Community production eligible
for aid is estimated at 113 000 L in 7979/80,80 000 t in France
and 33 000 t in ltalv.

o
(1) See Tables M 6.1

Lo

17

6.4
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o
3.

QI]ANTTTIES AVAILABTE

of dehydrated fodder in 7979/80 was 2 O43 777 t, l2ofo more
than in I9lB/79 (1 823 830 t). This was due to an increase in imports
and a drop in exports.

The supply

4. TRADE
Mainly as a result of expanding production in certain non-member
countries, Community imports of lucerne meal again reached the
Ievel recorded in 7976, when there was a drought in llur:ope. Thus,
385 000 t were imported in 7979, agai-nst 229 000 t in 1978,
334 000 L in 1977 and 389 000 t in 1976.

In 1979, as in previous years, the United States and Hungary were
the largest exporters of dehydrated fodder to the Community, with
190 000 t and 125 000 t respectively (against 135 000 t and
69 000 t respectively in 1978). Two other countries conlinued
to export to the Comrnunity in 7979: Canada wiLh 21 0ll0 t and
Spain with 19 000 t. Imports were mainly to the F.R. of Germany
(214 000 t) and Italy (73 000 t).
In 1,979 intra-Community trade in dehydrated fodder amounted to
approximately 415 000 t and followed the usual pattern: Denmark
exported 72 000 t to Lhe F.R. of Germany, and France exported
around 320 000 t to the F.R. of Germanv and the Bene.lux
countries.

a

Community exports of dehydrated fodder have never be,:n on a
large scale . In 1919 (B 101 t), as in 1976 and 1977. thev did
not exceed 10 000 t.

5.

PRICES

In the last quarter of 7979 and the first quarter of 1980 world
markeL prices for dehydrated fodder were relatively high at beLureen
119 and 722 ECU/I. Since these prices were not very much below

the guide (= norm) price ("prix d'objectif") for 7979/BO
(126.40 ECU/tonne) , the additional aid for the produr:Ls in question
during the said period was well down on that fixed in '.1978/79.

Prices feII staedily from April 1980 onwards and reached around
709 Ecu/tonne in August. They then recovered, mainly because of
the slight rise in soya prices caused by the drought in the
United States.

a
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ECONOI'IIC ASPECTS OF.T]IE }{EASURES TAKEN

In order to improve the Community's protein supply the Council
adopted the common organization of the market in dried fodder
which has been in force since 1 April 7978. The new arrangements

provide for the yearly fixing of a guide price ("prix d'objectif")
at a fair level for producers, the granting of aid at a standard
rate to processing concerns and the granting of additional aid
when the world markeL price falls below the guide price. Production
of dehydrated fodder was formerly affecLed by price fluctuations
on the world market but the new arrangements guarantee an income
to producers of green fodder comparable to that obtainable for
other producLs already covered by a common organization of the
market.

For 1980/81 the Council fixed the guide price for dried fodder at
I34.62 ECU/tonne and the standard-rate aid aL 6.51 ECU/tonne'
i.e. 6r5o/o and 61, higher respectively than the amounts valid
for 7979/80. At the same time the Council raised the percentages
to be applied to the difference betrseen the guide price and
the world market price, for the purpose of calculating the
additional aid, to 80"/o for dehydrated fodder and protein
concentrates and 45% for sun-dried fodder, instead of 70%
and 4O% as previously.
OUTIOOK

a

Community production

recent years.

of dried fodder has remained fairly stable in

Drying costs account for a considerable part of the production
price of dehydrated fodders, which are thus particularly
sensitive to any increase in energy prices. Recent and
foreseeable increases in the prrce of fuel oil are a cause
of concern for the sectorts future. In some Member Slates,
however, a lot of research has been carried out recently
inLo ways of reducing fuel consumption by dryers, and some
results have already been achieved. Over the next few years
a slight drop in Community production of dehydrated fodder
seems likely.

8.

BUDGETARY EXPEND]TI]R.E

Guarantee Section expenditure for dried fodder was
46.6 niLLion EUA in 7979. The provisional figure for 1980
is 56 million EUA and the estimate for 19B1 60 million EUA,
i.e. 0.4%, 0.5% and 0.5% respectively of total Guarantee
Section expenditure.

EAGGF

a

ACCESSION OF GREECE

At present very Iittle dehydrated fodder is produced in Greece: onlY
20 000 t. There is a possibility that production of sun-dried fodder
will develop in the 'future.
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b.

PEAS AND F'IELD BEANS USED

IN THE FEEDING OF ANIMALS

1

Since the Communityrs demand for feed proteins greatly exceeds production,
the Council adopted on 22 Mai 1978 special measures designed Lo expand Lhe
producLion of peas and field beans used in feed. Tkrese measures have been
applicable since 1 July 7978.
The products in question are in direct competition with oilcakes imported
from non-member countries aL zero rates of duty. A system was therefore
introduced whereby aid is granted to feed manufacturers who use Communitygrown peas and field beans if the price of soya ca}<e is lower than the
activating price. The aid varies with the fluctuations irr t-he price of
soya cake. It is granted only if the feed manufactr,:rer has paid the producer
not less than the minimum price fixed by the Council. Thi-s enables producers

to obtain a fair return.

In 7979/80 aid for the processing of peas and fielr:l beans; was paid in
respect of some 154 000 t of peas and 95 000 t of field beans. This
represented a 702% increase for peas and a 7% increase for field beans,
as compared with 1978/79 (76 000 t and 89 000 t). ithe sutrstantial- increase
in the production of peas reflects a large increase in Fr:ance in the area
sown and the quantities produced, the 1979 harvest there of 135 000 t
being some 15 000 t greater Lhan in 1978.
For the 1919/80 marketing year the activating pricr: for aid for peas
and field beans was fixed aL 34.97 ECU per 100 kg of soya cake, while
the minimum purchase price was set aL 2I.48 ECU{100 kg. llhe aid varied
between 6.220 and 8.979 ECU/ 100 kg; the relative sltability of the level
of the aid reflects the stability of the market fo:r soya cake during
the marketing year in question.

o

In 1980 the Councilr. acting on a proposal from the Commisrsion, amended
the basic regulation on peas and field beans (Regu-Lation (EEC) No 1419/78)
by extending entitlement to Community aid to produr:ers of protein concentrates who process peas and field beans for use in the feeding of animals.
For the 1980/81 marketing year, the activating price for the aid was
fixed aL 37.59 ECU/100 kg and the minimum price at 22.65 ECU/100 kg,
or 7.5% higher than in 7979/80.

1 See Table M.6.5.

o
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Expenditure on this sector by the EAGGF Guarantee Section in 1979 was
15.3 million ECU. The provisional figure for 1980 is 26 million ECU,
whilst expenditure in 1981 is estimated at. 33 milrion ECU.
The area under peas is expected to increase by some 14 000 ha in
1980/81 and Lhe area under field beans by some 10 000 ha, most
of this increase being in France.
ACCESSION OF

GR-EECE

At the moment Greek production of peas and field beans for use in
the feeding of animals is very smarl: only 2 500 tonnes. Moreover,
until accession Greece did noL apply any support measures for these
products. It is therefore possible that Greek production of peas
and field beans will expand somewhat.

a

a
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FrBRE FIAX AND HEMP (1)

INTRODUCTION

Although the area under flax and hemp is less t-han 7"/", of
Community UAA, these crops are of considerable importance
for the regions in which they are concentrated.

For some years the Community area under fibre flax has
f luctuated around 60 000 ha. Fibre f lax is grol,en on
about 12 000 farms in the Netherlands, Belgium and
northwest France. Flax straw is processed there into
fibres in about 250 retting and scutching concerns.
Their number is decreasing but they are growing in
size and they produce a high and relativetry sLable
quantity of raw materials which the Community -Lacks:
natural textile fibres, r:ilseeds and pulpwood particl-es The Community accounts for onLy 4'[ of the total worlcl
area under fibre flax (1.5 million ha) but for 72% o1
world production of flax fibre (695 000 t), as a result
of yields which are well above average. The USiSR accounts
for 80"/, of world product:ion, the East European countr:ies,
Egypt and China being the other producers.
Paper hemp is gro\,{n only in a very small area in France.
The raw material supplied by 1 500 to 2 000 pr,oducers
is used in manufacturing special types of paper. Ita.Ly
produces a very small quantity of textile hemp.

2.

a

PRODUCTION

In 1979 the Community area under fibre flax fell- below
60 000 ha: it was only 57 400 ha against 60 300 ha irr
1978 (- 5%) and 61 600 ha in 7977. France is increas:ing
its proportion of the total (81%) while that of Belg:ium
(13%) and the Netherlands (6%) is decreasing. The
explanation for this is lower labour costs and land
rents in France and the fact that weather conditions
and t.he greater size of plots there are more suitable
for the dew retting which is increasingly taking the
place of water retting, the higher cosl of the latte:r
(in terms of labour and energy) being insufficiently
compensated by the addit.ional reLurn from a higher
seed yield and the production of certified seed. AnoLher
reason for the drop in areas sown in the Netherlands is
a drop in retting and scutching capacity.
Straw yield and quality were very satisfactory and dew
retting took place in exceptional conditions. Production
amounted to 490 000 t of straw and 87 600 t of fibres.
After a steady increase in previous years the area under
paper hemp fel1 from 10 500 ha in 1978 to B 600 ha in
1979 (- 22%). The difficulties in selling pape,r have

(1)

See Tables M.7.1

to

M.7.5

o
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I
caused paper mills to conduct a very cautious buying
policy in respect of raw mat.erials, and the slump in
sales of hemp seed as a result of low-priced imports
has furlher affected the profitabitify of this crop.

3.

CONSUMPTION AND STOCKS OF F]BRES

rn

7979/80 demand for community fibres went up srightry
(105 500 t againsr 104 900 t. for IgTB/7g), o*-irrg ro an
increase in exports whire internar consumption remained

unchanged.

Fibre supplies, on the other hand, fell from llB 200 t to
107 100 t as a result of a marked fall in quantities
imported and in production (- 6 300 t). Since fibre
supplies remained in excess of sales (+ 1 600 t), stocks
rose again and at the end of the marketing year amounted
to 55 500 t against 53 900 at rhe beginning. They were
thus fairly high, especially for long fibres.
TRADE

since its value in terms of weight and volume is too smalr
to just'ify rong-distance transport, there is no trade in
flax straw with non-member countries. rn 1979 retting and
scutching concerns in Belgium purchased 71 600 t of flax
straw in France and the Netherlands to swell the Belgian
crop. This quantity is slightly less than.in 1978 but
much more than in t977 and 1976 (54 6AA t) and rhe
Belgian retting and scutching industry does nor appear
to have been affected by the recent drop in areas sown
in Belgium. The quantities of fibre flax imported in
1979 (2f SOO t) were normal but the quantitir exported
(25 700 t) exceeds that recorded in previor" y..r".
The Comrnunity does not produce enough low and medium
quality fibre, which iL imports from Eastern Europe,
Egypt and China where it is produced in large
quantities, but. it supplies the entire world with
good and superior quality fibre which is not

a

produced elsewhere.

rmports of hemp fibre amounred ro 8 600 t- in 7979 (9 600 r
in 1978) and exports r^'ere of necessity negligible.

5.

a

PRICES

In 7979/80 prices for flax straw were higher than in the
previous marketing year while fibre prices stayed more
or less the same. Although this sit.uation benefited f-l-ax
growers, it reduced the profitability
of retting and
scutching. The contract price for paper hemp stiaw
between producers and users was kept aL 42A FF/t
3gregd
(7s.44 ECU/L).
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6.

OUTI,OOK

The area under

fibre flax in

1980

in

each Member State

is roughly the same as in 1979. Straw and seed yield

is satisfactory but fibre yield, and in particular
quality, are well down compared wiLh the previous
harvest. Since fibre stocks are fairly high and the
short-term outlook for the spinning industry is
not very good, market balance will remain very
precarious. 0nly an upturn in consumption could
provide growers and retlers and scutchers with
satisfactory sales.

the steady expansion of this crop in previous years)
continued in 1980. Only 6 700 ha were so$'n' represenLing
a further drop of 22%. Although the contract price was
raised fron 420 to 435 fF/t (75 .40 ECU/I), an increase
of 3.6%, and the aid was also increased, production did
noL regain its previous level of profitability, largely
because of the slurnp in sales of hemp seed.

7.

PROJECTIONS FOR FIBRE

FIAX FOR 198I/82 AND BEYOND

of fibre flax in the Community accounts
of production. For annual production to he
absorbed it would be necessary to have a trading surplus
of 10 000 t year in year out, except in years when the
harvest was particularly bad. Since it is not like1y that
there will be a significant reduction in imports from
outside the Community or an appreciable increase in
exports, only an upLurn in internal consumption can keep
the market in balance.

Present consumption

for only

8.

9A%

I

BUDGETARY EXPENDITI]RE

aid for fibre flax for 1980/81 was fixed aL 264.71 ECU/ha'
against 248.55 ECU/ha for 7979/80 (+ 6.5%). Aid is given for
fibre flax seed under the arrangements for flax seed.

The

For hemp, the aid went up to 240.47 ECU/ha, against 225.74
ECU/ha f.or 1979/ B0 (+ 6.5%).
GuaranLee Section expenditure for fLax and hamp was 17r6
million EUA for 7979. The provisional figure for 1980 is
L9.0 million EUA and the estimate for 1981 22.0 mill:lon EUA.
BAGGF

o
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8.

a

SEEDS

(1)

1. Introduction
of the market in seeds covers the followinq
vegetables for sowing
ccT 07.05 A

The common organization

products:

- dried leguminous
ccT 10.05 A
- hybrid maize for sowing
- rice for sowing
ccT 10.06 A
- oilseeds and oleaginous fruit for sowing
ccT 12.01 A
- seeds, fruit and spores, of a kind used for sowing CCT 12.03 A
The production of fodder seed must be considered not only from the
standpoint of the harvest obtained, but also from the standpoint of the
species' function in crop rotation and the end-use of the seed, since the

diflferent varieties of a single species can have their own particular use.
Leguminous plants are particularly important because they increase the
nitrogen content of the soil in which they grow.

of fodder seed in 1979 was 1.8 million quintals,
approximaLely 25% of the world total (United States, Canada, New Zealand,
EEC). The Community is self-sufficient overall, althouqh it is a net
importer of certain species.
Community production

the 1979 harvest, rice seed has been included in the common
organization of the market and receives aid of rz.r Ecu/100 ko.
From

J

2.

Production
Denmark, producing nearly 26% of the
main community producer. France and
legumes.
Community production
as in 1978.

(1)

a

(5)

See Table M.8.1.

in

total (and 4@ of grasses), is the
Italy are the main producers of

1979 was about

I

771 000

quintals, almost the

same

67

The area declared for the 1980 harvest (255 000 ha) reflec'ts some increase
in production compared with that declared for 1979 Q4O 00tl ha).
Nevertheless, because of a vely difficult growing period, :starting with a
drought which was followed by a long spell of rain, the yir:LJs for most
species are well below normal (IO-3O% down) and the qualit.'y of the seed is
also below the normal standard (Iorv germination rate). In m-id-September
some large areas, particularly of Pisum sativum L. and Vicia faba L., still

had

to be harvested.

A cautious provisional estimate
I 600 000 quintals.

Variations

in

for production in

Medicago

1980 wou.Id be about

production affected mainly the following sper:ies:

ha
sativa L.

Vicia faba

L.
Pisum sativum L.

Trifolium pratense L.
Trifolium repens L.

The areas under hybrid maize
Lhe 1979 figure (5a 059 ha).

I979

q-

530 I49 330
16 401 359 786
3 944 72 BAI
16 974 62 754
4 445 21 426

49

ha_

1980
q+

-

58 49I 110 000
28 60L 550 000

II 607 230 000
728 45 000
000
3 B.L2
'

20

in 1980 (about 47 969 ha) are about lf%

Rice production has risen by about 5t% (1979 about 170 000
000

o

q).

q,

down on

1980 about 260

t

Supplv situation
Community supplies have been satisfactory in recent years and our dependence
on imports from non-member countries has been reduced. With seed supplies am
ounting to 2.5 million quintals for 1979/80, the Cornrmunity was able to meet i
ts own requirements. For the coming marketing year, it will also be self-suf

ficient on the whole, as about 2.4 million quintals will bre available in 1980
/81 and demand is estimated at 1 540 000 quintals. Trade 'rith non-member cou
ntries will, however, continuerr particularly in the case of species of which
there is still a shortfall in the Community (Arrhenaterum elatias, Vicia sati
va,

Phleum pratense, Festuca arundinacea).

Stocks at 1 July 1979 totalled 820 000 quintals, and the f.igure for l9B0 is a
bout 800 000 quintals (tolium perenne L. 20O 000 q and Lolium multiflorum L.
250 000 q). The persistence of relatively large stocks is due to an excess o
f imports over requirements.
Supply and demand

for oil planrt seeds are in

balance.

I
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o
The world supply

difficulties are

situation is generally

good, and no

particular

expected.

4. Prices
The

level of producer prices in

satisfactory.

the Community can be regarded as generally

Prices on the Danish market, which
(ECu/100 ks):

is the main Community market, were
September

September 1980

Lolium perenne L.
Lolium multiflorum L.
Festuca oratensis L.
Festuca rubra L.

68
131
99

Poa

I49

141

172

248

pratensis L.
Trifolium repens L.

O

1979

92

117
79
I /,c

I45

Countervailing charqes for hybrid maize according to type and origin range
at the moment (September 1980) from 3.6 to 32.8 ECU/100 kg. For the
1980/81 marketing year, the reference prices have been fixed between 70 and
I35 ECU/IOO kg depending on type. The grantinq of production aid for rice
seed led, to a drop in prices to users of between 7 and ll ECU/quintal

compared

with

1979.

5. Action decided or

proposed

to include rice seed (Regulation (EEC) No 2B7B/79 of 17
in the field of application of Council Regulation (EfC) ruo
2358/7I. The aid fixed is 12.1 ECU/100 kg, applicable from the 1979
The Council decided

December 1979)

harvest.

a
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o
The Council also decided to increase the aid for the 19181/82 marketing year
for Phleum pratense L. (50.1 ECU/quintal to 55.3 Ecu/qu.intal), Trifolium_
repens t-. ahO Trifolium repens L. var. giganteum (36.8 |ECU/quintal - 40.9

ECU/quintal).

Latin and national- names of certain species were altered from 1 July
1980. The list of varieties of Lolium perenne L. (hiqh-persistence
varieties, late or medium-late, low-persistence v'arieties, madium-latet
medium-ear1y or early) has been slightly altered.
The

5.

Outlook
The area which

will

be harvested in 1981 may be estimated at about 22O OOO
as in the previous year, i.n which a measure of price
as there was a balance between supply and demand.

ha, i.e. the same area
stiUifity was attained

price 1evels are expected to remain more or less unchanged in 1980/81.
Stocks of one species (Lolium multiflorum, approximately 250 000 q) remain,
however, very high.

Difficulties could arise wj.th Trifolium repens L., for which aleas
.harvested in 1979 show a significant drop in procluction. Denmark and New
Zealand are the only two countries in the world producing this species.
Medium-term Community production estimates are fclr the moment satisfactory
on the who1e. The subsequent development of the seeds sector will'
however, also depend on the profitability of seecl production compaied with

cereals

t

in particular.

Account should also be taken of competing imports from non-member countries
(particularly East European countries) which benefit from the system of
equivalence witn Community seed as regards produr:tion aind control.
World production
coming years.

of

fodder seed

is

expected

to

remain s;table over the

7. Budqetarv expenditure
Guarantee Section expenditure on seeds was 20.f nrillion EUA in 1978.
The provisional figure for 1979 is 27.2 million IIUA and the estimate for
1980 l3.O million EUA.

EAGGF

a
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9.

a

t.

WINE

G)

Introduction

In 1979 wine represented about 2.7% by value of the Community's final
agricultural production. The area under vines in production amounted to
2 358 000 ha, or abouL 3% of the Community's UAA.
The FAO puts world wine production in 1979 at 366 million hl, which is much
higher than the previous yearrs figure. It is alsy very hiqh compared with
earlier years as the average fot 1974/75 to 1978/79 was f08 miltion hl.
Community production in I979l80 was 177 million hl, compared with ll8
million hl in 1978/79 and 128 million ht in 1977/78, representinq 48.4%,
47.2% and 44.7% respectively of world production. Since the area under
vines in the Community represents only about 23.O% of the world vineyard,
the average Community yield is considerably higher than the world average.

2.

Production

fhe 1979 harvest, aL L75 million hl, easily exceeded the record level of
the last exceptiona] harvest in 1973 (171 million hl). This follows the
low 1978 and 1977 harvests (138 and 128 million hl) and average harvests in
1976 and 1975 (I48 and 145 million hl). The favourable weather in 1979
explains the record level, despite a slight reduction in the area under
vines.

a

3.

Consumption

In 1978/79, total internal utilization accounted for 116 million hl
with 1J7 million hI in 1977/78, a 1% reduction.

compared

a) Human consumotion
In 1978/79, direct human consumption was 121 million hl against 125
million hl in L977/78, I27 million hl in 1976/77 and 130 million h1 in
1975/76. These figures show the gradual reduction in direct human

is falling in the main wine-producing countries
without increases in other countries comoensatinq for this.

consumption, which

b) Processing
In 1978/79 12 million hl were processed compared to 11 million hl in
1977/78 and 18 million hl in 1976/77 and 1975/76. The ouantities

distilled with
wine year.

a

Community aid

in

1978/79 were as low as

in the orevious

7I

c) Self-supply

I

all

internal utilizations
The-eorrlrnunfty self-supply rate in L978/79 for
(93.4%
quantities
under the
distilled
the
in 1977/78).
was 101.8%
(about
I.7
for
normal
management
various intervention measures taken

If

million hl) are deducted from the supply figure, the rate of self-supply
for 1978/79 becomes 101.1%. The figures for 1977/78, L976/77 and
1975/76 were 94.1%, 105.8% and 98.9A respectively. The volume of stocks
on fl August 1978 was average (74 million h1).

4. Trade
In 1978/79 Community imports were 6.2 million hl against .5.9 million hl in
1977/78, a slight rise (5%). This follows a 7% increase in the previous
year and reflects a fairly good situation on the Community wine market in
general in 1978/79.

In 1978/79 exports rose sharply to 6.8 million hl, a 7A6 increase over the
previous year (4.0 million hl). This increase confirms the upward trend
which has been evident since 1975/76 and is largely due to expanded ltalian
exports.
In 1978/79, imports were
been 46% higher.

9oA

less than exports, while

in 1977/78 they had

5. Prices
a)

Common

prices

The average increase in guide prices for all typres of table wine was
5.5% fot 1980/81, compared with an increase of 7..5% in the previous year.

o

b) Market prices

Apart from German table wines, all the average prrices quoted for the
various marketing centres in L979/80 for table wines of types R I, R II
and A I were considerably lower than those of thre previous year. The
decreases varied between f.0% and 23.5% for type R I, between 4.6% and
I9.7% for type R II and between 9.6% and 29.O% f'or type A I.

o
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As regards German table wines, there was a sliqht drop of 5.lr% for type
R III, a red wine of only secondary importance, while priee levels for
white wines A II and A III were up on those of the previous year by 5.70A
and 21.2% respectively

ii) Price trends in
ffi

I979/8O

in 1979 was to upset the balance
a general drop in market prices for
table wines. With confirmation of the estimates of this abundant
harvest, prices of table wines of types R I and R 1I slid below the
activating price at the beginning of September (end of August). This
downward trend continued in October and November and persisted until
April 1980. Between April/May and the end of the marketing year there
was a progressive climb in both types of wine, mainly due to the
intervention measures to stabilize the market, althouqh this reaction
was Less marked in Italy than in France. Neither in lta1y nor in
France, however, were table wine prices at or above the activating price
harvest

between supply and demand causing

at the end of the marketing

year.

For type R I wine the weighted annual average of prices in France was
7.5% higher than in Italy, while ltalian prices were 3% above French

prices for Type R 11.

a

Prices for type A I table wines followed an almost identical pattern in
France and lta1y until January 1980, when they were both below the
activating price. From then on prices in France rose sharply to above
the activating price, around which they then fluctuated until the end of
the marketing year. Italian prices climbed slightly from January
onwards, then fell in April and remained fairly stationary, still
considerably below the activating price, until the end of the marketing
year.

The annual weighted average price for type A
higher than in Italy.

I

wine

in

France was IO.2%

The prices for types R III and A III wine were satisfactory, their
annual weighted averages being 37oA and 30% respectively above the ouide
price. The prices of type A II suffered a steady decline, so that by
May they were below lhe activating price, but from July onwards they
climbed above it.

J

I
c) World prices
Wine

prices on the main producers countries' markets remained firm

throughout 1979.

is

of those of most direct concern,
after spectacular increases as a result of three poor harvests, there
was a sharp drop in 1979 and 1980 because of the record harvest in
0n the Spanish market, which

L979. In

one

1979/80 Spanish prices were about 80-85% (white wine) and
official Community prices for the corresponding

II5-IztrA (red wine) of

types.

5. 0utlook
a) Short-term
The latest information available suggests that the 1980 harvest will
yield some 25 million hl less wine than the previous year. According to
the latest estimates by the Member States, production should amount to
150 million hl, against 175 million hl in I979/8O. This quantity
exeeeds normal foreseeable utllization (some I40 million hl) and,
existing stocks being very large, market prices for French and Italian

table wine (types R I, R II, A I) may cause problems. However, in view
of the poor harvest expected in Germany, prices for German table wines
(R II, A II and A III) might remain at the current leve1 or even
slightly above it. As regards imports and exports, the high level of
supplies within the Community in 1980/81 might well confirm the trend of
previous years towards an increase in exports with imports remaining the

O

same.

b)

Medium-term

In recent years the Community wine-growing potr:ntia1 (particularly
because of higher yields per hectare) has tended to exceed market
demand, which, for various reasons, is practically static. To establish
a better balance in the medium term, the Counc:il adopted in December
1979 an "Action Programme I979-I985r' for the progressive establishment
ol balance on the market in wine, with a series of Regulations to
achieve a more balanced relationship between supply and demand.

a
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7. Economic aspects

a) Levies

of the measures taken

and refunds

I) Import levies
The import levies in the wine sector are known as "countervailinq
chargesrr and play only a very minor part since they do not apply to
the 19 non-Community countries which have undertaken to observe the
reference price and which are the Community's principal suppliers.
The l-evel of the countervailing charges remained unchanged throughout
1979/80.
2) Refunds
The level of refunds was increased at the end of 1979. The
quantities qualifying for refunds amounted to some 500 000 hl for
1979 (against 220 000 hl in 1978). A very considerable increase is
expected in 1980, probably to about 2-2.5 million hl.
b)

Quantities in respect of which intervention measures were taken
AI1 the I'normaL intervention measures provided for in the Community
rules were applied. In addition, because of the abundant supplies and
the fall in market prices at the start of 1979/80, all possible
"exceptionalr' intervention measures were taken in order to stabilize the

market:

a

- at the start of the marketing year:
- authorization to conclude long-term storage contracts for table
wines, grape must and concentrated grape mustl
- distillation carried out under the "guarantee of performancerr
(reserved for holders of long-term storage contracts);
- preventive distillation and the distillation of wines suitable
for yielding certain vinous spirits with a registered designation
of origin.

- at the start of 1980 the distillation of so-called additional
obligatory deliveries for distillation (distillation of additional
quantities in connection with the obligatory distillation of
by-products of wine-making) and the so-caLled "exceptional"
distillation. The quantities of wine distilled with Community aid,
under the various measures, amounted to about 17 million h1 (compared
with 1.7 million hl in 1978/79).
The monthly average quantities covered by storage contracts amounted
to27.1 million hl (8.9 million h] in 1978/79), the maximum fiqu::e
being 41.7 million hl (14.1 million hl in I979/BO).

o
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c) Stock situation
At the beginning of I979/8O, stocks held by producers and the trade
amount to 76.2 million hI. At the end of the marketinq year, stocks of
95 million hl may be expected. This quantity is cons:iderably above
average stocks

in previous years.

d) Unity of prices
Monetary compensatory amounts in the wine sector were applied only to
Italy and Germany and only to table wines produced in those countries.

Certain reoresentative rates were amended on 16 Decembe:: 1980. The new
rates were applied as from I September for the conversion of certain
amounts relatino to distitlation ooerations and various aid measures.
a

Budgetary expenditure

Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on wine amounted to 6L.9
EUA in 1979; the provisional figure for 1980 is 303.0 million EUA
and the estimate for 19Bl is 466.0 million EUA. This is 0.6%,2.7A and
3.7% respectively of total expenditure by the Guarantee Section. The
figure of 303.0 million EUA can be broken into f0.0 million EUA on refunds
and 273.O million EUA on intervention.

million

9. Impact

of

Greek accession

O

The accession of Greece, whose production potential is l:imited compared
with the Nine (between 3 and 4% of the total) does not substantially alter
the present situation in the wine sector.
Some problems could arise during the initial period owing to the need for
producers and the authorities in Greece to assimilate and implement a
system involving relatively complicated intervention insl-ruments.

o
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10.

RAW TOBACCO

(1)

1. Introduction
In 1979, world leaf tobacco production was 5oA l-ower than in the previous
year, reaching 5.38 million tonnes (4.77 million baled). Virginia
flue-cured accounted for about 42% of total production and 43% of aII
trade. 0n the other hand, Community production in 1979 (199 000 t)
increased by 16%, compared with the previous year. Baled tobacco accounted
for slightly less than l% of the value of the Community's final
agricultural production in 1979.

2. Production

and structure

Between 1973 and 1979 Community production inereased by about 58%, mainly
because of a considerable increase in yield per ha. The tobacco sector has
undergone a far-reaching change in its production structure (the
deveJ-opment of cooperatives) and marketing structure (rationalization and

eoncentration of undertakings) since the entry into force of the common
organization of the market (1970) in the direction of better adjustment to
actual market requirements.

a

As regards the major types of tobacco, world production of dark air-cured
decreised by about O.7% tn 1979 as compared with the previous year and that
of Burley by 7.2%, that of flue-cured by 5.6% and sun-cured by 4.I%. The
exceptionally favourable weather conditions in 1979 account in part for the
following changes in Community production levels compared with 1978:

dark air-cured varieties: an increase of

light air-cured varieties:

an increase

flue-cured varieties: an increase of
sun-cured

varieties: an increase of

a

See Tables M.10.1

to

M.10.5.

of

52.3%

25.2%

fire-cured varieties: an increase of

(1)

3.3%

17.6%

16.5%
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a
1. Degree of self-supply
Consumption

In 1979, world consumption crf baled tobacco amounted to 4.88 million
tonnes: for the first time in five years, production (baled tobacco) fe1I
short of consumption. For this reason stocks should be at Lhe 1977 1evel
(about 700 000 tonnes).
The Community self-supply rate is abouL 26%. Comprared with 1978, world
tobacco consumption was unchanged in 1919. Consumption in the Community of
Nine has more or less stabil.izeC, mainly as a resLrlt of the economic
recession, the increase in t.axes and the anti-smoktinq campaigns.
Nevertheless, certain upwarcl trends are evident irr countries such as France
(2.7%), and the Federal Republic of Germany Q.7%). It should be pointed
nrrf
mnrenvpr- that althnrrnl-r at world level there is no increase, there is
vvet - ."vrvvrvrt
an average increase of over 5%, with peaks of LO% Lo I5%, in the developing
countries and oil-producing countries. The steep rise in consumption of
r'light cigarettesr'(l-ow niccltine and tar content) continued in \979 and
trade may be expected to move to those countries exporting neutraL-reaction
tobacco flor filling. Furthelrmore, in the USA there has been a decrease in
the use of Virginia flue-culed and an increase in blends of imported
tobaccos.

4. Trade

in 1979 amounLed to l.l7 million
in the previous year.

World exports

than

tonnes, r,''hich

is

2.3% Iess

I

manufacturing techniques, which reduce the tobacco p,el unit of
consumption, should combine with increased prices (tax nreasures) and health
considerations to bring about a drop in consumption and, consequently, in
imnnrt drrmand- esneeiallv in the industrialized countriers. It should also
r.,,Pv+
be stressed that the developing countries and the countlies with planned
economies are taking an inc:reasinq share of world trade.
New

1979 Community exports were about 26% higher tlran in l97B (around
29 2OO t) whereas imports fr>II by I2%. Virginia 1ilue-cured tobacco
accounts for about 62% of total imports, whereas t3urley accounts for only
7%. Furthermore, about one third of imports ente:l the Community at a zero
or preferentiat duty under l:he terms of the EEC policy t.owards the
developing countries (generillized preferences, ACP). As; from I January
1980, Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) - one of the largest tobacco prroducing and
exporting countries - was admitted to the ACP sysl:em.

In

This policy, whereby tobaccos in direct competitir:n witl'r those produced in
the Community enter the Comrnunity on favourable terms, also means that
stronger support measures a:re needed under the common or:ganization of the
market (premiums and export refunds).

a
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5. Prices
Prices on the world market were more
previous year: in the United States,
vrorl-d level, Virginia flue-cured and
between $4 and $5 per kg; prices for
fallen sharply.

or

Less stable compared with the
the most representative market at
Builey reached f.o.b. export prices of
Kentucky, on the other hand, have

piices of oriental tobaccos, which are still showinq the effects of
in Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria and Yugostavia, continued their
dovrnward trendl minimum export prices have been lowered, and export
subsidies and credit facilities have been granted. In Turkey and Greece
Iarge quantities of inferior-quality tobacco have even been destroyed.
This situation shows no sign of changing during the next marketing year.
The

over-production

As far as the situation within the Community is concerned, planters
generally received the norm price for the I97B crop.

5.

Outlook

First indications for l9B0 are that world production of raw tobacco will
increase (bV 5%) although yields in the main producer countries remain more
or less normal. This increase applies to all the major varieties, with the
exception of fire-cured which should decrease by about 10%.
with particular reference to the Community position, it should be
stressed that the structural difficulties affecting some varieties
(partibularly oriental tobacco) vrill continue and lhat there rvilt be a
general decrease in cultivated areas and hence in production, owing to poor
weather conditions and a subsequent delay in plantino out.
However,

t-

Intervention buying of oriental tobaccos from the I97B harvest
5 965 t, whereas the forecast for 1979 is some B 000 t.

7.

Economic aspects

amounted to

of the measures taken

with the well-known difficulties of marketing the Beneventano
variety a conversion plan extending over three years was approved by the
Council and applied for the first time to the 1977 crop. The operation
To deal

involved I 232 ha in 1977, I 623 ha in 1978 and 750 ha in 1979, i.e. 82% of
the total area planted with this crop in 1976 (4 378 ha). Conversion has
mainly been to the Kentucky, Paraguay and F.Havanna varieties. It must be
stressed that the tobacco grown on the converted areas was marketed
normally, although it was feared that there might be some difficulty in
disposing of F.Havanna.
During 1980, three invitations to tender were issued for the sale for
export of tobacco held by the ltalian intervention agency (15 014 t). The
intervention agencies aecordingly still hold in storage 27 459 t from the
1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 and l97B crops.

a
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I
The payment of export refunds has certainly contributed to the EECrs
continuance and extension of its traditional commercial outlets.
Nevertheless, the recent developments in international trade have
restricted export opportunities on the world market. Indeed, while exports
of the produce of the 1975 harvest, which benefited from r:xport refunds,
reached 22 690 t, those from the 1976, 1977 and 1978 harvests declined
progressively: L5 725 t, 12 885 t and 9 522 t respectively.

B. Budgetary cost
guarantee expenditure in the raw tobacco sector was 216.1 million ECU
in l97B and 225.5 million EUA in 1979, i.e. respectively :t.0% and 2.5% of
total expenditure. This development can be attributed to seasonal
EAGGF

production variations, particularly to fluctuations in unj.t yield.
Expenditure for 1980 is expected to be 282 million EUA.

o
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11. FRUIT AND VEGETABLES. FLOV/ERS AND LIVE PLANTS

A.

FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

(1)

1. Introduction
Production of fresh fruit and vegetables in 1979, including crops for
processing, represented II.9% by value of final agricultural production,
the same as in l97B and rather less than in 1977 (11.5%).

Italy, wilh 52% of Community fruit production and nearly 45% of
Community vegetable production is by far the largest producer among the
Member States. Second place qoes to France, with 2O% for fruit and 19%
for vegetables, while the third most important producer is Germany for
fruit (I7%) and the United Kingdom for vegetables (I5%).
2.

Production

fruit production (2) in the Community tn 1979 amounted to
million
17.7
tonnes, a drop of I.2% over 1978, but still cl-ose to the
average figure for previous harvests. There were increases or
decreases - of varying proportions - in all the Member States.
Commercial

J

fruit crops:
- in apple production, which accounted for 38% of fruit production, the
1979 harvest was 2.6% lower than in 1978, and alI the Member States
The flollouring observations may be made about the main

except Belqium, Ireland and Denmark, which achieved increases,
produced lessl

- in pears, (Izy" of fruit production) the situation was similar, with a
marked drop in harvests in ltaly and Belgium and less marked in the
other Member States, except in the United Kingdom, France and Denmark,
where production is rising. The harvest for the Community as a whole
was 6.4% Iower than in I97B;
- the peach harvest in 1979 showed no change for the Community, but rose
slightly (+2%) in ltaly.
.11.9

a

(2) This is "biological production"
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Commercial vegetable production

a

in the whole Cornmunity reached

24.4 nillion tonnes, slightly less (1.1%) than the 19,28 total. Output
declined in Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom iand Denmark, showed no
change in France, and rose a little in Belgium rand the Netherlands.

3. Consumption
In 1978/79 internal consumption of fruit (1) in the Community amounted
to 24.1 million tonnes, an i.nctease of B.B% over the previous year.
Internal consumption of vegetables, at 29.8 million tonnes, shols a fall
of 1.5% compared with 1977/78.

(a)

Human consumption
Human consumption was

fruit

and accounted

the principal use made of f::esh or processed
97% of all internal consumption.

for

Per capita annual consumption in the Community amounted
(22.3 kg of citrus fruit and 62.1 kg of othrer frujlt).
Human consumption

of

vegelables was 89.2%

capita annuaf consumption was 102.1 kg

to

844 kg

of all consumption. Per

for

Lhe Connmunity as a

whole.

I

rate of change, calculated for the per:Lod t'I973/74rrto
is - O.2% for fruit other than c.itrus l'ruit, O.9% for
citrus fruit and 0.5% for vegetables. Thes,e are s;carcely
perceptible variations which, althouqh they diffe:: in magnitude, are
in the same direction as the variations observed over the same
period in the corresponding usable production.
The annual

nl977/78n,

(b) Animal

consumption and

industrial

uses

These two outlets, which include industrial uses 1'or: non-food
purposes, tend to be adventitious and the quantitjles of flruit
vegetables which they absorb are in general appreciably less
significant than losses during marketing.

and

@sandfruitjuices,butexc1udingtropica1fruitsand
dry or dried fruits.

o
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(c)

Rate

of self-supplv

The Community's

self-supply rate is particularly high for
in 1978/79; the figure for non-citrus

vegetables, reaching 94.I%

fruit is

4.

77.1% and

for citrus fruit

40.6%-

Trade

In 1978/79 the Community's total imports of fresh
4.5 million tonnes, a rise of 0.6% over 1977.

fruit

amounted to

Oranges, 1.8 million tonnes, were by far the predominant import, since
apples, which occupied second place, accounted for only 0.35 million
tonnes.

Fruit exports were just over 0.5 million tonnes, including 0.22 million
tonnes of apples, 0.1 million tonnes of lemons and 0.08 million tonnes
of

peaches.

Imports

of fresh vegetables totalled 3.I million tonnes, a decrease of
while exports, which fell by 6.?A, amounted to

3.9% on 1977/78,

1.25

million tonnes.

.

in fresh fruit and vegetables was also substantial.
Although the quantity of fruit traded did not equal imports from
non-member countries, it nevertheless totalled 3.5 million tonnes.
Inlra-Community trade

a

Apples (1.09 million tonnes) were the main product, followed by peaches
0.29 million tonnes).
Intra-Community trade in vegetables, on the other hand, totalled
4.6 million tonnes, approximately 1.5 times the quantity imported from
non-member countries. These figures are slightly up on 1977/78 (7.O%)
and maintain the oositive annual- rate of chanqe which has marked the
past few years.

5. Prices
(a)

Common

prices

The basic prices and buying-in prices for the 1979/80 marketing year
have been increased so that the resulting average withdrawal prices,
at which producer groups buy back their members' unsold produce, are
1.5% higher than in the 1977/78 marketing year for all products.
The average

overall increase for 1980/BI

except dessert apples,

for which it

was 6%
was 5.5%.

for all

products

prices, which determine the minimum level of entry
prices for certain products imported from non-member countries,
The reference

increased on average by 5% between 1978/79 and 1979/80 in the case
of cucumbers, tomatoes, table grapes, apples, pears, peaches,
cheuies and plums.

)

(6)
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o
In the case of lemons, oranges and mandarins, howe'ver, reference
prices have remained at the level of the previous '/ear, because of
the relationship between movements in the basic anrJ buying-in
prices, the penetration premiums and the reference prices of those
products (see 5(c)).

Between 1979/8O and I9B0/81 reference

prices increiased by an average

ol 4.7%, vrith the exception of citrus fruits, where l:he full
increase in the basic and buying-in prices was reilected in the

penetration premiums.

(b) Market prices

Fruit and vegetable prices fluctuate constantly onrC rn3y u"tU
considerably from one time of the year to the ot.her, from one market
to another and even ftom one consiqnment to another.
analysis of the available data k:ads to the follotving
conclusions, based on average basic and buying-in prices for pilot
An

oroducts:

-

Apples (Golden Delicious, quality Class

I,

70rnm

r:r over).

As the average prices for the I97B/79 harvest ha,l been depressed
by a crop slightly above averaqe, they settled around the average
level recorded in 1975/77; prices for the 1977/78 harvest had
been fairly high. For 1979lB0 the average price remained fairly
comparable to that of the previous yeai but showr:d variations
between Member States; increases in the Netherlrands (+18.1%)r
France (+11.3%) and Belgium (+11.4%), and decrea:ses ranqinq from
1 to 11 .3% tn the other Community countries. Thre tJnited Kingdom
and Denmark have no significant quotations for tlris product.

a

The monlhly analysis carried out throughout the rseason shows that
in Belgium, in Luxembourg and in the Netherl-ands, apple prices
nearly always failed to match the basic price.

they fluctuated around the basic price, whereas in
Italy and in France prices were al-ways very high.

In

Germany

Pears (various, quality Class
6-Eme of vear)

I,

50mm

or

70mm

or over,

according

fell in almrrst all Community
ranged from 19.7% in Germany to
3I% s,n the United Kingdom; the Netherlands constituted an
exception with an increase of I"5%. Ireland and Denmark have no
significant quotations for this product.
Average

prices in the

1979/BO season

countries. The considerable fal1

t
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a
analysis showed that there was a degree of stability
0n all Community markets, prices were above the basic
price and sometimes reached the exceptional levels encountered the
previous year.
The monthly

in priees.

-

(various, quality C1ass I, size 5ll6lmm ot 6l/67nn

Peaches

Effiffinq to period)

In 1979, prices were 2.7% Iower than in 1978 in France and 16.I%
lower in ltaly; it should be said that the 1978 prices sometimes
reached three times the basic price. The seasonal- trend was,
howevet, normal and the monthly averaqe was well above the basic
orice.

-

Table grapes (various,

quality Class I)

prices on the French market were Lower by 18.7% than in the
previous year. In Italy, however, the average price was 10.9% up
on the previous year.
Grape

the figures are encouraging in view of the basic price
level in respect of French prices, whereas in Italy only the
I'Regina dei Vigneti'r variety reached, during August, prices
substantially higher than the basic price. Prices for the
trRegina" variety, on the other hand, remained more or less at the
basic price level.
However,

a

-

Oranqes

Prices

(various, quality Class I, size 67/8onn)

in

1979 were 10.1% below those

of the previous year.

However,the daily prices recorded throuqhout the year yielded
quite high monthly averages, which, according to the variety in
question, were sometimes 10-15 ECU above the basic price.

-

Mandarins

(quality Class I, size

The average annual
I97B/79.
The monthly

5 and 7

a

ECU

54/64nn)

price for mandarins fell by 29.5%

compared with

prices did not vary greatly and were normally
the basic orice.

above

between
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I
-

Lemons

(quality Class I, size 53/62nn)

The average annual price for lemons for I979/BA was t,he same as in
the previous year, when high prices were recorded as a result of

falling

production.

Prices are, however,

stitl high and, throughout the y'ear, the

monthly averages were above the basic price.

- Cauliflowers ("with leaves" or f'trimmedrr, according t.o period,
EuaIltVTIass t)
The average annual prices increased only in Belgium, where they
were B.B% up on 1978/79. In all other Member States they
percentages ranging from 3 to 23.6%.

fell

by

Throughout the year, there were variations in prices from one
market to another, prices sometimes being very high but sometirnes
close to - or even below - the basic orice.

-

Tomatoes ("round'r,

quality Class I, size 57/67nn)

In 1979 prices fell in all the Community countries e>rcept Germany,
where they rose slightly above the level of the previ.ous year.
The sharpest drops occurred in the United Kingdom (2t\.y/"), Belgium
and France (I7.5%).

a

The monthly analysis shows that the daily rate:s sometimes fell
below the basic price in France and lta1y, particularly during the
high season in JuIy and August.
The changes - often rapid - in daily prices and t.he various
coefficients applied to products other than the pilot products
explain why quantities of some products fell short of t.he withdrawal
price and were withdrawn from the market by the producer groups,
even when the average prices of the pilot product were higher than
the basic price.

(c) t'/orld prices
Given the perishable nature of the products, fruit and vegetable
prices are fixed more or less independently on the principal
markets. There is no real world market for such oroducts and
consequently no world prices.

o
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I

(d) Consumer prices

In view of the large number of varieties, qualities and sizes of
and veqetables, and in view of the wide differenees in price
for a given product from one shop to another, it is not possible to
determine consumer prices for the various types of product.

fruit

5.Outlook

In the case of vegetables - most of which are annuals - the rapid
succession of crops and the use of fixed or movable means of protection
make for flexibility of supply and enable growers to adapt production
promptly to

demand.

In view of the trends in vegetable production over the last few years
and the stability observed in this sector, no major changes are to be
expected for some time to come.
In the case of fruit too, analysis of production trends over a
relatively long period shows a certain stability, albeit with
considerable fluctuations from one season to another, as was observed
for example in the 1977/78 harvest.

a
7.

Economic aspects

of the measures taken

(a) Import and export measures

i)

Countervailinq charqes on imports
During the 1979/80 marketing year, countervailinq charges were
imposed on imports of the following products:
cucumbers from Spain, Greece and Romanial
tomatoes from Morocco, Romania, Bulgaria, Spain, Israel and Albania;
peaches from Greecel
some varieties of apple from Spain and Yugoslavia;
pears from Spain;
table grapes from Greecel
certain varieties of plums from Spain, Romania and Yugoslavia;
certain varieties of oranges from Greecel
Lemons from Uruguay.

of which were applied for only a short time,
resulted in higher prices for the imported products following a drop
or even a complete halt in shipments to the Community.
These measures, some

a
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ii)

I

Export refunds
Export refunds were fixed during the 1979/80 marketing year for
fresh sweet oranges, fresh marrdarins, fresh lemons, table qrapes,
walnuts in shell, shelled almonds, shelled hazelnuts, peaches,
dessert apples and tomatoes.

refunds, which vary according to product and are generally
low, were fixed only for destinations which afforded real export
outlets and only if there were export difficulties to be overcome.
These

iii)

Protective

measures

Protective measures were adopted against garlic f'rom Spain,
suspending its reLease to the market in France enrtirely from
24 November to fl December ).979 and, subsequently, partially from
I January to ll March 1980. The release to the nrarket of tomatoes
from Spain and Morocco was suspended in France on 14 May 1980 for

one day.

iv)

Apples from the southern hemisphere
Estimated exports from southern hemisphere countries and the price
trend for Community apples were such that it was not necessary to
ask suppliers in the southern hemisphere to adapt their programmes
for exports to the Community, for March to August 1980.

(b) Withdrawals from the

a

market

Intervention during 1979/BO was on a larger s;cal-e than in 1978/79
for apples, pears, peaches and tomatoesl it was onr a smaLler scale
for other products.
The quantity

of

apples withdrawn was 458 000 tonnes, 5.Bl% of
largest withdrawals were in the Netherlands
(118 000 tonnes) but the highest proportion of the harvest was
reached in Belgiun (22%, 70 000 tonnes).

production.

The

Withdrawals of citrus l'ruit took place only l-n Italy and accounted
for 676 000 tonnes of oranges and 18 000 tonnes of mandarins, 0.04%
and 5.35% rcspectively of Italian output.

a

B8

.

Peaches were withdrawn almost exclusively in Italy (:Z OOO tonnes)
but this only represents 3.6696 of Community production.

of other products were even lower : 2.58% for
cauliflowers, 2.55% for pears, and 3.36o/o for tomatoes. There were
no withdrawals at all of table qrapes.

V{iihdrawals

(c)

of

Measures

!o

promote the marketing

Measures

to

promote the processinq

Community

of

citrus fruits

oranqes

,o""ra"O ,ro" r"*on,
The "penetration premiums" (financial compensation to promote the
of Community citrus fruits) were fixed at the following

marketing

levels for the I9l9/80 marketing year:

a

per 100 kg net for oranqes of the Moro, Tarocco, Ovale
calabrese, BeIladonna, Navel and Valencia late varieties;

10.91

ECU

9.36

ECU

6.15

ECU per
Commune

9.36

ECU

per 100 kg for mandarins;

5.45

ECU

per 100 kg net for clementinesl

6.58

ECU

per 100 kg net for lemons.

Compared

per 100 kg net for oranges of the Sanguinello variety;

with

net for oranges of the Sanguigno and Biondo
varieties:
100 kg

i97B

/79, lhe financial

compensation was increased by

the total percentage fixed for the increase in basic and buying-in
prices of the same products, i.e. I.5%.

In application of Council Regulation (EEC) No 26OI/69 of 18 December
special measures to encouraqe the processing of
certain varieties of oranges, the minimum price to be paid by
processors to producers of oranges and the financial compensation
^^,,^t-l ^ r-^
pdydlJrc
uu +t
ur'leSe plocessors were fixed at the fol-lowing levels for
1969 laytng down

Lhe 1979/80 marketino vear:

a
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t
Type
Oranges

Minimum

of product

ECU

price,

per 100 kg net

Financial compensation,
ECU per 100 kg net

of the following

varieties
Biondo

I

Comune

10.28
8.45
6.65

6.89
5.06
3.26

Moro and Tarocco
Sanguinello

13.I2
T2.I7

9.7t

Sanguigno

IA.29

6.90

grade
grade
grade

II
II or mixed

of grade II or mixed
of the following varieties:

Oranges

B.78

to assist the marketing of products processed
for the first time in the 1977/78 marketing
year, fixed the minimum price to be paid to growers by processors for
FinaIIy, the

measures adopted

from lemons, which were applied

net and the financial comp,ensation payable
per 100 kg net.

I977/BO aL 12.58 ECU per 100 kg

to

the processors

at 8.01

ECU

a

d) Sinqle prices
No monetary compensatory amounts were

fixed for 1'resh f'ruit

and

vegetables.

e) Budgetary expenditure
guarantee expenditure on fresh fruit and vr:getabl.es amounted to
151.5 million EUA in 1979, is forecast at 200.0 rnilliorr EUA in 1980 and
estimated aL 243.9 million EUA in 1981, or I.6%, I.9% end I.7A
respectively of total EAGGF guarantee expenditure. The figure of 200
million EUA can be broken down into 45.0 million EUA orr refunds and
155.0 EUA on intervention.
EAGGF

a
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118.

PROCESSED

FRUIT AND

VEGETABLES

1. Introduction
From 1978

to

as follows:

1979 production

of

processed

fruit

and vegetables changed

'000 tonnes

: Products orocessed from
:
:

.
.

't
L/

o?a
I V

1979

:

VEGETABLES

4 7a5 (x)

:

5 I77 (x)

:

FRUIT

279t

:

2846

:

==== ==== == = = = = = = ===

=

=== == == == ======================

=

== ===== ====

=:- - -- -

(x) includinq preserved tomatoes.
Production

of

processed vegetables from 1978

Community production

o

of

some

to

1979.

sensitive products was as follows:

t in

a)

tomato concentrates: production was 432 000
296 BOO t (1) in 1978, a rise of 45%;

b)

whole peeled tomatoes: production rose by 4trA, from B7f 000
1978 to I 223 000 t in 1979;

c)

tomato
35.000

d)

preserved mushrooms: production rose from 177 000
I97 000 t in 1979 (+ 11%);

e)

preserved peaches: production was 96 000
to 150 000 t in 19792

juice

(CCT heading

1979 compared with

20.07): production rose by

t in 1978 to 47.000 t in 1979;

t in

t (1) in

34% from

t in 1978 to

1978 and rose by

66%

f) the production of orange juice in ltaly was 50 000 t in 1978 and
rose by 5O% Lo 90 000 t in 1979. Lemon juice production continues
to rise (from 38 000 t in 1978 to 53 000 t in 1979, an increase of
3y/").

(1) Figure corrected from last year's report.

o
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2.

o

Consumption and trade

The general state of trade in this sector
table:

is

shovtn

in the following

7978
EXPORTS

Tonnes

TOTAL

z 4OI2.000:2674.500

Intra-EEC

:I9I2t.000:1280.100

Non-member

countries: 2 100 000 : I

m EUA

2 971. 400 : I
2 537 500 : I
tt33 9OO

395.2OO

:

924.OOO

620.000
105.000

I979

IMPORTS
Tonnes
.. TnTnl
lutnL

:
:

4.350.000
2.190.000
Intra-EEC
Non-member countries z 2.160.000

m

lll Llltt
LUH

EXPORTS

:

.

.

: 2.9IO.000 :
: I.469.000 :
: I.44I.000 :

l-rhnd^

I

L'l ll lE5

:
2.21OO.000 :
1t70.000 :
2.C;7O.000

m EUA

I.737.OAO

a

1.407.000
JfO.000

The available quantities of tomato concentrates ancl peeled tomatoes rose by
around 35.5% from l97B to I91t9. This was mainlv due to an increase in
oroduction.
The quantities of tomato concentrates available for consumption were
376 OOO t in 1978 and fBO 000 t tn 1979.
Imoorts fell from 93 000 t in 1978 to 50 000 t tn 1979. Exports, on the
other hand, increased substantially (82 500 t in 19178 and ll0 000 t in
re7e) .
Intra-Community trade also expanded sharply from 80 000 t in 1978 to
100 000 t in 1979.
Imports of peeled tomatoes were much lower than in I97B (4O 000 t compared
with 61 000 t). Exports, on the other hand, rose s;teeply: 44 000 t in 1978
and 74 000 t in 1979. The quantities available fol consumption rose from
B5l 000 t in 1978 to 1 120 000 t tn 1979. Intra-Cclmmunity trade also rose
considerably ( from 155 000 t in 1978 Lo 289 000 t ii-n 1979) .
Imports and exports of tomato juice remained practi,cally unchanged from
1978 to 1979.

I
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Imports

a

of preserved peaches rose (107 000 t in

1979). Exports

remained

insignificant.

1978

to

150 000

t in

quantities of preserved mushrooms available for consumption' hardly
varied: 2IO 000 t in 1978 and 212 000 L in 1979. Imoorts fell: from
45 000 t in 1978 to 77 000 t in 19792 exports also dropped.
The

Prices

in particular peeled tomatoes and
fairly stable in absolute terms, with the result
that, because of inflation, prices fell in constant terms.
For preserved mushrooms, the fall in worl-d market prices, which is liable
to influence the Community market and which had necessitated the adoption
of protective measures against imports in May 1978, continued in 1979.

World prices

for

tomato-based products,

concentrate, remained

The Community

price levels for other products did not give rise to

difficulties, generally

any

speaking.

4. 0utlook

tomato-based products in l9B0 should be down on 1979, or at
The system of production aid for tomato-based products,
peaches in syrup, prunes and pears, succeeded in its objective of
strengthening the position of Community products.

Production

of

least not higher.

protective measures adopted at the end ofl May 1978 for preserved
are still in force, except vis-A-vis supplier countries which
have agreed to limit their exports to the Community.
The

mushrooms

a
5.

Budgetary expenditure
EAGGF

guarantee expenditure on processed

fruit

and vegetables amounted to

n ECU in 1978, is forecast at 290.9 EUA in 1979 and is estimated at
459 n EUA in 1980, respectively 0.35%, 2.7% and 4.O% of total expenditure
by the Guarantee Section.
3A.6

5.

effect from l January 19Bl the accession of Greece to the Community is
likely to have a marked effect on the figures given above. In the

l,^lith

processed fruit and vegetables sector the most important product in Greece
is tomato concentrate, with production totalling I72 000 t in 1978 and
180 000 L in 1979, followed by peaches in syrup (1J0 000 t producted in
1978 and 1979). Greek production of peeled tomatoes and orange juice
amounted to 26 000 t and 26 500 t respectively in 1978 and l0 000 t and
l1 000 L in 1979.
As regards Greece's trade with non-member countries, the main products
involved were tomato concentrate (65 000 t in 1978 and fB 000 t in 1979)
and orange juice (11 000 t in 1978 and 27 500 t in 1979). The production
forecasts for Greece for 1980 show something of an upward trend for tomato
concentrate and peaches in syrup.

o
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I
]lC.

L]VE

PLANTS

The Commission departments do not have sufficient infr:rmation available
to enable them to judge how production capacity and p.roduction itself

developed j.n the preceding year.

As regards production capacity, considerable efforts lrave clearly been
to cope with rising energy costs. Many hothouser; have been
insulated and their heating systems changed, both measures requiring a
substantial investment of capital. Other hothouses have either been
temporarily shut down or subjected to intensive use, rvith opposite
effects on production. Recourse has also been had to plants requiring
less heat.

made

Other sectors, such as the bulb and nursery product sector, less
affected by energy costs, are directly exposed to weather conditions,
the effects of which cannot be estimated, being spreatJ over severaL
consecutive years since the crops are perennial ones.

by 12.3% in 1979; impo::ts 'From non-member
countries rose by 56,2% in the same year and exports 1:o non-member
countries by 6.7%. Exports valued al f10 million ECU exceed imports,
which amount to 289 million ECU.
Intra-Community trade rose

I

o
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12.

a

HOPS

(1)

In 1979 the Community's 6 7OI growers produced 38% of the worlcl procluction of
hops, i.e. 44 800 t. 0f these grolvers 6 II2 were members of recognized
producer groups. The Community harvest was about 5% up on 1978 in spite of
the reduction of areas planted (24 658 ha in 1979, 2% down on l97B). The
varieties rich in alpha acid and the aromatic varieties accounted for 47% and
5a/" of production respectively, as compared with Z?/" and 7aa in I97I.
It

should be noted that while world demand for beer continues to rise by 3% a
Community beer production rose by just over I% tn 1979. There continues
to be a modest increase in the demand for hops (I.B%) in the world-wide
context but this is accounted for mainly by developing and State-trading
countries. In the Community the demand for hops is continuing to fall very
slightly as a result of improved manufacturing techniques and a tendency tb
prefer extraets and powders to hop cones for reasons of storaee and ease of
handling

year,

In I976, the Community, while remaining the chief world exporter of hops
(18 000 t, about the same quantity as in I97B), imported B 100 t, an increase
of 2.5% on 1978. EEC exports of hop products (powders and extracts) are
increasing.

effects of the market stabilization operations which have been
carried out in the Community since l97B continued to be fett in 1979. The
prices at which confracts were concluded in advance remained much the same,
while prices on the open market continued to rise owing to the fact that in
1979 world ppoduction was below the quantity bought by the brewing industry,
this deficit of l.B% serving to reduce stocks slightly.
The favourable

a

The prohibition on new plantings, an integral part of the measures to
encourage restructuring and conversion operations, which have to a large

extent led to the stabilization of the CommuniLy market over the last
years (2 4I4 ha in l97B and 1979) was lifted at the end of 1979.

two

stability has enabled expenditure by the EAGGF on hops to be reduced
considerably (5.6 million ECU in 1979 as compared with 10 million ECU in 1978).
Market

As regards Greece, it produces about 2O% of its hop requirements flrom a crop
area of 55 ha; in the immediate future at least its accession is not expected
to have any impact on the market situation.

a
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13 MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS (I)
l.

Production and

a

utilisation of milk :

Dairy cow numbers in the Community are remarkabJy stable with little
variation around a total of just aver 25 million head over a number of
years. This is so despite quite rapid changes in the structure of dairy
farming. Some slight build-up in numbers has been apparent since 1976
but it seems likely thal the peak has been reached and numbers are
stabilising. Durinq 1979, numbers fell, so that at the end of the year,
they were -0,2 per cent or 42,OOO cows less than at the start of the
year. The economic recession has had an important impa,ct on dairy
farming particularly in those member states with high rates of
inflation. However, the non-marketing of milk and dairy herd conversion
schemes still show little signs of contributing in a si,gnificant flashion
to the reduction of surplus dairy production in the Community.
Applications covering 300,000 dairy cows were approved in the first
eight months of 1980 under these schemes making a total of 1,3 million
cows since the introduction of the schemes in JuIy 1977. The deadline
for applications under the non-marketing scheme was 15 lSeptember 1980
and for the conversion scheme it is the end of the I9BO/BI milk year
with the possibility of being extended thereafter.

of milk yield per dairy cow eontinues trc be the
principal determinant of the growth of milk production. In 1979,
average annual yield per dairy cow increased to 4040 kg, or by just
under I per cent. However, this relatively modest yielrJ increase was on
top of a substantial 4,2 per cent increase in 1978. It does, however,
seem that yields in those member states vrith hiqh yieldinq cows, notably
the Netherlands, U.K. and Denmark, have stabilised temprcrarily. The

b) The development

main impetus

i

to growth appears to be cominq from those member states

with lower yielding dairy covls - France (particularly Brittany) and
Italy. Production is also increasing rapidly in the south of Germany.
There is, without doubt, a considerable potential for yield increases
throughout the Community so that the tendency to over-p:roduce is likely
to remain for some years to come. Community milk produr:tion in 1979 was
2 per cent up on that of l97B and the increase in 1980 .is likely to be
somewhat

greater.

(1)

tables M 1f.1 to M 11.18

See

o
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e

c)

of milk production continues to be sold by farmers
to dairies for processing into milk and dairy products. 1979 was no
exception, so that deliveries of milk by farmers to dairies increased by
A higher proportion

2,8 per cent. However, exceptionally, the increase was not used for
greater production of the intervention products of butter and skimmed
milk powder. The rvorld market for dairy produce expanded rapidly in
1979 and as a result Community production of cheese, whole milk powder,
casein and condensed milk increased substantially to fill this demand.
Owing to the favourable market situation, lower production and special
disposal measures, the level of skimmed milk powder intervention stocks
were reduced by the end of 1979 to 227,000 tons while those of butter
(including private aided stocks) were lower by 45rOO0 tons in comparison
with their end 1978 level.

2. Production
al\^urlnKlno

a

and consumption

of milk products

ml-1K

In 1979 the production and marketing of fresh milk continued to increase
by about I,5%, except in the United Kingdom, where the consumption of
drinking mil-k was decreasing again. The shift towards the manufacture
of flresh milk products is continuing. It can be seen, that in the
Community more UHT drinking milk products are being sold and less
pasteurised drinking mJ.1k products. Long-keeping yoghurt is replacing
natural yoghurt more and more. As a matter of convenient marketing, the
consumers seem to accept the lower quality of these products, offered by
manufacturers and shop-keepers.

in the average fat content of drinkir.g milk products
perhaps,
be
could
stopped,
as a result of a change in the consumers view
on milk fats.
The steady decline

in yoghurt sales of previous years has not been
maintained. Cream consumption in 1979 was above the level of previous
years. Drinking milk products such as.chocolate milk, mixed drinks etc.
increased significantly, partly in connection with the School MiIk
The expansion

Programme.

b) Butter

of butter rose by only 15,000 tons in 1979, compared with
the increase of 150,000 tons in 1978. 0n the other hand, total
consumption within the Community increased by 50,000 tons, mainly as a
result of soeeial sales. But the imbalance on the butter market
continues on account of the incentives to increase production and of the
persistent trend of decline in consumption. However, special marketing
measures enable butter to be sold at greatly reduced priees within the
Community and significant exports at world market prices and as food aid
The production

o
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Therefore, stocks are continu-ing to decline.
By th'e end of September 1979 total public and private stocks had risen
f6r the first time above the 600,000 tons mark. Nevertheless, they will
amount, at the end of I98A, to only 270,000 tons.

also provide

some

relief.

a

and all other dairy products lrave expanded,
butfer production will decrease for the first time b'y abouL 2%. In
view of this new situation the very expensive, so called Christmas
butter action, wil-l not be repeated in 1980.

In 1980, exports of butter

and

should also be remembered, that the EEC butter balancr: includes
imports flrom New Zealand amounting in 1979 to 118,000 t iand in 1980 to
some 95,000 tons.

It

e)

Skimmed

milk

powder

The amount of skimmed milk powder produced is dependent in part on the
use of milk for other milk products and in particular on tlre quantities
of skimmed milk used in liquid form for animal feed or proeessed into
cheese and casein.

2.1 million tons Q.2 nillion tons in 1978). A
further slight drop of 2%'is expected for 1980, as more of the available
skimmed milk is being used for other purpoes

In

1979 oroduction was

The manufacture

of

skimmed

ririlk powder far

exceeds; demand

at

market

prices. Only about l0% of t.he powder manufactured could be sold in the
bommunity at the fixed price. 65% was sold as feed with a 50% price
reductioh for fattening calves, while 25oA was solcl with a 9A/" price
reduction for feeding of pigs and poultry in 1979.

I

all the measures, except sales of skimmed milk powder to
pigs ind poultry feedingstuffs, have continued though at reduced levels
bf-ai.O, with thb result-that there will be approxj.mately 200,000 tons in
During

19BO

public stocks at the end of the year.

d)

Cireese

Community cheese production and consumption ai.so j-ncreased in 1979 by
about 5% and 3% respectively. This trend, which has been apparent now
for several years, seems to have persisted in 198U. The cause of this

improving supply situation with reqard to quality
presentation, as well as the active marketing policy of cheese
manufacturers throughout the Community.

is a steadily

and

In addition, an increased demand on the world market has; allowed the
of more milk into cheese in the Community.

manufacture

G
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e)

h/ho1e

qlLgqer

Production of whole milk powder has risen in recent years mainly on
account of increased exports. In 1979 the production was again about
10% highrer than in 1978. Consumption within the Community Fowever, has
remained unchanged. Fluctuation in this sector will continue to be
determined mainly by demand on the world market. This trend will
continue in 1980 as a result of a significant expansion in export

outlets.

f)

Condensed

milk

Despite the reduction

in

within the Community, the production was
following the export outiets. bommunity
consumption has not increased for severaL years. Thus, it seems, that
tni: market, though. !?ying achieved its rimit within the community,
stil] has the possibility of growth in export markets.

slightly increased in

demand

1979

g) Casein
In the Community the manufacture of casein and caseinates is based on
heavy expenditure of public funds, the import duties for the main tariff
headings are bound under GATT at a very low level. However, in 1979
Community manufacturers have succeeded in increasing their production
and their share of the world market. This evolutioi has continued in
l9B0 though the level of aid paid for skim milk manufactured into casein
and caseinates has been reduced siqnificantlv.

a
'

f.

Vlorld Market Situation

International developments in production and trade
Milk Production and Policies
rn global terms, the

number of dairy cows in the worrd changed only
in 1979, compared with a more significant increase in 1978.
However, the main trends were maintained, i.e. continued decreases in
l"*rrth America and Australasia, stability in Vrlestern Europe and increases
in Eastern Europe. rn the course of 1979 signals shifted slightry in
both USA and EEC, as US cow numbers ceased to decline, and started to
increase in 1980. EEC cow numbers, on the other hand, started to
decrease. rn both cases this development seems to reflect the main
orientation of price policy in these eountries. us milk prices have
kept pace reasonably well with inflation. rn the EEC, on the other
hand, prices generally lagged behind inflation. EEc milk production,

moderately

t

furthermore, was influenced by other anti-surplus measures.

(7)
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However, again world milk production fiqures clearly demonrstrated the
role of yieJ.d per dairy cow. Thus, in spite of increased cow numbers in
USSR in L979, milk detiveries fell by more than 2% because milk yietd
fiEilcow declined by 3%, compared with 1978. In the first 6 months of
1980, this development became even mole accentuated, as milk yields in
the USSR fell by more than 5% and milk supplies by more thran 4%,
compared with the same period of 1979.
average milk yield per cow increased in
In the
.,-, USA by
,
production
1,4% reflecting a slight decrease in
However, throughout the first half of 1980 US milk
by 3rBoA, of which only 0,7% was due to increase in
than 3% to yield increases.

t

1979 by 2% and milk
cow numbers.
production increased
cow numbers and more

In Canada, milk deliveries in 1979 increased by 0,4% whereas cow numbers
decreasEd-considerably. Hence, the average yield increase amounts to
approximately 4 - 5%, and this very high rate of increase is continuing
through the first half of 1980.
1979 increased agaLnst all
was completely unexpected because
increase
I,7/o.
The
expeEEtlons, by
7r2%.
Hence,
average yieJ-d per cow increased
numbers
fell
dairy cow
by
are still decreasing.
however,
numbers
cow
more
Lhan
9%'.
In
1980,
by
Together with droughts this has reduced milk yields and, consequently,

In Australia, milk production in

milk production.

I

MiIk production in Nevr Zealand is mainly dependent cln the yield
(weather) factor, aF?ETfr cow numbers, although s1lghtly on the
decrease, only vary aboul Or5% per year. Thus, as nrilk production in
1979 increased by 3,7% conpated with 1978, the increase in average yield
per cow amounted to more than 4%. For the whole of 1980 it i.s likely
that the yield will increase another 2-3% at least.
Total cow numbers in Western [urope (]5 countries) r:emained stable in

I979,however,mi1kdffii-andyie1ds-increetsedbymorethan
2%. In these countries milk yields have sustained t.heir rate of
increase lhrough the first hal.f of 1980.

In total, world milk producticln in 1979 increased less than one per cent
compared with 1978. This is only half of the increerse in 1978 and is
notably due to the reductions in USSR-milk production. However, it is
evident, that international mj.lk production in l9B0 will increase faster
than in 1979, in spite of continued difficulties not.ably in USSR and
Australia.

I
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In the following some further information
policies tn I979/BO :

is given on changes in milk

price level for milk has increased by 37A ovet the last
total, average milk price paid to producers in 1980
probably
will
be about 10% higher than in 1979. Effective from lst
April 1980, the support price for manufacturing grade milk was increased
by 7.6% to I2.O7 US dollars per 100 lbs of milk, and further bry 6.096 to
12.80 US dollars/100 lbs in October 1980. Together with higher beef
supply and stagnating beef prices, more cows are kept in milk
production. Furthermore, the price : feed ratio remains very
favourable, and the consequent increase in rnilk production in l9B0 could
be as high as 3 ot 4%, compared with 1979. At the same time, and
notably through the first half of 1980, commercial disappearance of milk
and dairy products started to decrease. This decrease, which in
particular affected butter, fluid products and American cheese, followed
a long period of growth. Hence, the combined effects of production and
consumption developments tend to increase the U.S. intervention stocks
for butter, cheese and skimmed milk powder. In this context problems
have arisen concerning the disposal costs of the dairy policy budget.
The U.S. support
3 yearl and the

t

a

In Canada, milk producer prices were increased in three steps,
altogether by 11.5%, from the dairy year I979l80 to 1980/81.
Furthermore, prices can be adjusted whenever the cost formula shows a
change of more than two per cent, with no more than two adjustments in
one dairy year. Motivated by stronger demand and need for larger winter
supplies, the national milk quotas were increased by two per cent in
January 1980. However, the government has authorised an increase in the
"export quotarr by a further 2% (last year 3%) of the quota basis. This
export quota, subject to normal quota levy, allows more milk to be
produced without over-quota levy if the milk is exported in the form of
certain products to certain markets.The principle of producer
responsibllity for the costs associated with any special production for
export and for the disposal of all surplus producls has been
reaffirmed. The federal government will only be responsible for
deficits in the export account resulting from major unforeseen changes
in world market conditions. The jointly funded producer-government
advertising programme which started in 1975-75 is characterised as a
success. A new budget of 1,5 million dollars for 1980-8] for dairy
product and market research has been approved. The substantial increase
in Canadian milk production in 1980 is notably reflected in subsequent
increases in the production of cheese and evaporated milk. Through the
first 5 months of 1980 these production l-evels were respectively 6% and
24% higher than in the same period of 1979.
In New Zea1and, the Dairy Products Prices Authority fixed the basic
price of milk for the 1979/80 dairy year at 176,9I c/kg, or 5.8% higher
than in I97B/79. The fat/skim relationship was fixed at 70 : 30.
However, in November 1979, after pressure from the New Zealand Dairy
Board, the Authority increased the price to 185,00 c/kg or 11.5% higher

r0l
than the 1978/79 price. Nevertheless, the final' averaqe price to
producers would increase by some 2AA, conpared with 1978/79 by adding
the share of the Board's surplus in trading in relation to the overall
national Reserve Account. According to regular annuaf surveys the
average net income at farm level is estimated to be 14,7% higher in
1979/8O than in 1978/79. Expenditure on the farm during the same period
is estimated to have risen by 16%, The overall increase oF 4% in
production of butterfat, representing a new record level, :is mainly
utilised in the production of butteroil (+ 136.4oA), cheese (+ 17.7A),
and wholemilk powder (+ 25.8%). Butter production and SMP production
have fallen by 8.596 and 6.2% rcspectively.

l

dairy policy has continued its orientation ltowards
OifferenTlEElng prices for individual dairy products in accordance with
obtainable market prices. At the outset of the 7979/8O da.iry year there
were no quantity limits linked to the following guarantee prices, which
should, in principle allow efficient manufacturers to pay rnilk suppliers
around J.,75 Austr. dollars per kg. butterfat at the farm girte :
The Australian

I.24O Austr. dollars per llon
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prices are subject to a levy system. Due to increases in the levy
rates, the above prices were changed durinq the milk year, and the
following wholesale price values were in operation at lst l\pril l9B0 :
These

1.585 Austr. dollars per

Butter

I.415
1.450
700
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t.715

Butteroil
Cheese
SMP
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From 1978 to 1979 this policy as resulted in the following relative
changes in the production of individual dairy products, based on
approximately unchanged milk production :

Production ofl cheese

"tt

butter
sMP

+ 18.5
- I7.7
- 32.-

o/

lo
ot
/g

%

in milk production of about B% will
mainly be reflected in a further decrease in butter/SMP prclduction.
In 1980, the

expected reduction

o
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In J?p?n' milk production increased in 1979 by almost 6oA as a combined
result of increased cow numbers and yield per cow. This led to
increases in production as follows z 5% in consumption - milk , Z.I:/" in
cheese, 9.8% in butter and an increase of Ij% in SMp.
The domestic guaranteed manufacturing milk price for the April - milk
year 1980/Bl has been fixed at Yen 88.87 per kg for a ceiling quota
of
1.93 million tons. Flowevet, as the government has been encoJraging milk
output, the industrial milk quota did not enter into force in tFe [hree
nronodi
n,
Hr eevvrr ,g ygars.
Two measures
announced :

to support domestic production of natural

cheese were also

a) Financial help to build factories to produce mainly Cheddar and Gouda
type cheeses. The production target is set at lo,boo tons of natural
cheese and 6,000 tons of whey powder.
b) Eight year plan to subsidise the cost of producing natural
from domestic milk.

cheese

International Trade (1)
World market offtake

I

In terms of exports, the world market continued to exoand in 1979 for
all the major dairy products. The total butter/butteroir market
including food aid, increased by f8% comp
han
800,000 tons. As food aid in butterfat did not expand significantly,

the commercial butterfat market increased relatively more. About 6Gt" of
the market increase was due to increased Russian imports (+r35,000
tons), however, significant increases took place in' many other'countries

among-which Egypt (+10,000

tons), Morocco (+8,000 tons), corombia
(+5,000 tons), Iran (+ 19,000 tons), Jordan (+ 5,000 tons) and poland (+
8,000 tons). Developing countries were responsible for more than l0% of
the total increase in the butter market. The world cheese market
increased by_ 7/", reflecting increased imports in sevEGT-GGEs,
notabry in rran, saudi-Arabia, Lebanon, Japan and spain. whereas the
13% tncrease in the world whole mirk powder market in 1979 must be

attributedtoincreaSeSinortingcountriesa11

over the world, the more modest increase in the condensed milk market
(+ 7%) is the combined result of continued decreases in many markets and
significant increases in a few markets among which could be mentioned
Greece, Libya, Mexico, saudi-Arabia and some other persian Gulf
countries. Finally, the world skimmed milk powder market onl-v increased

(1)
a

(See

table M.13.11)
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by about 7% in 1979 in comparison to 1978. However, signif icant changes
tbok place in imports of individual countries, partlV based on their
changing needs for food aid, and irregular imports of milk powder for
animal feed. Some of the biggest increases in imports were in Algeria'
Mexico, Spain, Philippines, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Chile. Substantial
decreases in Egypt, Pakistan, NiQeria, Somalia and Japan should also be

i

mentioned.
EEC

Exports

It is evident from Table M.13.I1 that EEC exporters have taken full
advantage of the expanding world market for dairy products in 1979.
0n1y in the case of condensed milk, there was a slight deterioration in
the EEC market share, even if the total EEC exports of condensed milk
increased in comparison to 1978. The significant increase in the EEC
market share for butter/butteroil reflects notably the EEC participation
in exports to the irregular but important markets mentioned above. For
skimmed milk powder a similar increase in EEC world market share in 1979
is also influenced by increased food-aid deliveries. As the table
shows, it is foreseen that EEC exports will continue to increase in 1980
for all main dairy products. l-lowever, significant market changes are
taking place. Hence, the forecasts are probably inaccurate.

International arranqement for dairv products in force from I January

1980

I

international arrangement for dairy products concluded in GATT in
the framework of the Tokyo-round is believed to improve the
oossibilities for continued development of the world markeL for dairy
products and to stabilise prices so that the principal countries of
production and consumption can find a mutual and profitable basis, to
the benefit of both parties. In fact, the arrangement foresees notably
a system of minimum prices, a regime of reciprocal exchange of
information and a framework within which the eventual prob-Lems of the
participants can find appropriate solutions.
The

The Community has contributed to the establishment of this arrangement
in an active and positive way, in view of the role and the
responsibility the Community has in the international trade of dairy
products.
EEC Imports

statistics show that the Community have imported 118,000 tons of
butter in 1979. The quantiLy mainly represents the imports of New
Zealand butter into the U.K. in accordance with the specia-L arrangement
following the Protocole 18 of the Treaty of Accession. Due to the
expansion of world trade, this import amounted to 15% of ttre world
The

market in 1979 against 2I% in 1978. EEC cheese imports stabilised in
1979 at 7B'OO0 tons or about 12% of total world market. A slight
increase is foreseen for. 1980.

e
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4.

Producer Milk Prices

a)

target price for milk was fixed for the 1980/81 milk-year, with
effect from I June l9B0 at 22.26 ECU/100 kg. This meant that there was
an increase of 4% on the previous year. Intervention prices for butter,
skimmed-milk powder and certain Italian cheeses were fixed accordingly,
in order to follow the aims of the taroet orice as defined in Article f
The

of Requlation

No BO4/68.

In 1979 actual milk producer prices again showed differences which are
attributable chiefly to the monetary measures and the connected fixing
of representative rates for the various national currencies in relation
to the ECU. Moreover, the dairies in the various regions of the
Community differ in their utilisation of mi1k, their specific cost
situation and their particular market position.
b) i,iholesale and consumer prices
The general economic climale and the competition on the milk market have
recentJ-y made it increasingly difficult for suppliers to pass on the
higher prices to the consumers. The market situation has in many cases
prevented such price alterations from being put into immediate effect,
with the result that profils from milk have not risen as much as mioht
have been expected.

j

As a result of economic and monetary differences between the Member
States and certain national measurel concerning consumer prices, the
trends in these prices, expressed in national currency were again very
varied in 1979 as compared with 1978.

price policy for the 1980/81 milk marketing year
should enable the situation to settle doln somewhat in the lonq term.
The Community's prudent

5.

a

Market prospects

After an increase in dairy cow numbers at the end of 1978, numbers in
the Community fell back slightly by -O.2% tn 1979 and have stabilised in
1980. In 1981, a further small fall in numbers is possible. Increases
in milk production have been considerable in l9B0 in France, Germany and
Ita1y. In Denmark, production has fallen, in Ireland it is stable, and
in the other member states, only small increases have been experienced.
In 1981, the increase in milk production in the Community seems like1y
to be in line with the long term trend - + 1.5 Lo 2%. Deliveries to
dairies in 1980 are likely to increase by between 2.5 to 3%. High rates
of interest and inflation in some parts of the Communities are likely to
inhibit major expansion of milk production in the immediate future
particularly in the larger dairy herds.
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Domestic consumption of cheese and fesh Jairy products continued to
increase in L979 and 1980 but the increase for cheese in particular is
much less than in previous years, probably due to the effects of the
economic recession. Consumption of butter has increased slightly owing
in large part to the effect of subsidies; although in the United
Kingdom, consumption is continuing to fall.

i

in dairy production have been absorbed by a substantial
in the world market for dairy produce in 1979 and 1980. World
exports of nearly all major dairy products increased remarkably in
1979. Exports of cheese increased by 9 per cent, whole milk powder by
13 per cent, and butter/butteroil by 38 per cent. As a result,
increases in milk production have been channeled into these products and
away from the intervention products of butter and skimmed milk powder.
Thus in 1979 EEC butter production increased by less than 1 per cent and
skimmed milk powder production fell by 5 per cent. The major markets
for dairy products have been in the Middle East, the wealthier
developing countries, and in Eastern Europe including Russia. The
Community delivered 179,000 tons of skimmed milk powder as food aid in
1979 and almost 52,OOO tons of butteroil.
Increases
expansion

The world market for butter has been relativelv buovant over the last
two years and this nas enaOted stocks to be brrought'down to reasonabLe
levels. At the end of 1979 EfC stocks aL 372,000 tons (intervention
plus private-aided) were 46,000 tons less than at the start of the year,
and in 1980 a further decrease of at least 100,000 tons in stocks is
anticipated. The export of butter at world market prices has been
accompanied by considerable efforts to increase domestic sales of
butter. Thus consumer subsidies on butter are paid in Luxembourg, U.K.,
Ireland and Denmark which are largely or wholly paicl for by FEOGA.
Short term consumet subsidies were paid over the Christmas period
I979/8O in the other member states. Finally, aids are paid on butter
sales to bakers, ice-cream manufacturers, the armed forces, charities,
and, in certain member states, for cheap sales for Lhose on social
security and for butter concentrate.
The market

situation for

skimmed

milk

oowder has

a

stabilised.

Interventionstocksattnffi27,oootons.Thisimproved
situation permitted the Commission to suspend expensive special measures
for sale of powder for pig and poultry feed in October 1979. It was not
necessary to re-introduce these measures in 1980 owing to continued high
demand on the world market for oowder and steadv domestic consumtion
especialty in the calf feedingstuffs market. Pioduction of powder is
still some 100,000 tons p.a. below the 1978 record l.evel owing to much
increased us of liouid skimmed milk in casein manufarcture and for direct
feeding to pigs.

At present, it seems that stock levels in the dairy sector can be
contained within reasonable levels during 1981. Ther world market for
dairy produce should remain relatively buoyant although its rate of
growth is like1y to slow and competition to increase.

a
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6. Economic effects of the measures taken
a)

Imports

In principle the import levy as foreseen uncjer Article 14 of Retulation

(EEC) No 804/68 represents the difference between the threshold price
and the lowest offering price free-at-frontier Community. Vihen prices
were fixed for the 1980/81 marketing year the threshold prices were
increased. As in previous years, the fixing of the levies did not
result in imports of milk and milk products liable to disturb the
Community-market

.

existing trade agreements between the Community and various
countries, the minimum prices for the tariff headings were
adapted to the new Community price level. The GATT negotiations
Under the

non-member

resulted in new arrangements for Cheddar cheese under a minimum price
system to be imported from Nlew Zea1and, Australia and Canada, starting
on I January 1980.

b) Exports

a

Exports of most milk products increased substantially as a result of a
higher demand on the world market during 1919. The refunds which were
granted to make these exports possible were reduced in the middle of the
year for skimmed milk powder and later for butter, butteroil and whole
milk powder. The favourable development both on prices and demand
continued

c) Aid for

in 1980.

skimmed

milk, skilrmed-milk powder and casein

At the start of the milk year 1980/81 the aids have been fixed
follows :

as

ECU/100 kq

5.5O (1.5.80)
Liquid skimmed milk for fodder purposes
(1.5.80)
purposes
54,powder
for fodder
Skimmed milk
(1.8.80)
5.manufacture
of
casein
Skimmed milk used for the
A special aid amounting
and poultry.

to

7.5O ECU/100 kg

is

granted

for feeding pigs

Since September 1977 a special aid has also been granted for the use of
skimmed milk powder for feeding animals other than calves. The amount
of this was fixed by a tendering procedure.

)
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In l97B in all sectors where aid was granted, the quantit.ies have
continued to increase. The use of skimmed-milk powder for feeding
caLves has stabilised in the Community, because aid is g::anted only if
at least 6A/" of milk powder is incorporated into the compound feed.

I

d) Storaqe
Butter
1979, 3SIrOOA t. of butter was bought in by the inter"rention
agencies. Over the same period 239.OOO f. of butter was sold in
connection with special measures and a further 53,000 t. from public
storage were allocated for food aid. Public stocks of br:tter were
271-,000 t. at the end of 1979.

In

During 1979 private storage aid was granted for 266,000 t. of butter.
At the end of 1979,101,000 t. were still in storage. In 1979,
207,000 t. were stored in private warehouses, of vrhich 100'000 t. was
still in storaoe at the end of the year.
Skimmed-milk powder

In 1979,216,000 t. of skimmed milk powder were bcrught in by the
intervention agencies, while 652,000 t. were removed flrom storaqe,
537,OOO L. in connection with measures within the Community, 72rOOO t.
for export and a further 5f,000 t. for lood aid. Public stocks of
skimmed milk powder were 221t,OOO f. at the end of 1979.

Italian

a

cheeses, lonq-keepinq cheeses

measures for Grana and Parmigiano were
1978 and 1979 prtvate storage aids for certain long-keeping
cheeses, which have been applied reqularly since 1"978 and which were
extended to Provolone from -31 July 1978, were also fixecl.

In 1978, few intervention

applied. In

e)

Food aid

Since 1970 the Community has supplied a large proportiorr
in the form of butteroil and skimmed-milk powder.
The

of its

food aid

quantities yearly supplied are 45,000 t of but.teroil. and 150,000 t

of skimmed-milk oowder.

a

*
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deliveries are made on the basis of set administrative procedures
from the moment recipients have stated that they are ready to take the
gooos over.
The

7. Uniformity of prices
Monetarv compensatorv amounts
No changes have occurred in the calculation methods for M.C.A.'s since 4
June 1979. In essence, in all agricultural sectors, the monetary
compensatory amounts are calculated for the basic agricultural product,
exeept in the case of milk, where it is butter and skimmed-milk powder
which are used for reference.

B. Greek accession

in the Community and in Greece can be
(1979 in mill. t)
Greece
EUR 9
Cow's milk
lozF'
n:?I,4
0,6
Sheep milk
Goatrs milk
0,5
0,4
Total
104, o
r r7
In Greece, somewhat less than 5096 of the milk is delivered to dairies.
Some 48% of total milk oroduction is used in the fresh milk sector,
The importance of milk production
seen from the followinq table:

a

while cheese production', mainly from sheep and qoats mi1k, accounts for
40%.

There are annual imports of approximately f000 tons of butter, 7000 tons
of cheese, 55000 tons of condensed milk and 10000 tons of milk powder,
corresponding to a milk equivalent of 0,1 million tons.
The price for butter and skimmed milk powder in Greece are therefore
mainly based on imports, because there is only a small production of
butter from cows milk (1000 tons annually) and no local production of
skimmed milk oowder.
The present milk price

in Greece is a guaranteed minimum price for cows
milk with a fat content of at least 3,5%. The average price paid to the
producers for cows milk is about 5% higher than the guaranteed minimum
orice.
Milk prices in Greece and in the Community
Greece

x-rarm prlce
Transport cost
Price delivered to dairies
Average producer nri ne

o

72,- : I,2O
z
: I .272r- : 2I 116 :
: 1.336,- z 22122 :

(1) conversion rate ldrs = o,a766346 EcU
(2) support price level

It

z

2I106
22,26

(l) target price

can be stated, that Lhe milk price support
present equal to that in the Community.

level in

Greece

is at
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l.

BEEF AND VEAL

i

(])

Introduction

cattle and calves) accourrted for 15.8% of
final agricultural production in 1979"
The number of farms engaged in beef and veal production is now down to
about 2.5 million, or roughly two thirds of all farms in the Community.
Since 1977, the number of cattle farmers has dropped at an averaqe annual
rate of 4.I%, Land used for fodder production represents; about 50% of the
Community's UAA and, since cattle rearing is essentially dependent on the
land, it is not surprising that most beef and veal is produced in the
Beef and veal production (adult

the value of

countries with larqe areas of, pasture.
The Community,

with nearly

15%

of world production, is inr third place
just behind the IJSSR but far behind

world producers of beef and veal,

among

the

USA.

2. Production
a) Cattle

numbers

numbers in the Community have remained relatively stable; the
Community market in beef and veal was thus relatively balanced in 1979.

Cattle

The survey

of cattle

numbers

in Decenber 1979 revealed 78.0 mil]ion head

o

of cattle including 31.1 million cows, up O.2% and down 0.f%
respectively on the previous year, which indicates a stabilization of
cattle numbers at I-2% below the 1973/74 figure.
In December 1979 the number of calves (cattle less than one year old)
was again about 1% up on December 1978, but the number of beef cows had
dropped by I%, whereas
suckler herds.

in 1978 there

had been a

slight increase in

In the past, the average increase in cattle numbers has been about l%
per year, while the number of cows has remained relatively unehanqed.

(1)

See Tables M.14.1

to M.I4.7

o
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,
b) Production of beef

,
"

In

1979

a large

and veal

number

of both cows and calves went for slauqhter.

Slaughterinqs

In

1979 slaughterings of adult cattle amounted to about 21.2 million
i.e. over 5% more thanin-I978;- in the first half of 1980 the
number of adult cattle slauqhtered was up by a further 3-4% anj l6s
number of cows slaughtered by about 5.5%.

head,

of the trend in the Community cattle herd and in view of
the slaughterings of cows under the reorganization programme in the milk
sector, it is estimated that the number of adult cattle marketed in 1980
will be as large as in 1979.
0n the basis

It is

expected that more steers (Ireland) and fewer young bulls
slaughtered and that the number of cows and heifers slauqhtered
remain high.

will
will

be

Slaughterings of adult cattle have shown a different trend from
slaughterings of calves in recent years: there has been a sliqht
increase in the former and a fall in the latter.

In 1979 slauqhterinqs of calves, amountinq to 7.I million head, also
_
eshoweda@the1978figure;duringthefiistha1f
of 1980, however, the number of calves slauqhtered fell sliohtly - by
about L-2% - compared with the leveI recorded in the first half of 1979.
llaughterinq coefficient (i.e. the relationship between slauqhterinqs and
cattle

numbers)

With a substantial increase in 1979, the slaughtering coefficient
returned to a level comparable with that recorded in 1974 and 1975.
Average slauqhter weiqht

7n 1979 average slauqhter weights, 284.9 kg for adult cattle and
111.5 kg for calves, were over J kg heavier than those recorded in 1978,
i.e. increases of 1.1 and 3.1% respeetively.

o

1r1

l
Since feed prices were
adult cattle continued

relatively
to rise in

low, the average slaughter weight of
1979 and for calves the rise was even

more marked.

Production

of beef and veal

After reaching the trough of the cycle in 1976 and 1977, production of
beef and veal showed a slight recovery in 1978 and a further improvement
in 1979. Net production of beef and veal, 6.828 million t in 1979' was
6.2% up on 1978.

In

L979 beef production increased by 5.3% in the Community; durinq the
half of 1980 production continued to rise, at a rate of 4%.

first

Production of veal rose by 5.5% in 1979 as a result of the marked
increase in average slaughter weight. During the first half of 1980
veal production was the same as in the first half of 1979.
Beef and veal production showed an average annual" increase of over
lo 1973, but since then the rate has been much lower: about I.6%.

2o/o

up

In recent years cattle-rearing structures have greatly changed: at the rate of 4.5% a
- the number of cattle farmers has been falling
farms, and
small
of
year, mainly owing to the disaopearance
per
increasing.
has
been
farm
- the number of animals
Thus, in December 1977, the average size of cattle hercf per farm was
over 28 head for the Community, about t2 in Italy and 72 in the LJnited

a

Kingdom.

Beef and veal producers

falI into three main categories,

to the three categories of animals reared,

-

eomesponding

namely:

culled cows and young calves (milk production),
grass-reared adult cattle (beef animals),
loung male cattle fattened on cereal-based feedingstuffs
silage) in special production units.

(maize

a result of the great expansion in the organized production of young
bulls, young male animals now account for about one thj.rd of all adult
As

cattle slaughtered.

o

TT2

I
3. Consumption
a) Consumption of beef

and veal

Despite continuing economic difficulties, such as the fall in the qrowth
rate as a result of the energy crisis and the significant increase in
unemployment, beef and veal consumption again increased substantially in
1979, as in 1977 and 1978.
As supplies were still plentiful, consumption of beef and veal increased
by about I.5% to 6.8 million tonnes. The consumption trend for the
coming years is expected to be less favourable, one reason be-ing that
there is relatively little income/demand elasticity in the Community at
the moment.

in mind the general economic problems and the unemployment
situation in the Community, there is unlikely to be an increase in beef

Bearing

and veal consumption
The trend

factors:

o

in 1980.

of beef and veal

consumption

is affeeted by the followinq

- population growth, which in recent years has slowed down
considerably;
- expansion of the economy, and the pattern of private expenditure in
particular;
- the availability of meat on the market and the short-term
fluctuations in its price;
Iastly,
the size of the trading margin between producer and consumer
prices.

a) Annual per capita consumption of beef and veal increased steadily
betw
t stabilized in the
Community

at

around 24.5 kg, abouf 1 kg less than the maximum attained

in 1971. After marked growth again in I974r par capita consumption
levelled out from 1975 to L977 at just over 25 kg. In 1979, per capita
consumption rose again to over 26 kg (compared with 25.8 kg in I97B):
23.I kg for beef

to

and 3.0 kg

for veal.

capita consumption had been increasing by an averaqe of
per year. As a result of the economic difficulties connected
with the energy crisis, however, the annual increase is now well below
Up

over

1977 per

1%

I%.

0ver the medium to long term, per capita consumption of beef has
increased, while per capita consumption of veal has declined.

o

w
to substantial population growth, overall consumption of beef
increased
considerably up to the beqinning of tl're 1970s (by
and veal
but
in 1972 and 1973 it fell slight1y, no doubt on
I.5"A);
more than
fall in production.
cyclical
account of the

b)

Thanks

t

when production of' beef and veal
increasecl only slightly;
I976
consumption
1975
and
rose sharply; then in
6.7 and 5.8
to
6.6,
steadily
1979
il
rose
but in L977,1978 and

In I974 consumption increased markedly

million

t

respectively.

The annual

rise in total beef and veal

consumpLion

in future than in
birth rate and in the level of economic activitv.

will probably be less

the decade preceding 1973 because

of tl're droo in the

b) Self-supply rate

In past years the Community market had had abundant suppl.ies of beef and
veal, as a result of fairly steady production, the import commitments
entered into and intervention stocks.
0ver

100%

in 1974 and 1975, the self-supply rate for beef' and veal

100% for the next three years. In L979 the
self-supply rate was again IAO%. Community consumption has not been
keeping pace with supply in recent years, as is evidencecl by the stocks
of intervention meat.

dropped

to less than

If public stocks have not yet been run down, this is largely because
sizeable imports and intervention buyinq-in have continuerd. The
quantities of intervention meat (including meat qualifyirrg for private
storage aid) still in storage in autumn 1980 amounted to some 0.24
million t., expressed in terms of unboned meat. It is li.ke1y,
therefore, that there will still be a considerable quantity in storaqe
at the end of 198C1.

I

Trade

Intra-Community trade in beef and veal, after expanding rapidly during the
few years following the aceession of the United Kingdorm, Ireland and
Denmark, has levelled out over the past three years at arourrd 1.3 million t.

first

t
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Since 1974 imports of beef and veal from non-member countries have averaqed
about 0.4 million t:
455 000 t
289 000 t
415 000 t
379 OOO t
415 000 t

in 1974
in 1975
in 1976
in L977
in 1978
4I2 OOO t in 1979

It

should be noted

special conditions.

that

many

of these imports enter the Community under

The Community's external trade

,000
==

:

========================================================================== ==

Trade

:

Imports from
eountries

('000

head)

Fresh

or chilled

meat

Pteserves

Exports
of which preserves

Net

(1)

o

(r)

trade balance

EUR

5 only.

:
:

Frozen meat

:

:

non-member

Beef and Veal
of which live animals

,

t

4I5 379
4I5 :
542 46: 672
(265): (257) z ( 385):

990

445

289

168

IO2

35

(846)

$r7)

(183)

235

83

29

548

171

77

I54

:

141

I22

z

141

99

148

160

:

I44

164

:

135

200

237

2O9

z

168

:

338

22

20

I52
4t

382

70

52:2O6:2272

247

3e(7)
86

11(r)

z

z

472

38:

48

622

:

4I2
73
(451 )
63

-th
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of beef and veal, which had exceeded 200 000 t from 1974 to 1976,
fett to 152 000 t in 1977 and totalled 168 000 t in 1978. In 1979 they

Exports

were double

the 1978 figure.

The beef and
200 000 in

t

veal deficit in the Communityrs external trade, more than
both 1977 and 1978, was thus reduced to about 74 000 t in 1979.

The main

suppliers of beef and veal to the Community

-

A,rnerican

in

1979 were:

countries, notably Argentina and Uruguay, supplying
around 4A/o of total imports and over 6A6 of imports of frozen meat;
East European countries, supplying about one fifth of total imports and
two thirds of the live animals imported, Hunqary and Poland accountinq
Latin

for

56%;

5% of total imports;
live animals and fresh and
of
imports
15%
of
supplying
about
Yugoslavia,
chilled meat;
2AA of live animal and fresh meat imports;
- Austria, supplying around
(Botswana,
Swaziland, Kenya, Madaqascar)'
ACP
last1y,
countiies
-

Australia and New Zealand, supplyinq around

supplying about

Our main customers

-

7ot6

of total imports.

in 1979 were:

Mediterranean European eountries (Spain, Yugoslavia, Greece), takinq
around 3O% of our total exports,
East European countries, also taking around 3trA of our total exports,
African countries, particularly Libya and the Maghrebr eountries, for
over Iffi of our tot'al exports,'especially live aiimats
'
Middle East countries, taking under 5% of our total exports.

t

5. Prices
a)

Common

prices

The guide price for adult cattle for the 1980/81 marl.:eting year has been
fixed at 160.76 ECU/IO0 kg liveweight for the whole Community.

price, which is applicable to all categoriers of adult cattle
markets in the Community, is t.he price which it
representative
sold on
to
achieve
in
a normal marketing year by means of Community
is sought
rules.
The guide

a
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The Council has also fixed the intervention price at 144.68 [CUl100 kg
Iiveweight or 9A6 of the guide price, thereby derogatinq from Regulation
(EEC) No 805/58 for this marketing year.

b) Market prices
For the past three years market prices for adult cattle, expressed in
terms of ECUs, have remained relatively stable, about I7O-I3I ECIJ/100

liveweight.

kq

In 1979, the

average Community market price for adult cattle rose by
only O.7", which was well below the inflation rate (1). The averaqe
prices for adult cattle settled at around 82.25% of the guide price,
i.e. at a level well below the Community intervention price.

In mid-September 1980, Community market prices for all qualities of
adult cattle still stood at around 8I.5% of the guide price.
market price for calves fell by 0.3% in 1979 and durinq
the early months of 1980 there was a further drop of about 3%.
The Community

Prices for adult cattle
ECU/100

o

:

Period

Price

z

Guide price

Intervention price
Market price

- in money terms
- as percentage of
guide price
Import price
====

=========

= ===

= == =====

1978/79

I979/8A

I52.29
I37.06

kg liveweight

1980/8I

% chanqe

I54.58

160.76

+4%

I39.r2

I44.68

+ 4%

I30.55

I30.65

lfl

-o.4%

86.1

84.8

Bl.

76.47

82.55

84.500

===================

== ========

:

.880

1

========

==!---------

oApril to September 1980

(1) In national currencies,

O

however,

this rise

averaged about

6%.

+3.6%
----J
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c)

Import prices
From 1975, the free-at-frontier offer price, althouqh about 20% less
than in. 1973, varied little up to the end of 1978.

However, over the past two years (1979-80) the offer plrice for live
animals and fresh or chilled meat has risen by about 1.0% and the offer
price for frozen meat has increased even more (by about 4M).

d)

Consumer

prices

prices for beef and veal have risen fairly sharply over the
1979 they rose again by over *4 on average i.n national
currencies. This increase is, however, less than the rate of inflation
Consumer

years;

in

in

most Member States

e) Cost of animal

feed

prices for'feed grains rose in 1979 but from a lelatively low
level in 1978; this, coupled with relatively stable pr:ices for
protein-rich products used in animal feed, meant that there was only
slight rise in the cost of commercial feedingstuffs in 1979.

V'lorld

a

6.Outlook

a) After the successive falls in eattle numbers recorded up to 1977, there
was a rise in cattle numbers in the Community as a whole between
December 1977 and December 1978, although the level was still 2% down on

t

the 1973/74 figure.

In 1980, Community production of beef and veal is
than the 1979 figure, i.e. some 5.9 million t.

It is estimated that 1981 will
Consumption

expected

to

be hiqher

see no change.

of beef and veal rose by about I.4% in

197'9.

Since consumption of beef and veal depends not only orr the general
economic and employment situations and on the rate of population growth
but also on the supply of beef and veal as compared with other red
meats, consumption of beef and veal is expected to increase slightly in
the coming years.

ll

1r8

J
Given the probable production and consumption trends and the stocks of
intervention meat to be sold in the coming months, the Community market
will continue to be well supplied with beef and veal in 1980 and 1981.

will

in the cominq years, as l'.n 1979.
The economic difficulties influencing demand for meat indicate that
there will be no marked rise in market prices for adult cattle in 1981.
b) The decline in the production of beef and veal which began in 1978 is
going to continue not only in the major non-member countries using
intensive rearing methods, particularly the USA, but also in exporting
The

self-supply rate

be around 10ffi

countries which use extensive methods.

As the import requirements of the traditional importing non-member
countries such as the USA will probably exceed availabilities and now
that new markets have opened up (Middle East), world prices can be
exoeeted to remain firm in 1981.

7.

of the measures
in beef and veal

Economic aspects

market

taken under the

common

organization of the

a) Market support measures

I

In order to support the beef and veal market the Community has continued
to apply a number of measures:

-

market clearance measures:

. granting of export refunds with the possibility of advance fixing
of these amounts,
. direct buying-in by public intervention agencies:
23 OOO t in 1973 (from July 1973)
465 000 t in L974
414 000 t in 1975
362 OOO t in 1976
260 000 t in 1977
227 OOO t in 1978
330 000 t in 1979, representing 5.5% of Community beef production.
Up to I December 1980 394 OOO t had been bought in by the intervention
agencies, i.e. about 3ffi more than during the corresponding period of
1979i

.

o

granting of private storage aid, in 1979 for forequarters and
hindquarters of adult cattle and in 1980 for hindquarters only from
0ctober onwards (with provision for boning and/or export after a
minimum period of storage).

119

I
-

consumption (sale of intervention meat by
onsumption, allocation of a certain
amount of frozen meat from intervention stocks to indus;trv for
processing in the Community), reduced-price sales of intervention meat

measures

to stimulate

to social welfare organizations.

- aid measures
. possl6lTry-of qranting variable premiums for the slauqhter of certain
beef cattle (clean cattle); only the United Kinqdom has; availed itself
of this possibility;
. the continued grant of a calving premium in ltaly;
. lastly, to supplement the income of producers specializ:inq in ouality
meat, the grant of a premium for keeping suckler herds, with effect
the 1980/Bl marketing year;

-

ad

justments

to the intervention

from

svstem

Following the Commission's proposals for fixing the gui.de price on a
deadweight basis for the standard quality defined by rerferenee to a
Community scale for the classification of adult carcases, the Council
decided to introduce the Community scale with effect flom the IgBI/82
marketing year for carcases of adult cattle slauqhterecl in the
Community, in particular for price recording anC interv'ention purposes.

b) International

agreements

In addition to the normal system of importinq beef and veal, the
itsblf to importing iarge quantities of beef and
veal annually on the basis of multilateral and bilateraL aqreements.

Community has committed

Under GATT the Community opens annual

tariff

quotas

for the import of:

-

38 000 head (18 000 on an autonomous basis) of heifers and covrs of
certain mountain breeds at the rate of 6oA and 5 000 head of certain
Alpine breeds, other than animals intenfle6l fnr qlerrnhl-er at the
rate of 4%;

-

50 000

t (in

rate of

terms

of

boned meat)

of

a

frozen breef and veal.

at

the

20%.

o

I20

.t
Under the arrangement for so-called hiqh-quality cuts the Community
opens an annuaL tariff quota for imports of 21 000 (in terms of boned
meat) of fresh, chilled and frozen beef and veal, at the rate of 2O%, as

ollows:

10 000 t
5 000 t
5 000 t
I 000 t

"

from
from
from
from

the United States of
Australia

America

Argentina
Uruguay

tariff quota for imports of 2 250 t (in terms of boned meat) of
frozen buffalo meat from Australia, also aL 20%.

and a

the

Convention special arrangements were introduced
000 t (in terms of boned meat) of beef and veal
from Botswana, Swaziland, Kenya and Madaqascar. The agreement provides
for exemption from customs duties and the reduction of other import
cnarges.
Under

ACP/EEC Lom6

for the import of l0

Under the forward estimates for
possibility of importing:

C

1980

the

Community provided

for

the

50 OOO t (in terms of unboned meat) of frozen beef and veal for
processing;
23O 000 head of young male cattle for fattening.

Under

new commercial agreement with Yugoslavia 14 800 t of fresh or
baby beef may be imported annually from that country with a

the

chilled

reduced levy.

Under an aqreement reached with Austria, Sweden and Switzerland,
specific levies may be fixed on imports on live cattle and fresh
chilled beef and veal from those countries.

and

Given the lenqth of time required for sea transport, the Community has
also agreed to the advance fixinq of the levy for fresh and chilled meat
imported from Argentina and Uruguay.

It is also possible to fix levies in advance on frozen meat imported
from Romania, Argentina, Uruguay, Australia and

New Zea1and.

Lastly, there is provision for imports with customs duties bound under
GATT, i.e. with no levy or quantitative limit; this applies to pure-bred
breeding animals (exemption from customs duty) and to pure beef
preserves (at the rate of 26%).

a

T2T

'
B. Budgetarv expenditure
Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on beef and veal amounted
to 748.2 million EUA in 1979, is forecast at I 178.0 mil-lion EUA in 1980
and estimated at 1236.0 million EUA in 1981, i.e.7.2%, IO.2% and 9.6o/"
respectively of total Guarantee Section expenditure. The sum of I 178.0
million EUA may be broken down into 460.0 million EUA for refunds and 718.0
million EUA for intervention expenditure, including 514.0 million EUA for
public and private storage and 88.0 million EUA for premiums, mainlv the
calving premium and the suckler herd premium.

I

I
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15.

I.

PIGMEAT

(1)

Introduction

In Decembet 1979 there were
on about 2.1 million farms.
Farms

in the Community altogether

with more than 200 pigs

in 1975).

numbered about 87 000,

or

75.0 miLlion piqs
4%

of the total (lX

There are still considerable structural differences in piq production from
country to countryz 225 pigs per farm in the United Kingdom, 9 in rtaly,
with a community average of about f5. The average size of the farms
continues to increase in the Community Member States but the range between
the extremes is steadily widening (in 1977, 196 pigs per farm in the United

in ltaly, Community average 26).
Specialization in pig farminq is still progressing:
Kingdom and

8

between 1977 and 1979

the number of farms with over 200 pigs increased by 11.35% while farms with
less than 50 pigs are becominq fewer in all community countries (2.9
milrion in 1979 compared with 2.2 million in 1977), although they still
represent almost BTA of all pig-farms.

a

The decline in numbers of the smallest farms (1-2 pios) is slower than that
of the average-sized farms with a slightly larger number of pigs O to 50
pigs), especially in France and ltaly. Given the uncertain economie
situation in recent years, many families still fatten a pig to make sure of
the supply of a reasonable quantity of cheap meat for their own use.
The size of farms with 10 sows and over is still increasinq. The number of
such farms decreased by 3.5% between 1977 and 1979 but the number of sows

per farm increased.

The number of small farms (1 to 9 sows) decreased by 2O% between 1977 and
1979 and the number of sows kept on them also dropped by 2O% over the same

period.

In terms of geographical distribulion, pig production is still concentrated
in the areas bordering the North Sea and the Enqlish Channel and in
Northern ltaly.
In 1979, pigrneat accounted for almost I2.I% by value of qross final
agricultural production and 42.BoA of the total tonnaqe of meat produced in
the Community.
The Community
China.

(1)

a

is still

See Tables M.15.1

to

the second largest pig producer in the world after

M.15.7

I23
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2. Production
0n

I

December 1979,

there were in the whole Community 75.4 million pigs,

including 8.7 million

sows.

Compared with December 1978, the total number of piqs hard risen by O.5oA,
and sows by O.D6. The results of the surveys of piq numbers at 1 August
1980 showed that potential supplies had ceased to rise; compared with
August 1978, the total number ofl pigs was 0.2% greater, but that of sows
0.1% smaller. The surveys continue to show a wi-dening difference in
potential between countries. In 1979, the Community prorJuced 9.8 million
tonnes of pigmeat, 5.0% more than in 1978. The increase in production has
6 months pigmeat prorJuced by
continued in 1980: during the
% up on the same period in
slaughterhouses in the Community was

first

about

The persistence of abundant supplies of pigs 1ed to price support
measures for pig carcases at levels which required further intervention
from the spring of 1980.

1979.

Although the increase in total pig numbers, and in breeding sows, in
particular lost a little momentum, qross home production increased at the
same rate as the previous year. This was due mainly to a further increase
in the productivity of breeding herds, thanks to improverl feeding
techniques and the use of stock of better genetic qualit'y. In some
countries, pig farmers are adopting a more professional iapproach, and
processors are also better organized, and these factors, too, are reflected
in productivity.

I

7. Consumption
consumption increased in the Community as a whole by
with I97B e.29 million t in 1978 and 9.50 million t in
1979). Per capita consumption increased from 35.6 to 37.O kg.

In 1979, pigmeat

some

3.0% compared

Internal consumption : kqlinhabitant : Self-supply rate
1000

tonnes

:

:

9 67I

37.I

100.9

BLEU

4lB

Denmark
Germany

245
889

41.0
47.9
56.9
38.2

368.2
88.5
84.7

EUR 9

3
2 045

France

Ireland

108

ItaIy

Netherlands

United

Kingdom

32.I

T6I.7

I43.5

1 296

22.8

74.8

lt

40.9

225.I

496

26.7

62.8

4-7

I

a
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e
Pigmeat consumption continued to increase in atl member countrids.
Germany' with a per capita consumption of almost 57 kg, remains by far the
largest consumer (domestic consumption in Germany accounts for 36.9% of the
Community total).

In 1979 the balance between gross home production and consumption
corresponded to a self-supply rate of l0I%.
Denmark sti1l has the highest self-supply rate in the Community (J49.8%)
but this has been falling steadily since L974 (427%). Germany (87.8%) is
maintaining its rate. The figure has dropped in France @3.6%), the United
(ingdom (6I.4%) and Belgiun (IZO,%6). Ireland, even with a fati as against
1977, is maintaining its average since r974. The rate continues to
increase in the Netherlands (224.4%), while in rtaly, with a sliqht
improvement, the level has remained much the same for several years.

4.

Trade

The export-import balance in the various Member States
intra-Community and extra-Community trade) :

:

:

:

Net imports

(t)

:

Net exoorts

:

(t)

change
L979/78

Net imports

270 800
636 000

BLEU

Denmark

France

Ireland
325

Netherlands

:

United Kingdom

:

7.O

+ 16.1
+ 2L.9

IOO

4OO

+

ll.1

- I4.4

The positive trends in intra-Community trade, which has steadily increased
over the years, show that the integration of the Community piqmeat market
is continuing satisfactorily.

a

:

5.2

758 600
747

Net exports

:

+ 14.1

48 100

Tf a'l .,
-L LclLy

:

:

NR

-

295 500
297 300

Germany

as follows (all

Percentaqe

:

:

a

is

:
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piqmeat products-traded between t'he member
(1.97
countries amounted to 2.f2 iiffion t, an increase of 7.7% ovet I97B
million t). Between 1977 and I978, intra-Community trade had increased by

In

1979, the quantity

LT.4%

In trade with

non-member

exoorts 243 2OO t
The Community's

(1).

countries

trade balance with

in 1979, imnorts
non-member

were

2L?4

600

t

and

countries shows a surplus,

with net exports of about 18 500 t, replacinq the deficit vrhich had been
tending to contract for several years, un9 more rapidly-sllnce !?76' The
Community's imports in 1979 were down.by 23.1% against 19-'78, while exports
increased by 27.3%.

Incomolete returns for 1980 show a falt in exports and inr:rease
as against 1979, and the surplus can be expected to disappear.
The breakdown by type

the following table:

of product imported or exported in

from
countries

Imoorts
non-frernber

- live piqs
- fresh and salted meat
- lard
- of fal
- prepared and Preserved meat

-1979

in imports

is qiven in

Exports to
non-member countri"es

25.O%

0.1%
42.8%

3r.B%
2I.1%
7.8%

7.5%
47.5%

I3.7%

2.I%

I

I \J LO]

This breakdown shows that fresh meat is accountinq for a larcler percentaoe
of the total than in previous years. It is very probable that this isa a
cyclical development, due to the market situation, whigfr_lias reouired
more active export refund policy. The Community is still, howevel, a net
exporter of products processed from pigmeat.
V,lith

slight variations, imports break

down

in much the same way as the

previous year.

(1)

DG

VI; figures include lard

and

offal.

a
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In 1979, the Community's external trade was mainly with its traditional
trading partners.

'
'

However, as in the past, certain East Eurooean countries (the German
Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania) were the main suppliers
of live pigs and fresh meat.
The

other main supplier countries were:

United States of America (mainly offal)
China (boned meat)
Sweden (mainly fresh meat and offal)
Canada (offal and pig fat)
Spain (tard)
The EEC continued

to exoort to:

United States (preserves)
Japan (meat and preserves)
Sweden (cuts and offal)

Certain non-member countries

in

Europe.

5. Prices
Basic price

a

of the Community oigmeat market depends on the basic price,
which is fixed annually for the marketinq year from I November to fl
October and applies to Class II carcases on the Community scale.
Management

basic price represents an equilibrium at which piqmeat production can
develop and provide a fair return to producers while the balance between
The

supply and demand

is

maintained.

Intervention provided for in the Community rul-es can be activated when
prices on the representative markets fa11 below IO3% of the basic price.
The level of the basic price for the period from
October 1980 was 150.446 ECU/100 kg.

fl

1

l.lovember L979 to

Given the trend in production costs as a whole and the economic situation,
the new basic price applicable from I November 1980 to 31 October l98l was
fixed at 158.72I ECU/I0O kg of pig carcases (+5.5%).

a
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Sluice-qate price

are fixed every quarter, atre considered to be
prices at the Community fr:ontier, at which
products from non-member countries may enter, complying with the prices
aimed at by Community market requlations. These prices vary with the price
of feed qrain on the world market. In I979/BO the sluice-gate prices were
slightly higher than during the precedinq period.

The sluice-qate prices, which
the normal wortd market offer

b)

Marl<et prices

the summer of I97B and Auqust 1979 prices for p:Lq carcases on the
representative markets showed little change. By Januarll L979, this had
already necessitated the reintroduction of intervention measures, which had
to be maintained until September (aid to private storaqe), when the
seasonal upswing in demand led to an increase in pig carcase prices which
continued until December. In January-February 1980 pr:'.r:es were still at
much the same level as in December. However, in March 1980, they beqan to
fall again and further aid for private storage became necessary in May.
There was no recovery in prices before the end of Auqusll' In september
l9BO, the seasonal pick-up in demand led to a slight increase in market
prices.
Between

situation in l9B0 confirms that the traditir:nal Drir:e cycle has been
broken, with a steady increase in the supply of pigs despite market prices
nersistentlv well below the basic price.
The

The reasons for this situation are manifold, and include not only better
techniques and improved breeding but also the fact thal more and more
non-cereal products are being fed to pigs. There is al:so the fact that
market orices are at a relatively lorv level.

(rab]e "Piq carcases prices" on next

I

paoe)

o
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I
c) Iriorld prices

0f the "market economy"

non*member

countries, the

USA

is the biaqest

producer.

U.S. pig prices fell from the first quarter of 1979 ot'rwatds, due to
increaslng supply, reachinq their lowest point in the sorinq of 1980.
Despite a"subsequent fairly sharp recovery, prices are still wel] below
those of the previous year. The trend in Canada has been similar.
The other countries producinq pigmeat on a large scal-e' are
Eurooean countries with State-run economies.

d)

the

East

Consumel prices

The consumption of fresh pignreat is only about half of' all uses, and the
cuts and presentations vary from one country to anotherr. Comparison of
prices and qualities at European level is therefore very difficult-

rise in prices at the production stage always. forces up retail
prices. However, a reduction in prices at the product.ion staoe does not
A sharp

necessarily bring about a reduction

in retail prices.

pig carcase prices on the representative markets fell and remained
low in lglg anA l9BO, consumer prices for piqmeat were not affected and
remained generally stable. Indeed, in some countries, they showed a

When

modest increase.

5. Production

I

costs

Feedinqstuffs

grain prices on the world market rose in the sprinq of 1979 and feJ-l
again in the summer-autumn of 1980.
Feed

prices on the Community market, which in 1979 had developed much as on
the world market, none the less remained steady in 1980. The ratio of piq
carcase prices fr feed barley prices rose a little in the autumn and winter
of 1979/80 but felI again in the spring of 1980.
Feed

I

I30

e

-

0ther costs
Production costs other than feed make up 25 to
production costs of pig carcases.
They are greatly influenced by the general
in 1979 and higher still in 1980.

hiqh

35%

of the total

level of inflation,

which

was

A further increase in production costs is due to the considerable rise
in bank interest rates, which was especially serious for vounq farmers
who had borrowed in order to set themselves uD.

7. 0utlook
The ample supply of pigs in 1979 kept market prices below the basic prlce
all year. However, on the farms the breedinq herd continues to increase,
as therefore does production of pigmeat.

further increase in output in 1981, but possi.bly at
slightly lower rate than in 1980.
There should be a

8.

Economic aspects of
in piqmeat

the measures taken under the

common

a

orqanization of the

market

a) Levies and refunds

a

for trade with non-Community countries includes, on the
import side, levies and, where appropriate, additional amounts, and,
the export side, refunds payable to exporters if necessary.

The system

on

levies fixed varied with chanqes in world and Community feed grain
prices; in 1980 there has been a slight increase in the sluice-gate
price and the levies have declined as aqainst L979.
The

Additional amounts had to be reintroduced for certain products in April
1980, for the first time since mid-October 1979.
The economic

situation enabled export refunds to be reduced, while

keeping the markets
proouce.

of

non-member

countries accessible to

Community

Subsequently a moderate increase in refunds was necessary in the autumn
of 1980, more especially for fresh meat. The refund on canned ham fo::
the United States market was increased twice (in November and September
1980) before a level was found which made Community exports viable,
after the United States authorities found that the Communityrs refund
policy had not disturbed the American market.

a

(9)

T3L

I
b) Intervention
The somewhat better prices for pig carcases at the end or 1979 last-ed
only until February 1980. Since then prices have fallr:n. In May l9B0
support'measures in the form of aid to private storage had to he
introduced. The first aid measure aoplied until 21 June and concerned
about 46 000 tonnes. 0n 1 August the same measures had to be
reintroduced until f October. The quantities involved were about 4CJ 000
tonnes. The effect was a certain stabilization of market prices, and
even a sliqht improvement, in the autumn of 1980.

9.

Budqetary expenditure
EAGGF

112

Guarantee Section expenditure in 1980 on pigmeat is of the order of
ECU, including 88 million on export refunds and 24 million of

million

private storage aid (estimates subject to correction).
Total expenditure

in 1980 is at least 7% above total

experrditure

in 1979.

t

I

-438J
15.

EGGS

(1)

1. Introduction
relative value
recent estimates:

The

of

egg

production

Eggs/livestock products
Eggs/totaI agricultural production

in the Community may be gaueed from

L978
6%

3.5oi6

1979

6%

7?or'

The process of rationalization and concentration of production in a smaller
number of larger undertakings continues. In I975 more than half of
Community output came from O.2% of the undertakinqs. A variety ofl types of
contractual arrangement and the integrated operation of undertakinos are
also characteristic features of the sector. However, many eggs are still
sold by the producer directly to the consumer, even in countries where the
wholesale and retail trades have undergone the greatest deqree oi'
rationalization (Germany, United Kingdom).

As regards operators, contacts with the representative associations in the
intensified with a view to settinq up a joint-trade

Community have been
body.

2. Production,
O

consumption and trade

In 1979 Community production of eggs (3.96 million tonnes) was the same as
in the previous year, with the number of laying hens being sliqhtly down on
1978. 0n the basis of data indicating that chick placings fell by 5%
during 1979, it is to be expected that Conrmunity production will not chanqe
in 1980, with the exception of the Netherlands and France, where output is
expected to increase. These are the only two Member States where there has
been an appreci-ab1e expansion of egg production since the cri"i< rroar nr
I97A.

Overall consumption, already down in 1979 (3.58 million tonnes), will
probablyTffiffise in 1980, in view of prices.
Intra-Communig_Eade increased by 12% in 1979, with Germany still beinq
@owedbyFrance.TheNether1andsandBe1giumwerethe
main suppliers. In 1980 imports of eggs by the United Kingdom, which had
been a net exporter for several years, increased.

a

Trade with non-Community countries amounted to more than 94 000 tonnes,
with exports at 55 000 tonnes and imports at 28 000 tonnes. Although
exports account for only about 2% of Community output, they have major
repercussions on the internal market, because of the low el-asticity of
Community demand. Supported by high refunds, exports increased sharply in
1979 and remained high in 1980. Imports on the other hand fell during
1979, especially consignments from certain Eastern European countries which
had to comply with the sluice-gate price.

@5.1.-M.16.6.

L33

3. Prices
1978 and the first half of 1979, the fall in
production and increased exports in the second half of 1979 led to a
satisfaetory level of prices up to mid-1980. The seasonal fall in the
summer of 1980 was not as serious as in the two previous years, but the
market is none the less still somewhat unstable.

I

After the market crisis in

Consumer prices have not been running exactly parallel with producer prices
and there has been a tendency for profit margins to widen, especially when
producer prices have risen.

4. Outlook
Egg production is following a cycle which "peaked out" in late 1978/early
1979. The fall in prices during this period led to a reduction in the
flock and in chick placings in 1979 in most Member States.

the improved market situation in late 1979 and 1980 does not seem
likely to last long in view of the further increase since January l9B0 of
chick placings for laying and the long-term expansion in the Netherlands
and France. 0n1y in the United Kingdom is the downward trend in output
continuing. For the Community as a whol-e, supplies in 1981 will therefore
again be on the increase, and it is thus to be feared that the situation on
the Community egg market will again be determined to a larqe extent by the
Ievel of exports outside the Community.
However,

5.

Measures taken under

the

common

orqanization of the

a) Sluice-gate prices were increased on I

market

November 1979

by 5%, in line with

the trend in feed grain prices on the world market. At
they were practically unchanged, while levies had risen
of the new grain priees fixed in the Community.

b)

I

I

Auqust 1980

10%

as a result

Refunds on eggs in shell were reduced from 24 ECU/IAO kg (level set on
1 May 1979) to 2I.50 ECU/100 kg on 15 January 1980 and 20 ECU/IOO ks on
14 April 1980, while refunds for egg products were redruced only on
15 January 1980. From that date, refunds were introdur:ed on hatching
eggs for all non-Community countries except the United States.
measures for better supervision of exports ol agricultural
products, the Commission adopted on 24 January 1980 a regulation
provided for the Member States to provide monthly info.rmation on the
advance fixino of refunds in the eqq sector.

c) Lhder the

5. Budqetary expenditure
Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on eqgs amounted to 15.9
EUA in 1979; the provisional figure for 1980 is 2|2 million EUA and
the estimate for 19Bl is 24.0 million EUA. A11 this experrditure is on

million

refunds.

O

134

3
The accession of Greece does not
community market in eggs, except

substantially alter the situation on the
that it openi up the possibilitv for
expansion of trade with that country in certain products in the sector.

J

o

(10)

Lt5

L7.

I.

POULTRYMEAT

I

(1)

Introduction

the relative value of poultrymeat production was :still substantial
si.milar to that of egos, that is, together about 13.5% of
livestock production and 8% of total agricultural production. The figures
relating to poultrymeat aLone are:

In

1979

and

fairly

Poultrymeat/livestock products
Poultrymeat/total agricultural production

1978

1979

7.O%
4.I%

4.I%

7oA

Poultrymeat production is still characterized by concentration and by
various forms of vertical and horizontal integration. The degree of
concentration is greater in the poultrymeat sector than in the eqg sector,
since in the northern countries of the EEC more lhan 9A/o of production is
accounted for by holdings with more than 10 000 birds.

2. Production,

eonsumption and trade

(l

t)

increased hy
740 000
1979 total Community poultrymeat production
(+
country
where
the
in
Belgium,
only
I.9/o
7.6%
in
France
and
4.296
production
The rate of increase as regards chickens (3%),
representing about two-thirds of total production, was less marked than for

In

-

fell).

:?",:ffi::li"oli"ll!'i3,3"11"
for France, Italy and lreland).

:H:"f,:.,11*ln?!l"l!'fi,[il lfr]'"-::,1?::
turkeys

in

most Member States, except

With consumption having increased by only I.9%
self-supply rate rose to IO5.4%.

in

t

1979, the Community's

Intra-Community trade ceased to increase in 1979 owinq to increased
production in Germany and rising demand in non-member countries.

in

t

1979 reached a total ctf 263 000
non-member countries
made up mainly of chickens for the Middle East and the USSR. In
probably be higher in view of the demand in certain
1980 this figure
non-member countries. Exports of chickens represent l0% of Community
production, and the trend
upward.

Exports

to

(+ 38%),

will

is

Imports represent only 1.8% of consumption. They includer qeese and ducks
(11 000 t) from Eastern European countries, which for the most part
benefited from the non-application of additional amounts followinq the
guarantee given by those countries to observe the sluice-gate price. In
1979 imporfs of turkey meat from the USA were 2 000 t up on 1978. The GATT
agreements provide for consultations with the USA if expclrts exceed the
average for L977/78.

o

I36

e

J. Prices
After the drop in the market prices for chickens in 1978. there wbs a
general rise in 1979 (with the exception of France) and at the beoinninq of
19BO prices even qradually rose above the hioh rever of 1977
This trend can be explained by the fact that European slauqhterhouses do
not always have sufficient stocks available to meet export demand.
Consumer prices have not kept pace with the increase in market prices in
Benelux and Germany, which reflects a temporary saturation of those
markets, particularly as regards frozen chickens.

4.Outlook

It is difficult to forecast poultrymeat production accurately on the basis
of parent stock. The problem is that only a very short production period
is necessary to increase parent stock - a matter of six to twelve months and that the number of chicks used can vary qreatly in relation to the
potential available.

Poultrymeat production is variabte and depends on many factors including
recent prices, feedinqstuff costs, export possibilities and the qeneral

trend in

demand.

Since parent stock was reduced at the end of I97B and in 1979 fotlowing the
fall in market prices in 1978, placings of layinq hens of meat breeds iose
again considerably (about 7%) in 1980, followinq the 1979/80 rise in
prices. There will therefore be a rapid expansion of Community production
potential in 19Bl and the market situation will be more dependent on exoort
outlets to non-member countries.

a

As regards turkeys, the rather unsatisfactory market prices in 1979 have
already led to a reduction in the first six months of 19BO in the placinqs
of turkey poults in some Member States. Since wortd market demand is
limited, the Community market situation will probably remajn unstable and
depend to a large extent on the trend in incomes and on the prices of
competing products in the Community. A favourable development has,
however, been noted in the turkey cuts and preparations sector which is
facilitating the disposal of turkey production.

5.

Measures taken under

the

common

orqanization of the market

a) Followinq the trend in feed-qrain prices on the world market,

sluice-gate prices were sliqhtly increased on i- November 1979 (+2%) and
then, on I May l9B0 reduced again for chickens (-1%). When the new
cereals prices were fixed on I Auqust 1980, the sluice-qate prices
remained practically unchanged but the levies were increased on that
dafo

b) 0n I

o

January l9B0 the coefficients used for caLculatinq the sluice-gate
prices and levies for certain cuts of turkeys and for products derived
from turkevs were altered.

137

in January 1980 concernino
products included, with effect
certain
agricultural
exports
of
Community
for the advance-fixinq of
surveillance
system
January
1980,
a
from 25
poultrymeat,
thus
enabling the volume and
export refunds for eggs and
monitored.
destination of chicken exports to be

c) The measures taken by the Commission

i

for chickens

were reduced from 25 ECU/100 kg on 15 August 1979
to 22 ECU on 21 January 1980 and to 19 ECU on 14 ApriJ- 1980' while
refunds for certain cuts of poultry remained unchanged.

d) Refunds

With effect from 2l January 1980 the list of products for which refunds
are granted has been extended to include ducks, turkeys, turkey oroducts
and day-old chicks. The refunds are to be granted on exports of these
products to all non-member countries with the exception of the United
States.

e) In the light of further researeh into the problem, the

Commission

adopted two Regulations in 0ctober 1980 concerning technical adjustments
to and detailed rules for the application of the Council Reoulation
laying down common standards concerning the water content of frozen and
deep-frozen poultrymeat. Under that Regulation, poultrymeat with an
extraneous water content exceeding the inevitable technical minimum may
not be marketed as such within the Community unless this is specified on
the labelling. The inspection rules will apply with effect from I Apri.l
1981.

6.

Budgetary expenditure

In parallel with the trend in exports and the rates of refunds, expenditure
by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on poultrymeat doubled fron 3I.2
million EUA in 1978 to 63.5 nillion EUA in 1979; the provisional figure for
1980 is 72 and the estimate for 1981 is 80 million EUA.

a

The accession of Greece will have very little effect on Lhe Communityrs
dpnrpp nf qpif-supply for poultrymeat. However, a boost to intra-Community
trade with Greece can be expected in the case of some products in the
canl-nr

o
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18.

SILKWORMS

(1)

Silkworm rearinq, rvhich is practised in Italy and on a small scale for
research purposes in France, represents only a tiny fraction of Community
agricultural activity and of world sericulture (54 800 t of raw silk in 1979
according to the FAO).
Silkworm rearing is practised in Greece as vrel1, mainly
reouirements of the domestic market.

to

meet the

Relatively high prices for raw silk on the world market have had a stimulating
effect on raw silk production. Approximately 10 500 boxes of seed were used
in 1979, but exceptionally bad weather (severe frosts) meant that seed from
only 5 500 boxes was successfully cultivated, and hence only 147 t of cocoons
were produced. In 1978, B 700 boxes produced zoi L of cocoons.
For l9B0/Bl the amount of the aid has been fixed at 61.21
compared with 57.50 ECU for 1979/80 (+ 5.5%).
Expenditure by the

EAGGF

EUA
million EUA

1979,

0.5 million

aL

I.2

in

)

See Table M.18.1

Der box,

the silkworm sector

amounted

to

is forecast at 1,0 million EUA in 1980 and estimated

in 1981.

o

(l)

Guarantee Section on

ECU
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19.
l.

SHEEPMEAT

a

Production

In

1979 the production of sheepmeat and qoatmeat (gross domestic production
529 OOO tonnes) continued to increase (+ 2.1% in comparis;on with I97B)
following increased slaughtering (+ 3.A% head), whereas the averaqe weioht
per head fell slightly (17.7 kg/head in 1979 against 18.0 in 1978).

2. Sheep numbers
The number of sheep in the Community continued to rise (ars it has been
doing almost uninterruptedly since I97I) and stood at 46.8 million in
December 1979. Holever, in 1979 the increase was only 0.5% (compared with
3.9%

3.

in

1978) .

Consumption

Total consumption (gOg 000 tonnes
production (+ 2,I%).

4.

in

1979

(l))

followed t.he same rhythm as

Prices

Prices remained stable (except
approximately I0%)

in Ireland and ltaly

Prices on the United Kinqdom market tn 1979 wete
(against 55% in 1977 and 72% 1n L97B).

vrhere they rose by

73%

of

F

rench prices

5. Trade

I

1979 the Community imported 273 650 tonnes (2) of :;heepmeat and
goatmeat from non-Community countries, as aqainst 275 4lr0 tonnes in 1978.
Intra-Community trade decreased in 1979 (94 233 tonnes, whereas it
amounted to IO2 500 tonnes in 1978). It continued to be dominated by a
flow of roughtly 45 000 tonnes towards France.

- in

-

The Community exported approxi-mately 10 000 tonnes
non-Member countries.

of

sheepmeat to

5. SeIf-supplv rate
The Community self-supply rate remained steady
63.8% - 1978: 65.3% - 19792 65.3%).

7.

Non-member

in

1979 alL around 65"A (1977

z

countries

Sheep numbers continued to increase in exporting non-memtrer countries in
1979 (New Zealandz + I%; Australia: + 2.7%).

@
(2)

tonnes for industrial purposes.
product
Expressed as
weight; the fiqure for slaughter weiqht would
approximately 285 000 tonnes.

be

a
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a
8.

Outlook

for

1980

In l9B0 there was a very steep increase in production (+r2.1%) and a
considerable increase in consumption (+5.7%) in the community.
Production increased

in all

Member

States, but particularly in the United

Kingdom (+I2.9A) and France (+II.6%).

in the United Kingdom (+4%), under the influence of
a sharply falling market price (l).

Consumption increased

In l9B0 the average market price for the Community may be estimated at
287.4 Ecul100 kg or l0% lower than the average price ior 1979.
The community's

9.

Forecast

for

rate of self-suppry for

1980

wilr

be close

to

7uA.

1981

In 1981 Community production should increase only slightly (+t%
approximately). A further increase in consumption (+fZ) 1s expected,
partly as a result of the possibilities open to non-member countries under
the voluntary-restraint agreements concluded in respect of quantities
totalling some 320 000 t for the Community of Ten (expressed in terms of
carcase weight equivalent).

C

10. Conseqqences of the accession of

Greece

The accession of Greece is likely to increase the Communityrs sheepmeat
deficit by about 12 000 t. The estimated fiqures for the Ten .in 19BI are

as follows:

Production

578 000
958 000
280 000

Consumption
Di fference

Consequently, the degree
(67/" for the Nine) .

(I)

o

216 ECU/100

kg,

compared

t
t
t

of self-supply for lg8l is put at

7I%

with 267 ECU/IOO kq in

.

1979 (-I9o/")

for the

Ten
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EEC

l0 production

and consumption

of

sheeomeat

,

,000

:
Member

:

States

Gross domestic

1979

Germany
'l

France

Italy

(a)

t

(1): 1980 (2):

18.14
co qn
52.O8

Netherlands

production

20.65

t

Slauohter Weioht

: total human consumption

(3)z I9790a) 1980 (2): Le8l. (3):
: ---------: ---------: ---------

18.60 :

1981

20.00

5r.00

55.00

58.00

: 180.00
60.00 : 65.00
22.OO : 23.OO
1.80 : f.BO

208.00

2I9.OO

230.OO

84.00

100.00

100.00

7.00
20.50

6.50
22.OO

<qn
tt nn

nq?

o.53

178.00

Belgium

l.

Luxembourg

0. 14

0.14

0. 15

o.53

United Kingdom
Ireland

24I.OO

272.OO

270.OO

401.00

419.00

4?O.OO

34.20

38.00

34.40

26.OO

25.O0

25.OO

Denmark

o.62
84.22
610.35

o.70

0.70

1.00

3.60

3.60

.00 z 9I.84
678.05 : 896.87

87.10

93.OO

937.73

958.63

Greece
EEC

(1)

total

80. 14

673.38

81

(including goatmeat) excluding Belgium, Denmark, Greece and
(from national sources)

Source SOEC
Luxembourg

(la)

B0

:

Source SOEC (including goatmeat) excludinq Greece and Luxembourq (from

national sources)

(2)

Estimates (from national sources)

(3)

Forecasts (from national sources)

(4)

ISTAT adopted

a

new method

years )

a

(5) including

Greenland

of calculation for

1978 and 1979 (and fotlowinq
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2O.a

I.

AGRICULTURAL ALCOH0L

No progress has been made towards

2.

a

Introduction

creating a single market.

Production

Production of aqricultural alcohol remains stable. In 1979 it was almost
as high once again as in 1977. This was, however, a 6.3% inqease on 1978.

In ltaly a slight drop in

mofasses alcohol production was

in vinous alcohol production.
France is still the main oroducer of aoricultural alcohol.

increase

3.

,

offset by an

Consumption

Total consumption continues at the same level in the Community but
consumption of agricultural alcohol is losing ground in Belqium and the
Netherlands in favour of svnthetic a1cohol.

4. Prices
The upward movement in molasses alcohol prices noted
Thus the prices of molasses alcohol have

continued.
cl-oser

5.

to those of svnthetic alcohol.

last year has

not got appreciably

t

Trade

Intra-Community trade

is still

on only a very small scale.

There is, however, a re-latively heavy flow of temporary imports of
agricultural alcohol under the inward processing arrangements.

6.

Outlook
The market in alcohol is tending more and more to settle into patterns
corresponding to the individual Member States. This is not helping
progress towards the development of a Community system.

7. Expenditure
The Community sti1l has a commitment to qrant refunds on exports
spiritous beverages obtained from cereals.

of

B. The accession of Greece does not really alter the situation in this sector.

I
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2O.b

POTAT0ES

(l)

1. Introduction
No common organization of the market yet exists for potatoes. A proposal
was presented by the Commission to the Council on 23 January 1975 coveri.ng

the whole range

It

of fresh and processed products.

provides for:
marketing standardsl

to encourage the formation of producer qroups;
limitation of support measures to those required to keep the

measures

stable;

market

a system of trade with non-member countries incorporating a reference
price system for new potatoes.
Products such as potato starch (2), dehydrated potatoes (l) and products
processed from potatoes (4) are already subject to a common orqanization.
The marketing of seed potatoes is subject to a Council tlirective (5).

2.

Production
According to FAO statistics the world harvest in 1979 was 283 252 OOO t.
The Community, with 34 678 000 t, grew about 12% of the world total. The
average yield per hectare in the EEC is almost double the world averaqe.

e

The value of ootato oroduction reoresented % of the value of final
agricultural production in the Community. Available statist.ics indicate
that 2.4 m holdings (in the enlarged Community) qrew potatoes. At national
level the production structure is very variable, the averaqe crop area per
farm beine 5.3 ha in the United Kinodom and about 0.4 ha in France and
Italv.

(1)
(2)

See Tabl-es M.19.b.1 to M.19.b.4
Regulation (EEC) No 12O/67 of 13.6.1967,0J No L 117 of 19.6.1967, p.
2209

(3)

(4)
(5)

a

Council Regulation
30.5.1978.

(EEC) No

1117/78

of 22 May 1978, 0J

No

L 142 of

Council Regulation (EEC) No 516/77 of 14.3.1977, 0J No L 73 of 2I.3.I977.
Consolidated version of Council Directive of 14.6.1966, 0J No 66 of
8.6.1966, p. 35.
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t
Since I95I- .l/55 the total area under potatoes in the EEC has dropped by
aboul 66o/o, from f 512 000 ha in I95I-55 to 1 200 000 ha in 1979.' Because
of the increase in yields per hectare, however, Droduction has fallen by
only 44% (61 957 000 t in 1951-55, 34 678 000 t in 1979).
The Community

is basically self-sufficient but there have been suoply
(in 1975 about l3 million t and in 1975

problems follovring very dry years
about 29 million t).

Both the area under new potatoes (about 114 000 ha) and production (about
2 million t) have remained almost the same over the past ten years and
there continues to be a shortfall, about 450 000 t being imported every
year.
1979 the area under seed potatoes in the EEC was the same as in 1978,
about 112 000 ha. About 3 million t are harvested, mainly in the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, France and Gerrnany.

In

(crisps, instant potato, chips etc.) are also important
potato
in the
sector. About 3 million t of fresh potatoes are processed
annually in the EEC. Some varieties are particularly suited to processino
and are mainly grown under contracts between farmers and the processino
industry. Development has been very raoid and conditions are right for
further expansion in the near future of a number of products.
Processed products

Consumption

a

Unprocessed potatoes are used maini.y as foodstuffs and are used to a lesser
extent for feeding animals. The quantities turned by the processing
industry into products for human consumption represent about 16% of total
human consumption,

a) Human consumption
Per capita consumption of fresh potatoes is increasinq sliqhtly. After
a big drop in 1976/77 as a result of the drought in 1976 (69.] kq per
head), it climbed to 76.2 kg in 1977/78 and to 7B.B kg in 1978/79.

b)

Animal feedinq

for feedinq animals varies from f million t to
t depending on the volume of the harvest. In I97B/79 it was
t, comprising 3 145 000 t in Germany, 6O9 000 t in Franee,
251 000 t in ltaly, 617 000 t in the Netherlands, I I57 000 t in the
United Kingdom and 378 000 t in Ireland.
The amount used

7 million
6 39I 000

a

148

e
c) Products processed for

human consumption

Consumption of products processed from potatoes (about
1979) continues to increase.

I million t in

of certain products such as deep-frozen pre-cooked products
should increase further.
Consumption

4.

Trade

Intra-Community trade in potatoes absorbs only about 4% af total
production, for seed potatoes and new potatoes the figure being between 12
and 15%. The surplus countries are the Netherlands, France and lreland.
The Uniled Kingdom exports seed potatoes and imports new potatoes. Italy
exports new potatoes and imports seed potatoes and ware potatoes. Denmark
and the BLEU also have a large-scale import-export trade.
The structure of Community trade in processed products is similar to that
in unprocessed products. The Netherlands and France are exportinq
countries and the others are imoorters.
Trade with non-EEC countries is mainly in seed potatoes and new potatoes.
Seed potatoes are exported to South America, Africa and Asia and new
potatoes imported from the countries round the Meditemanean.

J

5. Prices
Prices are very unstable, varying from year to year. Because of the
inelasticity of demand, plentiful harvests tend to force down prices quite
sharply. Other factors may affect prices, for example the weather and
unexpected exports to countries with shortages.

In 1979/80 prices started at average levels, hiqher than those of the
previous year: at Rotterdam 5.98 EUA/100 kg on I0 September 1979 for Bintje
+ 35 mml at Arras 7.67 EUA/100 kg for Bintje + 40 mm; at London 13.48
EUA/100 kg for several varieties.
After the Christmas period, when the trend is set for the rest of the year,
prices were slightly hiOher and were expected to rise still more. But from
January onwards they dropped and on J0 May 1980 were as follows: at
Rotterdam 3.28 ECU/100 kg for Bintje + 35 mml at Arras 3.OB ECU/100 kg for
Bintje + 40 mm; at London 12.29 ECU/IOO kq for several varieties. At the
end of the year a number of Member States took measures. The lower prices
for late potatoes meant that prices for the 1980 new potatoes were also
l-ovre

a

r.
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.
developed during the year a,re: the very
mild winter, which encouraqed consumption of other veoetables, the
smallness of the 1979 poLatoes, which discouraged consumption, the very
small quantities of sorting rejects and the selling of seed potato stocks
for consumption.
The main reasons

for the way prices

York the price for round white-fleshed varieties varied from
ECU/100 kq on 5 November to 7.55 ECU/100 ko on 28 April.

At

Nevr

12

new potatoes and seed potatoes are higher than those of late
The difference varies by a larqe apount dependinq on the size of
the harvest and the level of late crop prices. If these are low, the
prices of both seed and new potatoes fall.

The prices

potatoes.

of

potato prices also vary by origin and variety. Seed potatoes for which
a monopoly is held are dearer than free varieties
New

6. Outlook
The 1979/80 marketing year was one

of undoubtedly disappointing prices

and

the first provisional figures from the SOEC put the area under potatoes in
I98O 4.5% down on 1979 (1 200 000 ha in 1979, I 146 000 ha in 1980), the
sharpest drops beinq again in the United Kinqdom (- fa.7%) and in Germany

(-

5.7%) .

first returns from the Member States show that the crop has been heavy
with probably a high percentage of deformed and split tubers and
consequentty large quantities of sortinq rejects. The total harvest is
expected to be higher than last yeatrs (34 678 000 t).
The Rotterdam market opened with prices lower than last yearrs:
5.98 ECU/100 kg for Bintje +35 mm in 1979, 5.56 ECU/100 kg in 1980. In
France prices at Arras were al"so lower: 7.67 ECU/100 kg in 1979,
4.87 ECU/100 kq in 1980. In the United Kingdom 12.48 ECU/100 kq in 7979,
9.45 ECU/IO0 kg in 1980.
Prices will probably not undergo any substantial chanqes before Christmas.
Long-term market trends will not be discernible before early January. The
marketing year will subsequently be influenced, as always, by the weather,
The

by the volume

7.

of rejects

a

and by the quantities exported.

Economic aspects

of a Community market orqanization steps have been taken by
States: intervention in respect of late potatoes in the United
Kingdom, support measures for lale potatoes and new potatoes in France.
In the

absence

some Member

o

150

I
8.

Accession

of

Greece

Greek production amounts at present to just under I million t. Followino
the accession of Greece the situation in the ware and seed potatoes sector
will remailn virtually unchanqed, while the Community's degree of
self-supply for new potatoes is likely to increase sliqhtly.

,

o

151

2O.c

I.

HONEY

r

(1)

Introduction
Honey is not subject to a common organization of the market. The only
general charqe on imports is a 27% cusloms duty, reduced Lo 25% on honey
from most developing countries and to nil fo:: honey from the 28
least-developed countries and the ACP countries.

2. Production, consumption and trade
In I97B/79 the EEC produced 32 000 t of honey and imported 104 000 t.
Gernrany alone was responsible for 4lo/o of Community production in 1977 /78
and France

for

2B%.

Germany was also the biggest importer (58%) of the Nine, 1"ollowed by the
United Kingdom (I9%). The EEC produces only &5% of its requirements but
the amounts produced by the Member States vary widely. Basically the EEC
may be divided into countries with a hiqh deqree of self-supply (France,
Italy and Denmark) and those dependent on imports for most of their

requirements. France increases its degree of self-supply by aoplvino
quantitative restrictions on imports from certain countries and by applying
Article 115 of the Treaty of Rome (protective measures to those from
certain other countries).

policies of the Member States explain the
introduciilg a common market organization.

The divergent trade

difficulty of

a

3. Common measures to assist beekeeping
Between 1968 and 1973 the EEC qranted indirect aid to beelceepers in the
form of a premium for denatured sugar for feedinq bees. This was abolished
tn 1974 because of the suqar shortage. In 1976 Lhe EEC g:ranted di::ect aid
amounting to I million EUA to associations of beekeepers; this aid came
from special funds voted by the European Parliament and not from the EAGGF
budget.

In

1977

the

EEC

reintroduced the premium for denatured suqar

for

feedinq to

Viith the accession of Greece, the Community's production potential will
increase by about 30%. However, Greek exports account fo:r only 2-3% of
Community imports, so that the common market's honey defioit will not
change

(1)

significantly.

See Table M.19.d.1.

o

C.
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SUPPTY AND CONSI]]'IPTION

IN

FEEDINGSTIIFFS

1979

Supplies of both energy-giving raw materials and proteins
were abundant in 1979. As often happens, there was some
apprehension on Lhis point in the spring, but doubts were
quickly dispelled when the worl-d supply position became
known. Increases in Feedingstuff prices generally lagged
behind inflation rates. This tended to boost the volume
of compound feedingstuffs used, which in fact increased
more than the volume of livestock products. The rate of

penetration of

compound

feedingstuffs is therefore rising.

Slightly more cereals were used in animal feed, partly
because Thailand curbed its manioc exports to the Community
on a voluntary basis. 0n Lhe other hand, Indonesia stepped
up its exports of this product to the Community very
sharply, so that the increase in cereal consumption in Lhe
Community is in fact due more to an increase in demand
for }ivestock products.

As a result of certain market measures, skimmed-milk
powder for calf feed became scarce, and users felt
that a shortage was about to develop.

.

On the demand side an increase of about 6% tn pigmeat
production generated an increase in consumption of more
than 5%. The relatively low prices for eggs at the
beginning of the year were due to an excess of production
over final demand. The situation improved at the end of
the year and it may be concluded that average demand for
feedingstuffs over the year is practically the same as
in 1978
Demand for poultrymeat is going up and an increasing
proporLion of production is being exported. Total
consumption of compound feedingstuffs in the sector
rose by about 5%.

Cattle numbers are not increasing, but it would
appear that the favourable prices of compound
feedingstuffs are inducing producers to allow
average slaughter weights to increase. This has
been to the benefit of the feedingstuffs industry,
and tonnage figures for compound feedingstuffs
for cattle are increasing more rapidly than for
other animals.
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PRODUCTION OF COIIPOU}ID FEEDINGSTUTFS

IN

1979

Production of compound feedingstuffs in the Comrnunity in
\979 was 77 920 000 t, an increase of 8.7% on 1978- This
increase is not identical for all the llember States or
for all feedingstuff types. However, only in the BLEU
was there a decline in total producLion, although the
volume of feedingstuffs for cattle increased by more
than 13%.
Caution is nonetheless required in interpreting Lhe
figures. The increase in production of I0.7% in Germany
may be more apparent than real as it was only during
7979 Lhat faclories were first required to report
production feedingstuffs for pets need not be reporLed.
The drop in production of feedingstuffs for laying hens
is a source of concern for German producers, who fear
the loss of the egg market to the Netherlands.

In France production is rising more slowly than in
any other EEC country excepL Lhe BLEU. There is no
ready explanation for this, as France has a shortfall
in meat.

Production in the Netherlands is reaching a very high
Ievel. The volume produced is the highest in the EEC
per head of population and exceeds domestic requirements

a

Production conLinues to increase in the United Kingdom,
Denmark, Ireland.

different sectors in
cattle and for animals
the highest rates of
increase. Cattle also account for Lhe highest increase
in absolute terms (3 400 000 t), but compared with total
requirements for this class of livestock, production
of compound feed remains very low.

Comparisons with figures for the
1978 show thaL feedingstuffs for
other than poultry and pigs show

REQUIRNIMNTS

In general, requiremenLs increased in all sectors in
proportion to the volume of production, but the
increase was particularly marked for pigs.
The apparent covering of feedstuff requirements for
livestock production shows an improvement of the rate

of penetration.
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Requirements

Sector

:

1979 :

7978

CattIe

:
:
:

Production of
compound

feedingstuffs
-------7978

7979

Percentage of
requirements

I97B

:

r77 .492

24.s68

27

.989

14,7

76 13

Pigs

4s.482

47.760

25.049

26.463

55,1

55

Poultry

26

.492

27.026

19.091

20.a46

72

rI

7412

25.4r0

25 . s30

2.994

3.422

11

,8

13

271.808

77.702

TotaI
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264.286

Calculations

:
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OUTTOOK

The feedingstuffs industry which has major problems in its
own area, nor{r also had to contend with the general economic
situation overshadowed by the energy supply position.
The aim of the feedingstuffs industry is, and will remain
over Lhe coming years, to make the best possible use of
available resources in order to provide stock-farmers with
quality feedingstuffs at the }owest possible prices. The
increase in the tonnage of compound feedingstuffs used
shows Lhe increasing penetration of industrial feeds in
stock-farming. This is helping to irnprove productivity,
largely to the benefit of the consumer, as it is he who
determines the level of demand.

As far as raw materials are concerned, the shortfall of
proteins remains very serious, despite the Communityts
efforts to irnprove the degree of self-supply.
A poor harvest in soya-producing countries, for example, could
well, by forcing up prices, impair productivity severely r"ithin
the Comrnunity: imported protein, being of great biologi-cal
value, enables the Community to make optimum use of farm
fodder, both cereals and silage, while in the case of
monogastric animals such protein suy'plies are, of course,
indispensable.
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1979

166.902

Others

,}

----..:

There do not appear t.o be any future problems with regard
to energy-producing raw materials, large quantities being
available both inside and outside the Communitv.
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The increase in demand for feedingstuffs will

remain

proportional to that of livestock production. However,
the increasing use of concentrates could well, in the
medium or long term, lead to far-reaching changes in
patterns of animal feeding, especially through a
reduction in the proporLion of cereals used.
The accession of Greece to the Community will not alter our
patlern of trade in supplies of ral,r materials for animal
feed.
Problems may arise in Greece, however, where the poJicy
on purchase and supplies of raw materials differs
radically from the pattern in the Nine.

of trade in animal feed with Greece
should not be ruled out unless the industry modernizes
rapidly.

The possibility

also have some problem maintaining the €:xport
links it has at present with the Arab countries.

Greece will
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